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ESCAPING THE ALPHABET: THE READING OF SILENCE IN THE NOVELS
OF VIRIGINA WOOLF 
by
Patricia Laurence 
Adviser: Professor Mary Ann Caws
The exploration of the theme and narration of silence 
in Virginia Woolf's novels in this dissertation brings under 
scrutiny nothing less than her perceptions of the nature of 
gender, being, mind, knowledge and language. Woolf, 
searching for a language of mind amid changing concepts of 
mind in the twentieth century, creates a new rhetoric of 
silence. In defining silence as a "presence" and not just an 
"absence" in life and narration, Woolf displaces the 
privileged place of the "speaking subject" and speech or 
dialogue in the novel. In Chapter 1, there is an attempt to 
define what "silence" is in a text. It is about a theory of 
reading silence in any text as well as a reading of silence 
in Virginia Woolf's novels. Chapter 2, The Reading of 
Silence, discusses Woolf's notions of the reader and the 
writer, and how the critical perspective of Deconstruction 
confers a new kind of "readability" on the element of 
silence in her novels. Chapter 3, The Writing of Silence, 
provides a methodology for the identification of "scenes of
V
silence" through a lexicon of silence, a punctuation of 
suspension and metaphors of silence. Chapter 4, Narrating 
Interiority, provides a brief overview of the narration of 
interiority in the English novel. Chapter 5, Keeping the 
Silence, demonstrates that silence is viewed as a "ritual of 
truth" of women in sleeted novels of Jane Austen, Charlotte 
Bronte and Virginia Woolf. Chapter 6, Breaking the Silence, 
presents women's silences as a "ritual of oppression" in 
selected novels of Samuel Richardson, Charles Dickens,
George Meredith and Thomas Hardy. Chapter 7, Escaping the 
Alphabet, reinterprets the bodily expression of hysteria and 
delusion in The Voyage Out and The Waves as another form of 
silence. Chapter 8, Listening to Silence, establishes 
alternating rhythm as a fact of Woolf's style, and 
juxtaposes the harmony of The Waves with the modern 
counterpoint of Between the Acts. Taken together, the 
chapters indicate the layers of silence in Woolf's novels. 
Her narrative experimentation anticipates certain post­
modern critical themes and fictional perspectives on 
interiority, the unconscious, ineffability, and the 
limitations of language and interpretation.
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St. Augustine said that his master Ambrose was the 
first man in Antiquity to read in silence without 
speaking the text aloud. It may also be said that 
Virginia Woolf is the first woman novelist in Modernity 
to summon silence into narration. Woolf, refusing the 
"realist" demands of fictional discourse advocated by 
the Edwardians, Arnold Bennett, John Galsworthy and H. 
G. Wells, uses experimental techniques of indirection 
to suggest what is "not said," thus giving silence a 
narrative and thematic place in her novels. In doing 
so, she goes beyond received taxonomies of fiction to 
interrogate the nature of the novel and "the literary."
Terence Hewet, an aspiring writer in Woolf’s first
novel, The Vovaae Out, also grapples with the nature of
the novel and echoes Woolf's lifelong preoccupation
with the theme and technique of "silence":
I want to write a novel about Silence 
...the things people don't say. But the 
difficulty is immense. (216)
Difficult, because in seeking "to devise a method for
conveying not only what people say but what they leave
unsaid, not only what they are but what life is"(Common
Reader 1 14), a writer confronts the "narrativity" of
"what people don't say," of "silence." Woolf, like
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Terence Hewet, wishes to write a novel "about" silence, 
and not a novel which refuses expression, and so must 
find methods to represent the subtantiality and 
presence of silence in the text. She states in "Modern 
Fiction,"
that nothing— no method, no experiment, 
even of the wildest— is forbidden, but 
only falsity and pretence...Any method 
is right, every method is right, that 
expresses what we wish to express, if 
we are writers. (156, 158)
Although there are many types of literary form which 
generate meaning in novels, the focus here is on the 
contribution to meaning of various forms of silence, 
suspending, to some degree, other sources. It is about 
a theory of reading silence in narration not for the 
sake of theory, but as a means of engaging the multiple 
levels and the meaning of silence that one experiences 
in a Woolf novel. This effort may, perhaps, be as 
futile as Virginia Woolf's pursuit of the elusive "it" 
of life, but, nevertheless, it is an attempt to give 
the moment and my reading of Woolf "whole."
But what is "silence" in a text? Is it a sign or a 
floating signifier or a word? Is it a kind of figure, a 
symbol? Is silence a discourse or a rhetoric? Could it 
simply be an idea or a theme? Is it a strategy? Is it a 
presence or an absence? Is it a space in the text or an 
implicit structure? Is silence part of a rhythm
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patterned with sound? How do we empirically grasp it? 
How does a writer mark silence with words? Where is 
silence— in the writer's or the reader's experience?
How does a writer "write" it? How does a critic "sound" 
it, making it into expressive discourse for the reader?
How does a reader "read" silence? "How," as
Shoshana Felman asks in Writing and Madness, "can we
read the unreadable?" Only, she suggests, through a
modification of the meaning of reading itself:
To read on the basis of the unreadable 
would be, here again, not what does the 
unreadable mean, but how does the 
unreadable mean. Not what is the meaning 
of the letters, but in what way do the 
letters escape meaning? (187)
Such questions may seem to subvert their own terms, but
they underly the explorations of this paper, in
interpreting Woolf's narrative silence not only in
"marked" but "unmarked" contexts as if it were of the
same order as the "readable"— the same order as words
on the page. She seeks, through her narrative methods,
adventuring, and changing always to express silence:
its nature, its meanings, its uses. Woolf attempts to
both use and escape the alphabet in creating these
narrative silences as she wants to capture the rushing
stream beneath the conscious mind, beneath the symbolic
alphabet— the broken dreams, the nursery rhymes, the
unconscious moments, the street cries, the interrupted
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rhythms— the rent fabric of self, language and culture 
in the twentieth century.
Each novel under discussion— The Voyage Out. To 
the Lighthouse. The Waves. and Between the Acts— has 
been chosen as the best text to illustrate a particular 
kind of silence though it may occur in diluted or 
involuted forms in other places. It is about a theory 
of reading silence in narration and is also a reading 
of silence in Virginia Woolf’s novels.
Chapter 1, the Introduction, attempts first to 
define what "silence," the domain outside speech, is in 
a text. To "sound" this silence, the letter and the 
voice, defined anew, are necessary.
Chapter 2, The Reading of Silence, discusses 
Woolf's notions of the reader and the writer, and 
explores how the critical perspective of Deconstruction 
acknowledges and "confers a new kind of readability" 
(Johnson "Rigorous Unreliability" 279) and complexity 
on the element of "silence" in Woolf's novels.
Chapter 3, The Writing of Silence, provides a 
methodology for the linguistic identification of 
Woolf's "scenes of silence" through the formal 
construction of a lexicon of silence, and an 
examination of the expression of silence through 
punctuation and metaphor.
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Chapter 4, Narrating Interiority in the English 
novel, provides a brief overview of the narration of 
interiority in the English novel and Woolf's deepening 
sense of this tradition.
Chapter 5, Keeping the Silence, demonstrates that 
silence is viewed as a "ritual of truth" for women in 
selected novels of Jane Austen, Charlotte Bronte and 
Virginia Woolf.
Chapter 6, Breaking the silence, presents women's 
silences as a "ritual of oppression" in selected novels 
of Samuel Richardson, Charles Dickens, George Meredith 
and Thomas Hardy.
Chapter 7, Escaping the Alphabet: Decoding Women's 
Bodies and Minds, reinterprets the bodily expression of 
hysteria and delusion in women as another form of 
"silence." Using the methodology of inter-textuality, 
the mind-body states of Rachel in The Voyage Out and 
Rhoda in The Waves are compared to Freud and Breuer's 
descriptions of hysteria in their case studies of Dora 
and Anna 0., and to male and female surrealist 
painters' representations of women.
Chapter 8, Listening to Silence: Rhythm in The 
Waves and Between the Acts, establishes "alternating 
rhythm" as a fact of Virginia Woolf's style and as a 
way of escaping language. It juxtaposes the harmonic 
and sweeping rhythms of The Waves to the modern
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counterpoint of Between the Acts, and describes the 
different lexicons of silence in each work.
Taken together the chapters indicate the layers of 
silence in Woolf's novels. Her narrative 
experimentation anticipates certain modern critical 
themes, and in her nascent silences we recognize 
certain philosophical and fictional perspectives on 
interiority, the unconscious, ineffability and the 
limitations of language and interpretation.
Kinds of Silence
My own post-structuralist position springs from a 
reading of Woolf's silence as one of the "signs by 
which literature draws attention to itself and points 
out its mask" (Genette 22). Critics have yet to 
decipher the "many silences," and the many ways in 
which silence can "figure" in a novel and an 
epistemology of silence as a guide to reading Virginia 
Woolf's novels has yet to be written. How can a reader 
mark what is absent? How does a writer mark silence 
with words? Though usually the ground against which 
talk or sound is perceived, silence 
"figures" itself. But how, more precisely, does it 
figure? Since the many kinds of silence to be discussed 
here present difficulties in articulation as well as 
audibility, we must make distinctions. Silence can mean
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many things: it may suggest a physical silence or
loneliness or a pause as someone dips a pen in ink.
Silence can signal a question, a promise or denial; or
a warning, a deceit, a threat or insult, or even a
request, or a command. It may signal that someone is
thinking or holding his peace, or waiting quietly, or
being cut off or being stifled; it may reveal something
about gender. In a scene between Mr. and Mrs. Ramsay in
To the Lighthouse. for example, Woolf marks a silence:
She had triumphed again. She had not said 
it yet he knew...He found talking so much 
easier than she did. He could say things—  
she never could. So naturally it was 
always he that said the things, and then 
for some reason he would mind this 
suddenly, and would reproach her 
[underlining above and following is my 
emphasis]. (TL 184-5)
Later, a comment:
That was typical of their relationship.
Many things were left unsaid. (TL 263)
At Mrs. Ramsay's dinner party, all conversation is
arrested as Mrs. Ramsay retreats from "all the being
and the doing" to an interior space which is silent. It
is a narrative moment which Gerard Genette might
describe as doubly silent because the character has
stopped talking to retreat to an inner world, and this
also suspends the narrative movement of the novel:
Now she need not listen. It could not 
last, she knew, but at the moment her eyes 
were so clear that they [unveiled] these 
people...the sudden silent trout are all
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lit up hanging, trembling. (160)
And then a silence which is the philosophical backdrop
for the death, the "thud,1' of Andrew Ramsay in the war:
There seemed to drop into this 
Silence...the thud of something falling.
(TL 201)
In Between the Acts, there is much preoccupation with 
the inaudibility of people and the ineffability of 
life. Mrs. Swithin protests:
"We haven't the words—-we haven't the 
words,"..."Behind the eyes? not on the 
lips; that's all."
There are silent thoughts:
"Thoughts without words." her brother 
mused. "Can that be?"
And characters silently read each other's silent
thoughts:
"Isabella guessed the words that Giles 
had not spoken." (BA 48)
Reflective and meditative states of mind in
Woolf's novels are structured through the solitary
activity or meditation of a character or characters
silently watching the behavior of others. In a broad
sense, Woolf's novels, after Jacob's Room, are
"inaudible" since they trace the unspoken life of her
characters through a narration of silent observation
and indirect discourse. Most of the communication in
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Between the Acts, for example, is not audible though it 
begins in sound:
"It is time," said Mrs. Swithin, "to go 
and join— ." She left the sentence 
unfinished, as if she were of two minds, 
and they fluttered to right and to left, 
like pigeons rising from the grass."
(74)
The narrator and character fuse in this psycho­
narration as we are provided first with direct 
discourse, then the suspension of "talk" and the 
narrative observation, "She left the sentence 
unfinished." The narrator creates a spatial metaphor in 
the fluttering image of birds, capturing the state of 
mind of an unfinished sentence. This interruption of 
talk is another kind of silence.
Woolf heightens our awareness of silence in life, 
its varied types and functions, as she narrates its 
rich and complex nature in her novels. The subject has 
a particular appeal in the word-clogged reality of the 
twentieth century, at a time when we are bombarded with 
words from the public spaces of advertising, public 
relations and journalism. It is a time when, as Gerard 
Genette reports, one must pay for a period of silence 
on a jukebox, a blank record, equal to that of a tune, 
illustrating that "in a civilization of noise silence 
must also be a product, that it is the fruit of a 
technology and a commercial object" (43) ; it is a time
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when we distinguish acts of silence in history 
particularly after the historical shame in the face of 
unimaginable inhumanity in the Holocaust; it is a time 
when we note that post-structuralist novelists like 
Joan Didion write of death in Central America as if 
people no longer exist— "the corpse nourishes the 
symbolic," she writes in Salvador —  except as an 
opportunity for the self-reflection of writers. This 
too is a kind of silence.
To understand the riddle of silence in Woolf's 
novels, is to enhance one's interpretation of other 
layers of fictional and historical silence. However, in 
order to read and discuss it, we must establish, as 
Gerard Genette suggests in Figures of Literary 
Discourse, a "new rhetoric" which will include the 
semiotics of all discourses, including the discourse of 
silence. And in this discourse of silence, we must, as 
Foucault urges, "try to determine the different ways of 
not saying ...things.... There is not one but many 
silences, and they are an integral part of the 
strategies that underlie and permeate discourses" ("The 
Repressive Hypothesis" 931).
As George Steiner states in a seminal essay "On 
Difficulty," a frontier topic can seek only to clarify 
"the state of art at a crucial point of difficulty. The 
assertiveness is provisional" (18). The exploration of
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interiority and silence presents particular difficulty 
in two methodological categories for the critic as 
outlined by Steiner: first, the modal difficulty; 
second, the ontological difficulty. Steiner describes 
the modal difficulty as a difficulty in the beholder of 
a text who has to learn the idiom and orders of 
apprehension of other times, the philology. In dealing 
with Woolf's apprehension of reality, language and 
silence, we are reminded that "there is no neutral 
observation" (Kuhn 42), and one must, as far as 
possible, enter into her language and world view. This 
difficulty has been broached in this thesis by the 
establishment of a working lexicon of silence gleaned 
from Woolf's novels and Haule's Concordance to Virginia 
Woolf's novels. Secondly, the ontological difficulty is 
one that forces us to confront the "blank question of 
the nature of human speech" or language.
Categories of Silence: The Psychological
Broadly, there are five categories of silence that 
will take us within sight of the linguistically and 
philosophically intriguing subject of silence in 
Woolf's novels: psychological, social, historical, 
philosophical and structural. Each of these kinds of 
silence is revealed in what shall be labelled "scenes 
of silence" in the novels. The way in which silence is
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embodied is crucial to Woolf's experimental project in 
the genre of the novel for when Woolf creates a scene 
of silence which might be categorized as psychological, 
she is revealing her interest in the exploration of the 
affective domain — "What is the reality of any 
feeling?"— as well as her interest in the pulses of 
sensation and the traces of the mind. In her challenge 
to "realist" notions of fiction as practiced by the 
Edwardian novelists, Bennett, Galsworthy, and Wells, 
she warns: "Let us not take it for granted that life 
exists more fully in what is commonly thought big than 
in what is commonly thought small" (The Common Reader 
155). She pays less attention to the traditional 
elements in the novel that E.M. Forster describes in 
Aspects of the Novel— character, plot and dialogue—  
basing it more on feeling and the sensations of the 
body and mind. She turns consciousness inside out.
Silence in her novels is the equivalent of the
"interior distance" described by Poulet:
...how can one find in language something 
equivalent to this multiple, interior 
"whirling about" which is the lived 
moment, and to this vertiginious gliding 
which is lived time. (Interior Distance 
28)
This interior "whirling about" which represents "lived 
time" (conscious and unconscious) becomes an important 
feature of Woolf's spatialization and temporalization
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of thought in her novels. Woolf structures many
solitary scenes to create a narrative space for the
exploration of interiority, and, consequently, the
development of a discourse of silence. So, for example,
Mrs. Ramsay ruminates while sitting alone after the
children are in bed, knitting, looking out at the
lighthouse:
Not as oneself did one find rest ever, in 
her experience (she accomplished here 
something dexterous with her needles) but 
as a wedge of darkness. Losing 
personality, one lost the fret, the hurry, 
the stir;...Often she found herself 
sitting and looking, sitting and looking, 
with her work in her hands until she 
became the thing she looked at— that 
light, for example. (TL 96-97)
Sometimes the scene of silence involves two characters,
one silently watching the behavior of the other, and
this creates another narrative meditation. Lily,
leaning her head against Mrs. Ramsay's knee,
speculates:
...for it was not knowledge but unity that 
she desired, not inscriptions on tablets, 
nothing that could be written in any 
language known to men....And yet, she knew 
knowledge and wisdom were stored up in Mrs. 
Ramsay's heart. How then, she had asked 
herself, did one know one thing or another 
thing about people, sealed as they were?
(TL 79)
At other times, one person silently observes two people 
silently observing a third, and all communication is 
channelled into the visual: "So that is marriage, Lily
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thought, a man and a woman looking at a girl throwing a 
ball" (TL 110).
Social Silences
In addition to these silences which "figure" 
interiority, there are scenes of silence in which 
silence is not a signifier endlessly floating in the 
"dark places of psychology." Rather the silences are 
positioned, as M. M. Bakhtin would say, as social 
signifiers. Woolf's social silences then are structured 
not around solitary activity but social conversation—  
communicative silences: for example, Mrs. Ramsay's 
dinner party in To the Lighthouse, Mrs. Dalloway's 
party, the Pointz Hall luncheon and play in Between the 
Acts. It is here in society that Woolf continues to 
explore psychological states, not only the "unsaid" but 
the "unsayable" based on the social taboos of Victorian 
propriety— the silences in company. There is, after 
all, a certain ambiguity in silence as a communicative 
sign, it being more context-embedded than speech. In 
some cases, however, the social context helps to 
determine the interpretation of silence.
Frequently, in a Woolf novel, a conversation is 
structured by a woman's talking and performing a hobby- 
-doing two things at once. For example, Helen Ambrose 
talks to St. John while working on her embroidery in
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The Voyage Out, and the conversation is punctuated by
rhythmic "lapses” and "pauses":
The embroidery, which was a matter for 
thought, the design being difficult and 
the colours wanting consideration, brought 
lapses into the dialogue when she seemed 
to be engrossed in her skeins of silk, or, 
with head a little drawn back and eyes 
narrowed, considered the effect of the 
whole. Thus she merely said, "um-m-m," to 
St. John's next remark, "I shall ask her 
to go for a walk with me."
Perhaps he resented this division of 
attention...There was a considerable 
pause." (207)
Women are often doing two things at once— sewing,
embroidering, knitting— and what they do creates a
rhythm for what they say. Mrs. Ramsay in To the
Lighthouse knits and talks and pauses; Mrs. Dalloway
sews and talks and pauses; Lily paints and talks and
pauses. Where women are doing and talking at the same
time, a unique narrative rhythm is created.
Silence is therefore open to a range of social 
meanings given its nature, and Chapters 5 and 7 
elaborate the social silences associated with women. 
Rhoda in The Waves, and Rachel in The Voyage Out, lose 
speech in hysteria and delusion, and Woolf explores 
this domain outside speech through representations of 
the body. Both die young and symbolically present a 
suicide of voice: Rhoda, through suicide; Rachel, a 
mysterious illness, which ends in death. They embody 
their womanly sense of loss and inability to cope with
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life through their bodily expressions as Elaine 
Showalter demonstrates so effectively in The Female 
Malady. Helene Cixous states: "Silence: silence is the 
mark of hysteria. The great hysterics have lost 
speech...their tongues are cut off and what talks isn't 
heard because it's the body that talks and man doesn't 
hear the body" (Showalter Female Malady 161). Women's 
silences, therefore, are sometimes part of a strategy 
of double denial: a defiance, a refusal to enact the 
social subordination often required of women— silence 
as a ritual of truth to be described in Chapter 5; at 
the same time, silence can also be a capitulation, a 
suicide of voice in society through a refusal of 
language or through the choice of death.
However, there are also communicative silences 
which mark the positive identity of women and the 
presence of communication. This is a women's silence 
which enacts not a subordination, but a positive 
presence and relationship. For example, Mrs. Ramsay: 
"She was silent always. She knew then-she knew never 
having learnt. Her simplicity fathomed what clever 
people falsified" (TL 46).
Deborah Tanner states in a sociolinguistic 
analysis of silence that "silence is the extreme 
manifestation of indirectness. If indirectness is a 
matter of saying one thing and meaning another, silence
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can be a matter of saying nothing and meaning 
something" (Saville-Troike 97). Some silences 
expressing impotence or anger and frustration are 
described by Woolf in Sketches of the Past in relation 
to Nessa's doing of the weekly books. Both daughters 
feel a "frustrated fury" with their father, Leslie 
Stephen's, rages and penuriousness. Woolf remarks on 
"the things impossible to say aloud...some of them 
still sayable" (108). There are also the stifling 
silences of propriety after her mother's death when "A 
finger was laid on our lips...silence was stifling"
(94); reminding us of Auguste Rodin's pastel of 
"Silence." There is the silence surrounding her mother, 
Julia Duckworth, who "sheds a silence round her by her 
very beauty" like Mrs. Ramsay.
There are also the wordless communications in 
marriage. In To the Lighthouse. Mr.and Mrs.Ramsay's 
"... eyes met for a second but they did not want to 
speak to each other. They had nothing to 
say... something seemed to go from him to her" (255). 
Similarly, during a conversation of Helen and Ridley in 
The Voyage Out. Helen remarks, "What was that you were 
saying...after an interval of conversation which no 
third person could have understood" (196). However, in 
marriage there should also be a silence, a separation, 
a "gulf," as Clarissa Dalloway reflects:
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And there is a dignity in people; a 
solitude; even between husband and wife a 
gulf; and that one must respect, thought 
Clarissa, watching him [Richard] open the 
door; for one would not part with it 
oneself, or take it, against his will, 
from one's husband, without losing one's 
independence, one's self-respect—  
something, after all, priceless. (181)
Courtship also has its silences. After Rachel and
Terence fall in love in The Voyage Out. ''Silence seemed
to have fallen upon the world" (271), and like lovers
in a Shakespeare comedy,"Long silences came between
their words" (283).
There are also the silences and distortions of
communication associated with madness. Through the
character of Septimus in Mrs. Dallowav and the village
idiot in Between the Acts, for example, the
psychologically unconscious and the socially repressed
surfaces. Rhoda and Septimus "lose communication with
the world outside one's mind," and Septimus expresses
the silence of madness:
I leant over the edge of the boat and fell 
down, he thought. I went under the sea. I 
have been dead, and yet am now alive, but 
let me rest still; he begged (he was 
talking to himself again— it was awful, 
awful!). (104)
Historical Silences
In addition to the psychological and social, 
historical silences appear in Woolf's novels in
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relation to those on the margins of society: women, the 
obscure, children, the mad. In Between the Acts, for 
example, Woolf inserts an historical silence into Miss 
LaTrobe's play. During the historical procession of 
scenes from English history, Woolf marks and then 
erases the presence of the working class by marching 
villagers across the stage representing Chaucer's 
pilgrims:
All the time the villagers were passing in 
and out between the trees. They were 
singing; but only a word or two was 
audible "...wore ruts in the grass...built 
the house in the lane..." The wind blew 
away the connecting words of their 
chant.... (BA 80)
Here Woolf represents with interruption the "ruts" and
the "building" associated with the working class, but
the wind represents traditional historical views in
blowing away their "presence" in history as not being
significant. The voice of the working class like the
voices of women or the mad Septimus, shell-shocked
after witnessing the unspeakable in World War I, are
"sous rature" to use Derrida's expression. Historical
silences thus intertwine with the personal, and will be
explicated later in this paper.
Philosophical Silences
Philosophical silences in Woolf emanate from her 
sense of what we in the twentieth century would term
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the "ineffable," and what she, at the turn of the 
century, marked in nineteenth-century vocabulary as 
"dumb" or "inarticulate." In addition to the silences 
which occur in time— the psychological and social 
silences which interrupt conversation with others—  
silence is also a sign of the eternal, the changeless. 
These are philosophical silences.
Woolf sometimes describes life from the 
perspective of being "inside" something and seeing 
through a film opaquely. In Modern Fiction she asserts 
that "Life is not a series of gig-lamps symmetrically 
arranged; but a luminous halo, a semi-transparent 
envelope surrounding us from the beginning of 
consciousness to the end" (154), and in Sketches from 
the Past, she describes "the feeling...of lying in a 
grape and seeing through a film of semi-transparent 
yellow" (65). Life is semi-transparent, only partially 
knowable, and silence, a "floating signifier" marks 
this. Woolf fractures and diffuses three philosophical 
traditions of silence in her novels; the Oriental, the 
Romantic and the Meditative.
Woolf incorporates mystical elements of Oriental 
metaphysics, suggesting to the twentieth century, 
Buddhism and Taoism which have articulated the 
necessity of transcending language and moving toward 
silence. In her sketch of Elizabeth Dalloway,
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Clarissa’s daughter, who does not speak in the novel,
she includes details which suggest a silence and
mystery connected with the Orient:
For the Dalloways, in general, were fair­
haired; blue-eyed; Elizabeth, on the 
contrary, was dark; had Chinese eyes in a 
pale face; and Oriental mystery; was 
gentle, considerate, still. (186)
..."Indeed, the young are beautiful," Sally 
said, watching Elizabeth cross the room.
How unlike Clarissa at her age! Could he 
make anything of her? She would not open 
her lips. Not much, not yet, Peter 
admitted. She was like a lily, Sally said, 
a lily by the side of a pool. (294)
Similarly, Lily, with a name that embodies the silence
of the flower mentioned above, at the end of To the
Lighthouse has her "vision":
With a sudden intensity, as if she saw it 
clear for a second, she drew a line there, 
in the centre. It was done; it was . 
finished. Yes, she thought, laying down 
her brush in extreme fatigue, I have had 
my vision. (310)
The Oriental gesture of one movement fixes the moment
of illumination, the vision of Lily with her far-seeing
oriental eyes.
Another philosophical tradition of the nineteenth 
century, Romanticism, also arrests,and marks with 
silence,a moment in time. However, this silent moment 
is not marked by a simple external gesture as in the 
Oriental tradition, but revealed as an inner "moment of 
being." Interested in intensities and qualities of 
being, and experiences which transcend the "cotton-wool
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of ordinary experience,11 Woolf isolates certain
moments, removes them from ordinary time, removes them
from ordinary space and the limits associated with the
physical world, and marks them with "silence." For
example, Lily ruminates about such Romantic moments
while painting,
...illuminations, matches struck 
unexpectedly in the dark? here was one.
This, that, and the other; herself and 
Charles Tansley and the breaking wave;
Mrs. Ramsay bringing them together? Mrs. 
Ramsay saying, "Life stand still here"?
Mrs. Ramsay making of the moment something 
permanent... this was of the nature of a 
relation. In the midst of chaos there was 
shape.... (240-241)
This separation of a person or an object from its
context in the ordinary world to prepare for a sudden
illumination is a variation on the Romantic moment in
which, as Frank Kermode puts it, "chronos" suddenly
becomes "kairos." M.H. Abrams in his fascinating study
of the Romantic tradition, Natural Supernaturalism.
states that this Romantic separation and moment has a
continuing literary life:
The illuminated phenomenal object, if 
transparent to a significance beyond 
itself, reappears as the symbol of the 
Symbolists, but if opaque, as the image of 
the Imagist? in both cases, however, the 
Romantic object is usually cut off from 
its context in the ordinary world and in 
common experience and assigned an isolated 
existence in the self-limited and self- 
sufficing work of art. And the Moment of 
consciousness, the abrupt illumination in 
an arrest of time, has become a familiar
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component in modern fiction....(418-419)
A third kind of philosophical silence in Woolf,
meditative silence, develops perhaps from the
seventeenth-century metaphysical tradition of dialogue
with God about life, death, salvation but adapted to a
psychological end, a movement discussed in M.H. Abrams
Natural Supernaturalism. For example, Mrs. Ramsay in To
the Lighthouse feels the need
to be silent; to be alone. All the being 
and the doing, expansive, glittering, 
vocal, evaporated, and one shrunk, with a 
sense of solemnity, to being oneself, a 
wedge-shaped core of darkness, something 
invisible to others. (95)
The tone and the movement inward suggest the meditative
stance discernible in seventeenth-century poetry or
even the voice of a silent inner teacher in religious
revelations such as those described by St. Augustine in
his Confessions. However, the retreat from words into
silence relates more to an escape from selfhood and the
burdens of personality into an impersonal and
philosophical state in the twentieth century.
Structural Silences
This study explores the relation of narrative form 
to meaning as well as the aforementioned themes: 
psychological, social, historical and philosophical as 
they concern silence. But it is difficult to talk about
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Woolf's formal concerns in the novel and her 
experiments with "silence," for even her own words fail 
when she tries to distinguish "reality" and "true 
reality" which connect with her uses of silence in her 
journal. It is clear, however, that she is not 
interested in ready answers about the nature of 
reality. And because her novels after Jacob1s Room lack 
traditional plot and characters, critical analysis of 
theme or character seem inappropriate and unresponsive 
to her experimental and formal concerns. It is curious 
to note that several of her novels, in fact, begin with 
ideas of structure and form rather than theme. In her 
early designs of To the Lighthouse. for example, she 
draws two blocks connected by a corridor of time:
1-------------------5-------------------- f  To The,
WnJ*w J'me 5565 . UjhitMSC
Or the beginnings of Flush in 1933: "I visualize this 
book now as a curiously uneven time sequence-a series 
of great balloons, linked by straight narrow passages 
of narrative" (AWD 187). Such initial designs are 
illustrations of Woolf's structural "silences." Silence 
is carefully structured into the text through various 
forms to be discussed in this thesis: parenthesis, 
brackets, the "Time Passes" section of To the 
Lighthouse, the "Interludes" of The Waves. the 
interpolations between the acts of Miss LaTrobe's play
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in Between the Acts. Such notions of form are what 
Woolf describes as "emotion put in the right relations" 
(Letters 3 133), and will be developed more fully in 
Chapter 3.
Modernism and Silence 
Though other modern novelists like Flaubert also 
challenge the narrative function and turn consciousness 
inside out on the page, Woolf is unusual in that she 
challenges "the literary" by more frequently marking 
the vacant or unconscious spaces of the mind in her 
lexicon, punctuation, syntax, tense shifts, rhythm and 
metaphors. Woolf is not alone in this exploration of 
the underside of consicousness and language. For at 
least a century, the literary avante-garde— from 
Mallarme to Joyce and Artaud— has been introducing the 
multiplicity in language and self through ruptures, 
holes and spaces in the text. It is what Mallarme calls 
"the music in letters" or the listening for silence 
between syllables that St. Augustine recommends in 
reading his De Musica (Mazzeo 189). As Kristeva notes, 
"All these modifications in the linguistic fabric are 
the sign of a force that has not been grasped by the 
linguistic or ideological system" (165). And it is here 
in the silences of the mind expressed through the 
fabric of language that the interest of the modern
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novel develops with a nod and yawn toward the Edwardian 
realist's "getting on from lunch to dinner."
Woolf's narrative use of silence is related to the 
modern preoccupation with "inwardness" and the use of 
techniques of indirection in twentieth- century 
literature. For example, Henry James is obsessed with 
"not telling" in The Golden Bowl; Samuel Beckett 
refuses expression in Malone Dies: Flaubert is absorbed 
with the incidental leading him to "say nothing" in 
Madame Bovarv; James Joyce invents an artist who vows 
"silence, exile and cunning" in Portrait of the Artist 
as a Young Man; Harold Pinter has a complex of 
conversational silences in The Homecoming; and Gertrude 
Stein exclaims that "silence is so windowful" in What 
Happened. We understand also the connection between 
alienation and the use of minimal poetic forms which 
employ indirection and silence in the work of Ezra 
Pound, T.S. Eliot and Wallace Stevens. They too 
dramatize James Joyce's strategy of "silence, exile and 
cunning," the withdrawal from a fragmented culture into 
an interior world.
Such "inward turning to convey the flow of mental 
experience" (Edel 7) involves the philosophical 
discourse of feminism as well as modernism. The uses of 
silence by Woolf, in this case, are different from the 
aforementioned writers, and it is here that the nuances
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of her feminism shade the modernist movement which also
marks "silence." Although modernism and feminism draw
together in their challenge to fixed syntax, historical
positioning, static notions of identity, and interest
in the subjective, the sources of their interest and
their uses of silence differ. Though Woolf violently
objects to the term "feminism" in the early twentieth
century as making static what should be fluid, Jeanne
Kammer observes the nuance of difference in men's and
women's silence:
The use of silence in male artists is 
often characterized as an acknowledgment 
of the void, a falling-back in the face of 
chaos, nothing; for women, there appears 
more often a determination to enter that 
darkness, to use it, to illuminate it with 
individual presence. (Gilbert 
Shakespeare's Sisters 158)
Given women's habits of inwardness, privacy and
indirection as represented in Woolf (determined
sometimes by choice and sometimes by their social
positioning), the sources of their "silence" would seem
to differ in nuance from the modernist tradition.
Woolf's turning of the theme of silence to effect in
her novels is determined not only by modern culture but
by the strategies of a woman in modern culture. She
chooses an aesthetic strategy and discourse of silence
in narration not as a withdrawal or a retreat but as
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part of the strategy of the "split-self" which Barbara
Johnson explains:
...[the woman's] ability to speak grows 
out of her ability not to mix inside with 
outside, not to pretend that there is no 
difference, but to assume and articulate 
the incompatible forces involved in her 
own division. The sign of an authentic 
voice is thus not self-identity but self­
difference. (The Critical Difference 164)
She chooses a strategy of silence not as a sign of
withdrawal, as most modernists, but as an alternate
vision, and an expression of her identification of
women with a certain metaphysical doubleness in life.
This doubleness is articulated by women being both
"insiders" and "outsiders" in civilization in terms of
psychological and social conditioning; it is
articulated by women's uses of both words and silence.
Silence, perhaps, is a transformation of Victorian
restrictions of women and language into a positive
feature of discourse through incorporation in writing.
Therefore, Woolf expresses the silence of her position
as a woman even as she denies it by symbolically
marking it through a lexicon, punctuation and metaphors
in her novels as a writer. In doing so, Woolf feminizes
metaphors of mind. With an experimental stroke of great
subtlety, the presentation of female body-mind states
through the symbolic medium of words, Woolf collapses,
erases and diffuses the "semiotic" and the "symbolic."
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the "symbolic.11 In summoning silence into the text as 
language, as a presence, she resists Julia Kristeva's 
metaphysical assignment of the feminine to the realm of 
semiotics or "non-verbal signifying systems." As Jeanne 
Kammer says, she illuminates silence with individual 
presence.
Derrida's suggestive term "differance" is useful 
in describing this experience, and evoking the sense 
which exceeds language. "Differance" works by the very 
nature of language and plays beyond the control of the 
writer. Woolf represents silence through the symbolic 
order of words and syntax; she represents the 
unconscious through the formal and conscious ordering 
of words and shapes; she creates an enlightened 
absence, a silence, by marking its presence.
Themes of Presence and Absence: Differance
If the role of presence and absence is considered
in literature as well as in women's discourse and
lives, we discover that:
...presence and absence cease to be mere 
functions of our perception and become 
instead willed performance by the writer.
Thus presence has to do with such matters 
as representation, incarnation, imitation, 
indication, expression whereas absence has 
to do with symbolism, connotation, 
underlying unconscious unity, structure.
(Said 129)
It is by these willed (and unwilled) performances of 
silence that Woolf gives "silence" an authority, a
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presence in her work. Though it may sometimes be 
hidden or inadvertent, it is also a constitutive 
element, part of the lexicon, theme, rhythm and 
structure of her novels. And though silence, as will be 
described in a later chapter, is often perceived as 
•'loss11 or an "absence" in conversation or life, it is 
important from the start to acknowledge the 
"differance," "the restless play of difference" between 
"presence" and "absence," words and silence, in Woolf's 
novels.
The root of the word, "absent" is "esse," derived 
from "sum, esse, fui, futurus," the principle parts of 
the verb "to be" in Latin, and "ab" is a prefix meaning 
"not." Absence means "not being" and contains 
"presence" like the words "cipher" and "nul" which mean 
both something and nothing. Thus "absence" contains 
"presence" in its etymological root. Such a play of 
origins within a word complicate meaning, and confirm 
Saussure's principle of meaning in language: "there are 
no positive terms in language...only differences." We 
learn what absence is in Woolf because we know what she 
means by presence? we perceive presence because we know 
absence. Absence and its meanings, everyday, historical 
and unique, will be described here in relation to ideas - 
of presence; silence will always be described in
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relation to words and sounds. The meanings emerge from 
the "restless play of difference."
Much of Virginia Woolf's narration can be seen as 
the ground in which the interplay of presence and 
absence takes place, and words and silence are one 
manifestation of this dynamic. For example, in To the 
Lighthouse, the interplay of presence and absence and 
words and silence contributes to what I call the 
alternating style of the novel:
1) the musical play of presence and absence in the 
rhythm of words and silence in narration; 2) the 
philosophical play of presence and absence in the 
juxtapositions of the ordinary "cotton-wool" of 
experience with timeless "moments of being"; 3) the 
psychological play of the mind as Woolf "sinks" to the 
depths of consciousness or unconsciousness and then 
"surfaces" to the events and facts of life; 4) the 
structural play of presence and absence in the 
construction of the novel: "The Window" section of the 
novel suggesting a human perspective or point of view, 
a framing or vision one sees from the window of a home; 
the "Time Passes" section suggesting an "absence" of a 
human narrator, a cosmic, timeless perspective embodied 
in the structure; 5) the thematic alternations of 
presence and absence in life-death, known-unknown, 
intelligible-obscure, male-talk and female-silence.
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This concept of Woolf's alternating style, her rhythmic 
silences will be expanded upon later in Chapter 8, 
Listening to Silence. By using a metalanguage, the 
"language" and silence of the unconscious —  as 
expressed through punctuation, metaphor, rhythm, shapes 
and structure —  to delineate thought, feeling and 
character in her novels, she develops a novelistic 
technique for securing ideological closure. Language is 
lacking, and words, given Woolf's perspective, are 
often false to the experience of "Reality, what one saw 
and felt but did not talk about" (Naremore 33)— yet she 
must use them as a writer.
With this realization that "language bears within 
itself the necessity of its own critique" (Derrida 
254), Woolf incorporates silence into her narration as 
a critique of words and simultaneously creates a 
narrative space which women often occupy in her novels. 
We must discover in these many kinds of silence, not, 
as Kierkegaard urges "an alphabet that has just as many 
letters as the ordinary one" (Repetition 145), but in 
keeping with the spirit of this paper, we must discover 
and learn to read a "new rhetoric" of silence, a 
cuneiform of wedge-shaped cores of darkness which are 
not encoded like an ordinary alphabet. In exploring 
this darkness, Woolf is constantly reaching for a 
condition of poetry in her novels, and as Paul deMan
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states in his discussion of "presence" in Blindness and
Insight: "The essence of poetry consists in stating the
parousia, the absolute presence of Being" (250). And 
this "being" for Woolf includes silence as well as 
language. Her "being" as a writer and a woman, 
incorporates silence as well as words because she wants 
her novels to contain the indeterminacies of life and 
the suggestiveness of poetry.
Julia Kristeva, in noting this quality, evaluates
Woolf's narrative venture negatively when she states:
In women's writing, language seems to be 
seen from a foreign land; is it seen from 
the point of view of an asymbolic, spastic 
body? Virginia Woolf describes suspended
states, subtle sensations and, above all,
colors-green, blue-but she does not 
dissect language as Joyce does. Estranged 
from language, women are visionaries, 
dancers who suffer as they speak. (New 
French Feminisms 166)
Kristeva here reveals her preference for a "dissected"
language, or what Woolf describes as male-coded thought
and language: "For if thought is like a keyboard of a
piano, divided into so many notes, or like an alphabet
is ranged in twenty-six letters all in order...he had a
splendid mind"(53). But Woolf's concept of poetry in
the novel, announced in her essay "The Narrow Bridge of
Art" published in 1927, theoretically breaks with
traditional notions of the novel and her practice as a
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writer cannot be enclosed by Kristeva's theories. As
the critic Jeanne Kammer observes:
The use of silence in male writers is 
often characterized as an acknowledgement 
of the void, a falling-back in the face of 
chaos, nothingness; for women, there 
appears more often a determination to 
enter that darkness, and to use it, to 
illuminate it with individual human 
presence. (158)
Woolf uses silence to mark her uncertainty about "what
life is" and about "the reality of any feeling."
Silence in her novels reveals the obscurities of self
and human relationships and the ambiguities of
language. Silence also suggests the uncertainties and
limitations of interpretation in reading and life. Some
silences express Woolf's preoccupation with and
exploration of interiority and her desire to capture
two strata of experience at once— the life of the mind,
particularly on the unconscious level, and the world of
facts. At other times, as in Between the Acts, silences
reveal the obscurity of human relationships, the gulfs
in marriage, and the difficulty of knowing anyone.
Since silence has no one single meaning, the
ambiguities of language and the limitations of
interpretation are revealed, and like the lighthouse,
silence is not simply one thing.
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Chapter 2: The Reading of Silence
The paradox of "reading the unreadable," reading the
silence in Woolf's novels, requires that we modify the
meaning and act of reading itself. Deconstruction provides a
way of making silence "readable" while it slips through the
nets of other critical perspectives and vocabularies like,
for example, New Criticism. Though this paper often provides
detailed analysis of scenes of silence in Woolf novels
according to the methodology of New Criticism, it rejects
its critical stance of making all aspects of a text "mean"
and "fit" a certain interpretation often ignoring anomalies
like narrative silence "on the margins" of the text.
Deconstruction, the literary and philosophical perspective
which, along with Structuralism and Feminism, inform the
critical vision of this paper. As Barbara Johnson claims in
"Rigorous Unreliability," deconstruction
...confer[s] a new kind of readability on those 
elements in a text that readers have traditionally 
been trained to disregard, overcome, explain away, 
or edit out— contradictions, obscurities, 
ambiguities, incoherences, discontinuities, 
ellipses, interruptions, repetitions, and plays of 
the signifier.... As a critique of a certain 
Western conception of the nature of signification, 
deconstruction focuses on the functioning of 
claim-making and claim-subverting structures 
within texts. A deconstructive reading is an 
attempt to show how the conspicuously foregrounded 
statements in a text are systematically related to 
discordant signifying elements that the text has 
thrown into its shadows or margins; it is an 
attempt both to recover what is lost and to 
analyze what happens when a text is read solely in 
function of intentionality, meaningfulness, and 
representativity. (279)
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Both Barbara Johnson in articulating the difficulties of 
reading complex texts and Jacques Derrrida, in his work Of 
Grammatoloqy, formalize the "indeterminacies" of language 
and life that Virginia Woolf embodies in the silence and 
language of her novels. Jacques Derrida's main concern as a 
literary critic and philosopher is to restore the 
complexities of reading to the dignity of a philosophical 
question— just as philosophical and pragmatic questions are 
posed about the reader and the writer of silence and the 
nature of language and interpretation, in general, in 
Woolf's novels.
Naturally, questions about the nature of the reader and
the writer, as discussed in deconstruction and reader-
response criticism, are also introduced, and, as readers,
Woolf renews our knowledge that the "self" that is reading
is in flux. In her essays, letters and Diary, she invites us
to question how we make interpretations, in general. Her
novels do no less. This is not to say, as Roland Barthes
does, that you write the book you read, but the process of
reading is to be understood as a series of re-readings, and
reading and writing is to be understood as reciprocal.
Gerard Genette captures this intertwining:
The text is that Moebius strip in which the inner 
and outer sides, the signifying and the signified 
sides, the side of writing and the side of 
reading, ceaselessly turn and cross over, in which 
writing is constantly read, in which reading is 
constantly written and inscribed. The critic must 
also enter the interplay of this strange 
reversible circuit and thus become, as Proust 
says, and like every true reader, "one's own 
reader." (70)
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Virginia Woolf's fluid and exploratory prose style 
invites the reader's participation to fill in the suggestive 
silences which represent her sense of the uncertainties and 
gaps in life which are incorporated, as even a 
traditionalist like Lukacs says they must, in the form of 
the novel. Woolf's appreciation of these uncertainties, 
changing states of mind and the role of Chance in life, 
almost in the Greek sense that Thomas Hardy hints at in his 
novels, is realized in various kinds of silence. Through the 
use of lexical, syntactic, metaphorical, thematic and 
structural silences including the rhythm of, perhaps, a 
"feminine sentence," Woolf creates opportunities to let the 
reader "into" her sentences and novels in new ways.
One of the assumptions about "reading" here is that the 
"reader brings to the surface a pattern or design that the
work conceals; the reader fills gaps" (Culler 37).
And one of the things that Woolf's novels conceal,
what refuses to be defined in language is "being a woman."
Woolf avoids essentialist definitions such as those advanced
by feminist realists who define the new "content" of
womanhood in old forms. Woolf admits in A Room of One's Own
that she has "shirked the duty of coming to a conclusion
upon...the true nature of women"(131), and again she asks:
But what is "herself"...what is a woman? I assure 
you, I don't know; I do not believe that you know;
I do not believe that anybody can know until she
has expressed herself in all the arts and 
professions open to human skill. (131)
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By incorporating this vision of irresoluteness in her style, 
she invites the reader to enter and to clarify 
herself/himself, to complete the text. As Mary Ann Caws has
demonstrated in her essay on The Waves in Reading Frames in
Modern Fiction, "the reader must add to what is not said, in 
order to read it and frame it"(243), a participation that 
Woolf encourages more than other modernist writers. We are 
left always in Woolf with the sentence, perhaps a feminine 
one, that pulsates beyond the periods (so many of which 
Leonard and the editors inserted). Her sentences or novels 
she suggestively labelled "waves" in 1932 after she
completed The Waves; "And I want to write another four
novels: Waves, I mean"(A Writer's Diarv 173). Her novels 
continue to pulse and reverberate in us as readers, in the 
generous silence and gaps which she, more than any other 
modern novelist, leaves for us as readers. We learn through 
reading to become better "listeners" to the text: musicians 
who silently read a score. We receive "the myriad 
impressions ...which each sight or incident scores upon the 
consciousness(Collected Essays 11 106-7)" not as "external 
stimuli" in the tradition of phenomenology, as Alex 
Zwerdling in Virginia Woolf and the Real World asserts, but 
in rhythmic partnership with the mind, giving, making and 
creating perceptions. We "preserve" the work, as Paul de Man 
urges, in simply listening to it. We dwell, in a Virginia 
Woolf novel, in language and silence, twin houses of being.
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From Woolf's perspective outlined in her early essays on 
"How One Should Read a Book," meaning is no longer produced 
solely by the reader or the writer. Woolf advises "Do not 
dictate to your author; try to become him"(2). Reader and 
writer are collapsed, relational, reciprocal, dialogical. 
When we ask what is silence in the experience of the reader, 
we are simultaneously asking what it is in the experience of 
the writer. This reciprocal relation is well understood by 
Woolf long before Reader-Response critics claim the field. 
She writes in her 1924 version of "Mr. Bennet and Mrs.
Brown":
Mrs. Brown...is just as visible to you who remain 
silent as to us who tell stories about her....In 
your modesty you seem to consider that writers are 
of different blood and bone from yourselves; that 
they know more of Mrs. Brown than you do. Never 
was there a more fatal mistake. It is this 
division between reader and writer, this humility 
on your part, these professional airs and graces 
of ours, that corrupt and emasculate the books 
which should be the healthy offspring of a close 
and equal alliance between us." (Collected 
Essays I 336)
Woolf's metaphors about "healthy" and "corrupt" ways of 
reading parallel sexual stances; "corrupt" objective 
divisions of the reader and writer are allied with 
"emasculated" habits of reading, while "healthy" reading is 
the feminine "offspring" of a close alliance between reader 
and writer. A feminine.way of perceiving and reading, a 
feminine narratology which springs from images of the body—  
"offspring"— is asserted here, just as she valorizes "the 
feminine sentence" later in her career, a topic to be 
discussed in a Chapter 8, The Rhythms of Silence.
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Other Readers of Silence: Woolf Critics
This formal concern with silence in Virginia Woolf's 
novels or modern literature, in general, is still an 
uncharted field. Nevertheless, I am indebted in building my 
post-structuralist position on Woolf, to the work done by 
Rachel Bowlby, Virginia Woolf; Feminist Destinations;
Makiko Minow-Pinkney, Virginia Woolf and the Problem of the 
Subject; Jane Marcus, The Languages of Patriarchy; Lucio 
Ruotolo, The Interrupted Moment; James Naremore, The World 
Without a Self; and Alex Zwerdling, Virginia Woolf and the 
Real World. Without the work done by these critics of Woolf, 
my own post-structuralist theory shaped by the perspectives 
of Deconstruction, Structuralism, Linguistics, and Feminism 
would not have emerged.
Of those critics who do address issues related to 
silence in Woolf, as in Lucio Ruotolo's The Interrupted 
Moment. more attention is given to the theme than the 
narrative strategy of silence in different novels.. Ruotolo, 
in focusing on the historical and political dimension of 
"interruption," asserts that "interruption" is central to 
all of Woolf's thinking "heralding change, and the growing 
expectation that society is on the verge of radical 
transformation"(16). However, Woolf, breaking the mould of 
the novel, ventures into the field of silence, varying her 
experimental intention with each new novel expressing the 
nuances of silence with a lexicon of "pause, nothingness,
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emptiness, blanks, abyss, absence, gulfs" as well a
particular kind of silence, "interruption," which Ruotolo
focuses upon. Sometimes the concepts of silence express
harmony as in the word "pause"; at other times, words like
"gap" or "interruption" express disjunction. The
discontinuous, fragmented succession of thought and silence
which Woolf captures in The Years and Between the Acts is a
part of "capturing the moment whole."The values of words and
silence are juggled to show, as Beckett would say, "Total
Object, complete with missing parts, instead of partial
object" (Beckett 101). Contrary to Ruotolo's assessment that
the spurts and stops are "interruptions," Woolf sometimes
views them as part of the "whole" representing both the
conscious and unconscious levels of language, character and
history. The "interruptions" in a Woolf novel represented by
a certain lexicon of silence or punctuation, such as
parenthesis, brackets, ellipses or dashes, are not just
"occasions for inventive impulses," as Ruotolo claims, but
part of "capturing the moment whole." The seeming opposition
between notions of "totality" and "fragmentation" is
collapsed in Virginia Woolf's narrative techniques and, to
use Poulet's modern notion;
On the one hand, everything becomes suspense, 
fragmentary arrangement, with alternation and 
opposite terms; on the other hand, everything 
contributes to the total rhythm. (274)
And it is this total rhythm, its alternations and
irresolutions in theme and narration, that so many critics
of Woolf miss, or with which they are uncomfortable.
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Alex Zwerdling who has written an informative book on 
Woolf's social vision, Virginia Woolf and the Real World, 
reflects this humanist desire for a non-contradictory, 
unified view of the world, and, in a sometimes reductive 
fashion, he tries to pin down her ideas or lock them into 
structuralist, bi-polar categories. Those who focus on Woolf 
as a political or social thinker become ensnared in this 
trap of polarities because "real world" resolution is sought 
in Woolf's fictional flux. For example, Zwerdling, in his 
criticism of To the Lighthouse, finds that "The continuous 
presence in Part III of ...compromised rebellious gestures 
finally makes it impossible to see Woolf's novel as a 
liberation fable (200)"; equally, she does not write a 
sentimental novel of Victorian family life. Liberation fable 
or conventional Victorian family plot? Zwerdling's questions 
turn on the oppositions of a social thinker. One can sense 
his exasperation. Why can't she make up her mind? Alex 
Zwerdling along with Elaine Showalter, fail to find a "fit" 
for Woolf because they deny orders of mind other than the 
social. They forget what Gerard Genette reminds us of—  that 
literature,
...breathes new life into the world, freeing it 
from the pressure of social meaning, which is 
named meaning, and therefore dead meaning, 
maintaining as long as possible that opening, that 
uncertainty of signs, which allows one to 
breathe. (41)
Such criticism of Woolf topples with its social realist 
frame.
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Deconstruction, on the other hand, operates with a
working principle that fits Woolf's sense of flux in life
and narration, and it can embrace Woolf's style which turns
on oppositions like liberation tale/Victorian restraints;
inside/outside; male/female; I/not I; conscious/unconscious.
Deconstruction accounts for the alternating rhythms in theme
and style in To the Lighthouse(to be described in a later
chapter) not as oppositions but as differences that can turn
into one another. As Barbara Johnson states in "Nothing
Fails Like Success":
The very word "deconstruction" is meant to 
undermine the either/or logic of the opposition 
construction/destruction." (9-10)
With this perspective, Woolf need not resolve multiple or
shifting points of view into a reductive program of social
action for the Victorian family or bi-polar categories: she
rests easy with the ambiguities and contradictions.
Zwerdling's either-or tendency, his desire to have Woolf
choose, assert, decide— perhaps as part of his own
definition of effective writing or in the creation of a
political and social Procrustean bed — is revealed in his
observations of To the Lighthouse. He labels the alternation
of viewpoints and syntax a "mannerism of style" (205). Yet
if, as Toril Moi urges, we locate "the politics of Woolf's
writing precisely in her textual practice"(16) we perceive
that alternation not as a "mannerism," but the essence and
embodiment of Woolf's vision of life. "One wanted fifty
pairs of eyes to see with," sighs Lily Briscoe in To the
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Lighthouse. Woolf's world view is marked in the fluctuating 
narrative style and themes of her novels: she turns events 
and people and life around and around, adjusting the 
narrative distance, creating different scenes, viewing life 
as through a kaleidoscope with her "fifty pairs of eyes." 
That this narrative practice is also a social vision is 
often overlooked by critics intent on unifying or accounting 
for what is unaccountable in Woolf.
Makiko Minow-Pinkney in Virginia Woolf and the Problem 
of the Sub~i ect is more sensitive to "the unaccountable" in 
female discourse on deeper, more structural levels, and 
seeks to radicalize the reading of Woolf's texts by bringing 
contemporary critical theory to bear on her readings. She 
-views Woolf's experiments in the novel as "feminist 
subversion of the deepest formal principles-of the very 
definitions of narrative, writing, the subject-of a 
patriarchal social order"(Introduction x). Minow-Pinkney's 
use of Julia Kristeva's work in her discussions of feminine 
language are suggestive, employing as they do Kristeva's 
notion of a "sujet in proces," and will be employed with 
certain reservations in Chapter 7: Escaping the Alphabet, 
Decoding Women's Bodies and Minds.
Rachel Bowlby in her recent book, Virginia Woolf: 
Feminist Destinations, acknowledges readings such as Makiko 
Minow-Pinkney's in which Woolf is viewed as subverting 
"masculine modes" of writing; however, she also animates 
other opposing critical perspectives of Woolf as a realist
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in support of a feminine cause or a modernist in her
attention to formalism. Bowlby presents the paradoxes of
contemporary Woolf criticism, a position favored in this
paper, in a style of dash and hurry, and leaves us, like
Woolf, questioning the differences. She states:
...the demand to pin her [Virginia Woolf] down to a 
definite position closes off just those questions 
which Woolf's texts never do determine once and for 
all, insisting contrary to many warnings on the part 
of her narrator and her character that she be this 
or that.... Instead she keeps open many lines as a 
response.... (81)
The next chapter will follow some of these lines— Woolf's
fictional methods for capturing interiority and silence in
"scenes of silence."
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Chapter 3 The Writing of Silence: The Framing of the Inner
Life
Silence might at first appear to be everywhere in a 
Virginia Woolf novel because the narration of unspoken 
states of mind preoccupies her more than other modern 
writers. Though modern dramatists like Harold Pinter, quick 
to see the complexity and ambiguity of silence, find 
conversational silences most intriguing, such silences play 
a less prominent role in Woolf's novels. Interior silences 
interest her; in fact, much of the communication that takes 
place among characters in her novels after Jacob's Room, 
published in 1923, is not audible. The interest in the 
inaudible and the unspoken for the moderns, as she states in 
"Modern Fiction," is in the "dark places of psychology." 
Within this broad understanding of Woolf's narration of the 
unspoken, different themes and techniques of narrating 
silence will be considered. This chapter will provide an 
overview of Woolf's methods of writing silence— its varied 
types and functions.
Silence disturbs narration for it is one of "the signs 
by which literature draws attention to itself and points out 
its mask"(Genette 29). What is literature's mask? Language. 
In literary studies, the attention to silence signals the 
new preoccupation with metalinguistics: linguistic 
anomalies, indeterminacy of meaning, the limitations of 
interpretation and questions of narration that lie beneath 
or above the written language, some of which Barbara
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Hernstein Smith describes in her work, On the Margins of 
Discourse.
Theoretical issues occasioned by this interest in 
silence — its nature, its meanings, and its uses— are also 
revealed in other disciplines. In linguistics, for example, 
silence has traditionally been ignored except as a boundary- 
marking function, determining the beginning and ending of 
utterances. As Muriel Saville-Troike asserts, "The tradition 
has been to define it negatively as merely the absence of 
speech"(3). In psychoanalytic theory, silence has often been 
interpreted as resistance? in communication studies, as 
passivity or absence and this "perceptual bias has led 
researchers to attend to more readily noticeable behaviors 
while treating silence as merely background"(Saville-Troike 
14). Similarly, the fields of sociology and anthropology, 
until recently, have viewed the absence of the poor or the 
oppressed from certain social roles as a part of their 
silence, their inferiority or enactment of subordinate 
status. Only recently is there an appreciation that there 
are different voices and ways of being and knowing, as 
demonstrated by Carol Gilligan's study of women's moral 
stances, In a Different Voice: Belenky, Clinchy, Goldberger 
and Tarule's study of self, voice and mind in Women1s Wavs 
of Knowing? and Clifford Geertz's notions of anthropology in 
Works and Lives. Cultural and sexual biases have led 
literary critics to attend to more readily noticeable 
behaviors, talk and words, treating silence as background or
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inaction, and thus the important position of silence in
human communication and literature has sometimes been
overlooked. As Ron Scollon perceptively states in "The
Machine Stops: Silence in the Metaphor of Malfunction," the
metaphors which generate these ways of thinking about
silence in different disciplines are important. In his own
research on the stereotyping of the "Silent Indian" in
education, legal affairs, politics and social services, and
in research by Feldstein, Alberti, and BenDebba(1979) on
college women with different patterns of pausing in
conversation, it appears that for our society "a slower pace
in exchanging turns is a highly negative quality"(25).
Scollon states,
Conversational silence appears to be a very 
negative quality.... In my view, these researchers 
have chosen to suggest this direction of causation 
on the basis of a generative metaphor. This 
generative metaphor is the foundation of this 
research and, in fact, of modern industrial 
society. It is the metaphor of the machine. If one 
assumes the engine should be running, the silences 
will indicate failures. Smooth talk is taken as 
the natural state of the smoothly running 
cognitive and interactional machine. (25-6)
However, in the field of religion and philosophy, unlike the
disciplines mentioned above, silence has always had its
valued place. Joseph Mazzeo in "St. Augustine's Rhetoric of
Silence" shows that though classical rhetorical tradition
tried to join wisdom and eloquence, St. Augustine introduced
a distinction between eternal and temporal wisdom, and
equated the eternal with "silent," internal words. The voice
of the silent, inner teacher, the voice of revelation, moves
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from Logos or speech into silence in Augustine's schema.
This religious tradition in which silence is valued above 
speech is also discussed in Jane Marcus' article on the 
Quakers and their influence on Woolf, "The Niece of a Nun: 
Virginia Woolf, Caroline Stephen and the Cloistered 
Imagination" (The Languages of Patriarchy). In this view, 
silence is not a passive act but a space within which God 
can work and reveal eternal "truths." Similarly, a branch of 
Hinduism recognizes four distinct forms and stages of sound, 
which originate in different parts of the body, only one of 
which has an auditory realization in the mouth. The other 
stages of sound originating in the heart, navel, and lower 
abdomen are not audible.
Woolf's style expresses Meditative as well as Romantic 
and Oriental philosophical perspectives. She changes the 
metaphor of silence and thus changes its meaning. Silence 
becomes for Woolf a part of the rhythm of the whole, and 
thus the metaphor that generates absence or the sign of a 
malfunctioning machine is discarded. In making silence a 
positive and constituent part of narration, Woolf is marking 
ambiguity and uncertainty about states of mind, about life, 
about language.
There is much critical activity surrounding the term 
"narration" nowadays. Sometimes "narration" is defined as 
"story," as the signified or narrative content; "narrative" 
as the signifier, the discourse, the narrative text itself; 
"narrating" or "narrativity," which, according to Roland
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Barthes, is the act of narrating or producing taken in 
itself. Silence then is a narration of presence— even though 
a questioning presence— on the page.
This study will locate the silences described in the 
previous chapter— psychological, social, historical, 
philosophical and structural— by identifying "scenes of 
silence" in selected Woolf novels. Though story often cannot 
be separated from narration, "story" is slight in Woolf's 
novels. Little happens externally, and she concedes in her 
Diary. "I can make up situations, but I cannot make up 
plots" (A Writer's Diary 1927 114). She is more interested 
in "making up scenes." Both a lexicon of silence— a semantic 
network of related words— and certain tense shifts, 
punctuation and rhythms frame her "scenes of silence." Such 
linguistic markers of the presence of the inner life are 
suggested by Mary Ann Caws' fresh look at fiction in Reading 
Frames in Modern Fiction. Such scenes involve:
1. various forms of self-address ranging from the flotsam of 
word or sentence to defined, focused inner monologue;
2. communicative silences between characters;
a. silences used for structuring communication (pauses, 
lulls, interruptions, repetitions) which convey meaning but 
not propositional content (false starts, deviation from 
rules, changes of plan, pauses, after thoughts, 
repetitions);
b.communicative silences which carry propositional 
content;
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c.analysis of a communicative event: genre, topic, 
function, setting, participants-status and role 
relationship;
3. moments of being: fixed philosophical moments marked by 
silence in the arrest conversation.
Silence in narration is, of course, verbal and non­
vocal. What is left obscure, open-ended and incomplete—  
Woolf's sense of what life is— is reflected then in her use 
of a lexicon of silence, punctuation, tense shifts, 
repetition and a rhythm — techniques to be elaborated in the 
following chapters. The narrative techniques of silence will 
be examined on the levels of the sentence, the division 
within a chapter, the chapter and the structure of the whole 
novel and are contained in a lexicon, punctuation, rhythm, 
spacing, metaphors, themes and structures.
It is crucial to first distinguish between marked and 
unmarked silences in the text: those linguistically marked 
and those that the text allows but are not required. For 
example, Mrs. Ramsay in exasperation with Mr. Ramsay's 
ignoring of people's feelings, notes in a marked silence 
that "There was nothing to be said"(TL 51). Later Lily, in 
an unmarked silence, watches Mrs. Ramsay "drifting into that 
strange no-man's land...follow[ing] them with her eyes as 
one follows a fading ship until the sails have sunk beneath 
the horizon." Her silence is suggested, allowed, but not 
explicitly marked by word, sign, syntax or rhythm.
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Some silences are filled and others are unfilled. In a 
filled silence, no room is left for the listener to complete 
the meaning: it is a silence of impotence, stultification, 
suffocation or ineffability. For example, when Lily, feeling 
the loss of Mrs. Ramsay, thinks that words about death are 
impotent: "Little words that broke up the thought and 
dismembered it said nothing. About life, about death; about 
Mrs. Ramsay— no, she thought, one could say nothing to 
nobody"(265).
Other silences offer possibility and infinite room for
the reader complete. For example, the use of punctuation,
particularly the ellipses, a term from the Greek which means
"to fall short" or "leave out," expresses this
incompleteness. It is a device that Woolf uses more
frequently as she develops as a writer, and though it offers
the possibility of continuing narration, it has no self-
evident referent. In a scene from Mrs. Dallowav. Richard and
Clarissa Dalloway sit down for a few minutes to chat: he,
wordlessly expressing his admiration for her; she, thinking
of Peter Walsh, her old boyfriend.
It all looked so empty. All the chairs were 
against the wall. What had they been doing? Oh, it 
was for the party; no, he had not forgotten, the 
party. Peter Walsh was back. Oh yes; she had had 
him. And he was going to get a divorce; and he was 
in love with some woman out there. And he hadn't 
changed in the slightest. There she was mending 
her dress. (179)
This ellipses invites the reader to fill in the details of
Clarissa's state of mind as she and her husband talk, and
call into being her memories and past relationship with
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Peter before she became Mrs. Dalloway. The dash is another
device which invites the reader's participation, as it is a
riddle in the story only to be filled in as the reader
understands the meaning of silences. Neville in The Waves.
the novel that is a mosaic of voice, speaks of,
Words and words and words, how they gallop— how 
they lash their long manes and tails, but for some 
fault in me I cannot give myself to their backs; I 
cannot fly with them, scattering women and string 
bags. There is some flaw in me— some fatal 
hesitancy, which, if I pass it over, turns to foam 
and falsity (TW 83).
The dashes contain the gallop of words, their racing
ahead of Neville, yet their inadequacy, their hesitancy,
Neville's hesitancy. The dash also contains haste, a theme
about lack of time, a favorite in the twentieth century.
Scenes of Silence; Mental Silences
Thought has its bodily, psychological, philosophical, 
spatial and temporal dimensions, and Woolf seeks to capture 
these elements in new metaphoric structures of mind in her 
novels. Focusing on "scenes of silence" which point to 
unrevealed aspects of character or life, Woolf explores 
sensations, feelings and aspects of mind through certain 
techniques. Silence is not everywhere— between letters, 
words and sentences— as certain Deconstructionist critics 
might claim, but embodied in a syntax, and a narrative 
lexicon: pauses, gaps, blanks, trances, abysses, emptiness, 
nothingness, interruptions, gulfs and absences. These are 
the formal devices of "silence" which mark changes in
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narrative gear and emotional tone and scene in Woolf’s 
novels. They generally mark a suspension of narrative 
movement by arresting all human speech and with the 
vocabulary and sensation of "sinking," move the character 
and the reader from external reality to internal thoughts. 
For example, in a scene of Mrs. Ramsay in To the Lighthouse, 
we experience as readers two different strata of mind:
Strata 1: Surface
For now she need not think about anybody. She could be
herself, by herself. And that was what now she often felt
the need of— to think? well, not even to think. To be 
silent; to be alone. All the being and the doing, 
expansive? glittering? vocal, evaporated?
Strata 2: Deep Level
and one "shrunk," with a sense of solemnity, to being 
oneself, a wedge-shaped core of darkness, something 
invisible to others. Although she continued to knit, and sat
upright, it was thus that she felt herself; ...and this self
having shed its attachments was free for the strangest 
adventures. When life "sank" down for a moment, the range of 
experience seemed limitless. (96-7)
Pauses or suspensions occur when a character stops speaking
in order to "listen" (as urged by Martin Heidegger and Paul
De Man) to the world or to "think."
And Woolf moves the mind— the fret and hurry of surface
events— to the deep moments to give "a great edge to both
realities— this contrast"(Diary 191). After finishing
Orlando in 1928, she comments:
Orlando has done well, should I go on writing like 
that?... People say it was so spontaneous, so 
natural. And I would like to keep those qualities 
if I could without losing the others. They come of 
writing exteriorly, and if I dig, must I not lose 
them? An what is my own position toward the inner 
and the outer? I think a kind of ease and dash are 
good-yes: I think externaility is good? some
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combination of them ought to be possible. (136)
Again while working on The Parciters in 1933, Woolf comments
on the problem of using static language to describe process
and the desire to capture two strata of the mind— the upper
and the under:
At present I think the run of events is too fluid 
and too free. It reads thin: but lively. How am I 
to get the depth without becoming static? (191)
The "depths" are connected with the underside of the mind:
the unconscious, the unsayable, the unknowable, the
inaudible— the silence.
The narration of Jane Austen and Virginia Woolf is
interesting to compare in relation to the incidence of words
and acts relating to the surface or the depths of life.
Anchored in society and the stable ego of "character,"
Austen trusts talk and dialogue in her novels; Woolf, on the
other hand, is distrustful of external "facts" and moves
toward an exploration of consciousness and silence. It is no
surprise then when J.F. Burrowes in his fascinating study of
Jane Austen's style, Computation into Criticism, an
experiment in using computations of differing lexical and
grammatical configurations to make observations of style,
notes that in Emma, written in 1820, her heroine
speaks 21,501 words
thinks 19, 730
In Austen's later novels, when she trusts more to
reflection, Fanny of Mansfield Park and Ann of Persuasion.
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the proportion of "speaking" and "thinking" words shift 
somewhat:
In both Mansfield Park and Persuasion, the 
character narratives of the heroines are 
considerably larger than their spoken parts.
(166)
Fanny speaks 6,117 words 
thinks 15,418 
Ann of Persuasion speaks 4,336 words
thinks 5,667 words 
In Woolf's novel, To the Lighthouse. published in 1927,
Woolf uses variations on "say" less frequently than verbs of 
inner action ("think, reflect, remember, knew, seem, sense, 
look, feel"), as revealed in a review of Haule's Concordance 
to this novel. It is the reverse in her social novel about a 
Victorian family, The Years. published in 1937: 
say (says, said, saying, speaks, speaking, spoke)-2,136 
think (thinks, thinking, thought, thoughts-758 
Such changes in the frequency of speaking or thinking verbs 
reveal the different experimental intentions in Woolf's 
novels.
However, a reader must be cautious in his or her 
interpretation of frequency tables as the word "think" is 
often used in an incantatory way in Woolf's novels, a 
lexical cue to scenes of silence, and the introduction of 
the inner life or the "other" which, as Freud has taught us, 
is sometimes just another aspect of self. Such shifts of 
narrative gear from outer to inner through the uses of 
lexical cues suspend the outward speech of the novel.
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This separation of a person or an object from its
context in the ordinary world to prepare for a sudden
illumination is a variation on the Romantic moment in which,
as Frank Kermode states, "chronos" suddenly becomes
"kairos." M. H. Abrams in his fascinating study of the
Romantic tradition, Natural Supernatura1ism. states that
this Romantic separation and moment has a continuing
literary life:
The illuminated phenomenal object, it transparent 
to a significance beyond itself, reappears as the 
symbol of the Symbolists, but if opaque, as the 
image of the Imagist; in both cases, however, the 
Romantic object is usually cut off from its context 
in the ordinary world and in common experience and 
assigned an isolated existence in the self-limited 
and self-sufficing work of art. And the Moment of 
consciousness, the abrupt illumination in an arrest 
of time, has become a familiar component in modern 
fiction. (418-419)
The rendering of this silent transcendent moment intrigues
Woolf, and her "moments of being," like Wordworth's spots of
time, Conrad's "moment of vision," Faulkner's "instant of
sublimation...a flash," and Joyce's "epiphanies" are, as
Leon Edel states, "the very incandescence of consciousness"
(143).
Adjusting the Scene: Narrative Distance
Woolf's "adjustment" and pivoting of the scene is 
important to the narration in her novels because "Reality 
[is] something...put at different distances"(A Writer's 
Diary 82). In The Years. Eleanor ruminates after spending an 
active day doing errands:
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She felt a little 'spun round1 as she put it to 
herself. What did you spin things round on? she 
wondered, helping herself to bread sauce— a pivot? 
The scene had changed so often that morning and 
every scene required a different adjustment; 
bringing this to the front; sinking that to the 
depths. (104)
Spoken discourse and silent thought will be paired in
discussion in this paper according to Gerard Genette's
concept of "narrative distance." According to Genette.
....narrative "representation," or more exactly, 
narrative information has its degrees; the 
narrative can furnish the reader with more or 
fewer details, and in a more or less direct way, 
and can thus seem (to adopt a common and 
convenient spatial metaphor, which is not to be 
taken literally) to keep it at a greater or lesser 
distance from what it tells. (162)
Silence connects with Woolf's adjustments of the scene, 
her narrative distance for the telling of certain subjects. 
Silence emanates from the depths of Woolf's style while 
words skirt the surface events and actions, and we hear a 
range of sound and silence, for example, spoken discourse to 
"hums" to "murmurs" to "muffled sounds" to "muteness" to 
"silence." To further develop this idea of narrative 
distance in Woolf's words— using this time a visual instead 
of an auditory metaphor— it is important to note that she 
often describes life from the perspective of being "inside" 
something that is semi-transparent. In Modern Fiction, life 
is described as "a luminous halo, a semi-transparent 
envelope surrounding us from the beginning of consciousness 
to the end"(154). And in Sketches from the Past, she recalls 
a childhood memory of Cornwall "lying in a grape, and seeing 
through a film of semi-transparent yellow"(65). Life in
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these passages lacks clear outline and suggests Gerard
Genette's concept of narrative distance, narrative
adjustment, narrative degrees, useful in describing what I
term Woolf's alternating style. This style reflects Woolf's
distance from "reality" as a narrator, and is evident in a
passage from The Years when Sally remembers one of North's
letters riding in a cab:
It was a treat to take a hansom....For a minute 
her mind was completely vacant. She enjoyed the 
peace, the silence, the rest from exertion as she 
sat there in the corner of the cab. She felt 
detached, a spectator, as it trotted along. The 
morning had been a rush; one thing on top of 
another. Now, until she reached the Law Courts, 
she could sit and do nothing.... She half shut her 
eyes, and then, involuntarily, she saw her own 
hand take a letter from the hall table. When? That 
very morning. What had she done with it? Put it in 
her bag? Yes. There it was, unopened; a letter 
from Martin in India. She would read it as they 
drove along.."We started at dawn," she read." The 
street before her lost its details....(107-8)
This greater or lesser "narrative distance" illustrated here
has to do with the character's consciousness and connection
with outward events, the outside "surface" of life, and the
submerged part of events, the unconscious, unspoken aspects
of life which relate to the "depths." Silence, whether
represented by auditory or visual metaphors, relates to
Woolf's adjustment of a scene, her narrative distance.
If actuality is glimpsed through a window (as in the 
first section of To the Lighthouse) or reflected in a mirror 
(when the actors hold them up to the audience in Between the 
Acts), an "interior distance" is created by Woolf which 
protects or shields from contact. The creation of this zone
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of silence through the use of fictional devices preoccupies 
Woolf from the beginning of her career. In "Slater's Pins 
Have No Points," written in 1926, she creates silence around 
characters living in a "cool glassy world of Bach fugues" 
(103), who cannot break the pane of glass which separates 
them from other people, from the world. In To the . 
Lighthouse, 1927, she creates structural silences. Life is 
viewed structurally in the first section through a a pane of 
glass. "The Window" of the first section of the novel 
separates one reality from another, the inner and the outer. 
In Between the Acts, published posthumously in 1942, silence 
moves into the realm of doubleness, reflection and 
repetition through the use of glass "mirrors." Miss La 
Trobe's play is separated from and yet reflects the audience 
in a mirror when the actors hold up mirrors in the last act 
of the play. Using these devices of imagery, theme and 
structure, Woolf creates what Poulet would term, an 
"interior distance," to separate one reality from another 
and some might say a shield from contact. Woolf is well 
aware from personal temperament as well as experience in 
fiction that we are no longer in a world where everything 
touches everything else. These images of glass or mirrors 
provide a visual and emotional distancing and framing; just 
as punctuation, like parenthesis, ellipses, and brackets 
will provide a temporal remoteness and syntactic framing? 
just as the lexicon of silence provides a semantic framing; 
just as repetitions, echoes and reverberations provide an
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auditory distancing. Glass, mirrors(images); echoes, 
repetitions(aural);brackets, parenthesis, ellipses, 
dashes(punctuation and syntax); and a lexicon of 
silence(semantic) are all devices used to undercut 
externality in Woolf's novels and to create space or silence 
between the external and internal world.
In the above passages from The Years and To the 
Lighhouse, Sally and Mrs.Ramsay travel an interior distance 
and apprehend "reality" not in its actuality, but in the 
reflective distance of mind which George Poulet describes 
as:
...the state in which an author breaks the 
sensuous enchantment and enchainment, turns aside 
from the acutal, [to] establish...what he has
felt, what he is going to think, or interior
distance, a zone of calm, of reserve, and of
silence, in which the seed of thought will find 
the ground and time necessary, over a long 
period, in which to take shape. He must space his 
words, his sentences, his thoughts. First of all, 
one must create an open space, a place, a spot. 
(77)
This interior distance is the "zone of art" in the middle of 
every art that Woolf speaks of in her essay on Walter
Sickert: it is a domain for both Woolf and her characters
which is removed from the actual, the political, the 
historical. It is an intellectual or artistic space or zone 
that widens between reality and consciousness and the place 
where, as Poulet says, "the mind discovers the powers to 
evolve, where without risk of running afoul of matter and 
being trapped in the actual, it can 'travel open spaces'. 
Space is freedom of mind"(Interior Distance 72). It is in
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these spaces of silence located in Woolf's narration that 
she creates for herself as an artist, the space to explore 
the inner life of her characters and life. These spaces also 
arouse creative and inventive impulses, as Lucio Ruotolo 
perceptively suggests in The Interrupted Moment.
Silence is related more frequently to this interiority, 
but not exclusively. Woolf, more than other modern 
novelists, uses silence to mark a shift in narrative gear 
leading to a separation of "realities" and a suspension of 
"time": a way of representing the inner life. This then 
frees her to explore through her characters "the obscure 
places of psychology" and the limitations of language in 
expressing the conscious and unconscious mind.
The Separation of Realities; Outer and Inner
In this fictional category of the unspoken, Dorrit Cohn 
in Transparent Minds identifies three types of fictional 
presentation of consciousness which offer useful 
distinctions in this discussion of fictional minds in 
fictional texts:
1. psycho-narration: the narrative discourse about a 
character's consciousness;
2. quoted interior monologue: a character's mental 
discourse;
3. narrated monologue: a character's monologue in the guise 
of the narrator's discourse (14).
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Psycho-narration is one of Woolf's favorite techniques for 
rendering the inner lives of her characters because she 
often fuses with the consciousness she narrates. Psycho­
narration and psycho-analogies mark the presence of the 
author in narration through a method that does not clearly 
distinguish between the character and the author. In the 
passage above, the narrator's presence can be observed in 
the metaphor which states that Mrs. Ramsay's vision was 
"like a light rippling under water," a metaphor provided by 
the narrator, and in the past-tense comment, "so she saw 
them." Woolf uses narrated monologues, as do Joyce and 
Lawrence, in preference to quoted or interior monologues. 
This technique offers more control over the language and 
presentation of the inner life of the character, 
representing a character's mental discourse blended with the 
narrator's discourse. For example, as Eleanor silently reads 
a letter from Martin in The Years. we perceive her direct 
associations of thinking and feeling, yet the narrator is 
present in ways that are almost imperceptible:
"I had lost my way; and the sun was sinking," she 
read. "The sun was sinking..." Eleanor repeated, 
[glancing ahead of her down Oxford Street.] The 
sun shone on dresses in a window. A jungle was a 
very thick wood, [she supposed]; made of stunted 
little trees; dark green in colour. Martin was in 
the jungle alone, and the sun was sinking. What 
happened next? "I thought it better to stay where 
I was." So he stood in the midst of little trees 
alone, in the jungle; and the sun was sinking.
[The street before her lost its detail]. (107- 
108)[brackets indicate presence of author, my 
emphases]
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In another novel, Woolf uses a metaphor or Cohn's
term,"psycho-analogy," to describe the unhappy state of mind
of Mrs. Dalloway:.
But-but-why did she suddenly feel, unhappy? As a 
person who has dropped some grain of pearl or 
diamond into the grass and parts the tall blades 
very carefully, this way and that, and searches 
here and there vainly, and at last spies it there 
at the roots, so she went through one thing and 
another. (182-183)
Using the technique of psycho-analogy, Woolf compares Mrs.
Dalloway's unhappy moment to the state of mind of a person
who has lost something and searches for it. Quoted monologue
would confine her to the language and perception of the
character alone for quoted interior monologue is a rendering
of a character's mental discourse, with the narrator's
presence unmarked by analytical terms, reportorial
indirection or metaphors. Woolf's presentation of the inner
life generally lacks demarcation between the character and
the narrator, and it is her contribution to the modern novel
to "trace the pattern, however disconnected and incoherent
in appearance which each sight or incident scores upon the
consciousness" (155). It is in this context of interiority
that silence becomes important.
The shift in narrative gear and adjustments of the 
scene described above mark the separation of realities, and 
thus a "scene of silence" in a Woolf novel. Woolf is always 
in search of a form which will embody what experience is and 
she creates zones of silence around particular events and 
characters, isolating them, separating them, using new forms
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of punctuation, characterization, and structure in a novel. 
The separation of realities, the outer life from the inner, 
the daily life from the moment of vision, is safeguarded by 
Woolf's formal use of silence. The following sections of 
this chapter will deal with Woolf's formal techniques of,
— The Punctuation of Silence 
— The Lexicon of Silence 
— The Metaphors of Silence
Punctuation of Suspension
Similarly, punctuation is used to provide a separation 
of externality and internality in, for example, Between the 
Acts. Note the separations of inner and outer in the 
narration of the audience's thoughts during an intermission 
of Miss LaTrobe's play: "When we wake (some were 
thinking) the day breaks us with its hard mallet blows."
"The office (some were thinking)compels disparity"(119). 
Thoughts here, not dialogue, are presented in quotation 
marks, externalizing the internal. The narrator's comments 
in parenthesis intertwine with the character's thoughts, and 
we find ourselves as readers within two orders of thought. 
Similarly in To the Lighthouse. we read a novel about the 
inner life of the characters,but we are provided with an 
occasional bracket of external action, as when Mrs. Ramsay 
dies:
[Mr. Ramsay, stumbling along a passage one dark morning, 
stretched his arms out, but Mrs. Ramsay having died rather
suddenly the night before, his arms, though stretched 
out,remained empty.]
This enigmatic bracket turns out to be the only textual 
marker of the novel's pivotal event, the death of Mrs. 
Ramsay. Shortly after there is ten year passage of 
"silence" entitled "Time Passes" which records Mrs. Ramsay's 
presence through "absence," and we, as readers, fill in the 
blank of time and the unspoken feelings following the death 
of the mother of this family. Similarly, Prue's marriage and 
death, external story line, occur in brackets, and the 
presence of society marked by the incantation, "people 
said," a repetition which carries its own kind of silence: 
[Prue Ramsay, leaning on her father's arm, was given in 
marriage. What, people said, could have been more fitting? 
And they added how beautiful she looked!](198)
[Prue Ramsay died that summer in some illness connected with 
childbirth, which was indeed a tragedy, people said, 
everything, they said, had promised so well.](199)
As Jeanne Schulkind notes in her Introduction to Moments of 
Being, Woolf's punctuation is idiosyncratic and highly 
expressive. In The Waves. we find Woolf using parenthesis 
not for external events but for Rhoda's secret selves.
Even in the domain of syntax, we find her using the illusion 
of print to modulate and mark her private voice, freeing it 
from the traditional conventions of punctuation.
If for Husserl,the phenomenologist, objects exist 
independently of ourselves in the external world, and
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anything beyond our immediate experience is "bracketed"— for 
Woolf it is the opposite. In her unique treatment of the 
outward and the inward, "the march of events" is relegated 
to brackets (with the exception of The Waves) while the 
inner discourse of characters is center stage. In bracketing 
externality, Woolf separates realities, suspends events, and 
draws the reader's attention. She breaks the membrane 
between inner and outer speech through the unconventional 
use of brackets, parentheses and quotation marks. She 
signals her disregard for the "facts" of language just as 
she more overtly rejects "the novel of fact." In undermining 
the current fictional, linguistic and philosophical 
"reality," she sloughs off her dependence on fact and 
convention, free to explore the inner life through new 
narrative methods. Characters are projected mainly through 
their inner lives and externality is"bracketed," asserting 
the reality and valorization of the inner life, and the 
simultaneity of the two strata of experience. What is 
traditionally considered"inside" subjective consciousness is 
presented outside in the flow of words in a sentence, 
sometimes in quotation marks which generally apply to spoken 
language? what is traditionally considered "outside" is 
enclosed within parenthesis or brackets. Woolf's punctuation 
reveals a layer of consciousness represented by black dots 
•••—  ( ) [ ] on a page. The dash has its haste; the
ellipses, its sense of possibility and suspension; the 
parenthesis and brackets their sense of simultaneity with
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the other action in the sentence. Her punctuation separates 
"facts" from "the inner life," the flow of words in time 
from the suspension of the silences: two strata of time.
Like Emily Bronte whom she admired, she "could free life 
from its dependence on facts."
The Lexicon of Silence
Woolf's changes in narrative gear are also signalled by 
a lexicon of silence. Semantic analysis, a branch of 
linguistics which studies word meanings and their change, 
and statistical analysis of the relative freguencies of 
certain words as garnered from Haule's Concordance make it 
possible to approach "silence" in narration in a new way. 
Lexical and statistical analysis can take us within sight of 
what is at stake when we attempt to locate silence in a 
Woolf novel, for the lexicon of silence is far from being a 
narrow linguistic methodology. Through it we can develop an 
awareness of the larger implications of the psychological 
and social themes of silence and the peculiarities of 
incidence which come to define Woolf's "style." J.F.
Burrowes in his use of computational methods in criticism 
states that:
...the Style of a discourse is the message carried 
by the frequency-distribution and the transitional 
probabilities of its linguistic features, 
especially as they differ from those of the same 
features in "the language as a whole."1 (181)
Though Woolf's use of the word "silence" itself deserves 
close scrutiny, it is important to establish the whole
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penumbra of meaning related to silence in the novels to be
examined: The Voyage Out. To the Lighthouse. The Waves. and
Between the Acts. In order to establish this meaning,
mechanical theme or word-hunts have been eschewed to
establish a network of words related to silence based on
Ferdinand deSaussure's brilliant observation about the
important principle of meaning in language:
...in language there are no positive terms(120)
...language is a system of interdependent terms in 
which the value of each term results solely from 
the simultaneous presence of others. (114)
In establishing a preliminary lexicon as part of my
identification of scenes where silence is marked, I have
found that Woolf rarely or never uses words like "absence,
inertia, non-being, rupture, void, vacuity," words which
appear often in the poetry of Mallarme, nor does she ever
use James Joyce's word, "paralysis," to describe interior
states. However, she does use categories of words listed
below for temporal, spatial, bodily, psychological and
philosophical silences in her novels, as well as different
freguencies of the word silent (silence, silences):
1927 To the Lighthouse-41
1931 The Waves -48
1937 The Years -121
1941 Between the Acts -27
These different freguencies do not suggest a developmental 
view of silence in her novels, rather that her experimental 
intentions varied in different novels, and here we explore 
the different directions of silence. The Years concerns a
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Victorian family that is often pargiting or covering up its 
conduct, and the frequency appears greater here while 
Between the Acts is characterized less by silence than 
staccato rhythms of plot and dialogue marked by 
interruptions, gaps, and fragments, and so, a different 
vocabulary of silence appears. In the listing below I have 
avoided binary distinctions, and, wherever possible, 
indicated progressions and degrees of sound and silence. 
Careful reading of the novels and the use of Haule's 
Concordance to these works reveal a network and sometimes a 
progression of related words, a lexicon of silence, which 
consequently helps to locate scenes of silence:
I. Silence and Time: relates to the auditory including
music, repetition, rhythm and movement. These concepts are 
further developed in Chapter 8, Listening to Silence:
A.harmony: silence, pause, quiet, rest;
B .disharmony:interruption, gaps, gulfs, broken 
syllables, rupture, fragments, scraps;
C.suspension (relates to simultaneity): suspend, fixed 
moment, tranced;
D.repetition: incantation, echoes, simultaneity;
E.degrees of auditory silence: mute, silent, quiet
pauses, interruptions, gaps, gulfs
muffled, murmur, hum
F.punctuation: the use of ellipses and dashes to 
present incompletion, haste and hurry as a theme or 
aspect of voice.
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2. Silence and Space: relates to the visual, the 
spatialization of thought, the body. These concepts are 
developed in Chapter 7, Escaping the Alphabet, Decoding 
Women's Bodies and Minds:
A. degrees of spatial silence:
night, absence, emptiness, blank, blank space
fading, flickering
veil, membrane, transparent
sign, shape, scaffolding, structure
B. movement in space (duration)
1. positive: surface, rise, up
2. negative: sink, fall, thud, drop, abyss, down, deep
C. visual repetition: mirror, shadows, simultaneity
D. punctuation: ..., — , ( ) [ ], " "
E. body silence: paralysis, immobility, sleep, illness, 
disease, inertia, peace, rest, still, quiet.
3. Psychological Silence (sample): think, reflect, said, 
nothing, not listening, unsaid, observing, wish, suppose, 
know, wordlessly, silence, intend, feel, hope, believe, 
secrets, unsaid, unsayable.
4. Philosophical Silence: nothingness, emptiness, unsayable, 
death, non-being, rupture, gaps with being.
This constructed lexicon helps to linguistically identify a 
scene of silence rather than rely on thematic pointers or a 
mystical sense, and, in time, the metaphors of mind and body 
of each domain of silence— temporal(auditory metaphors),
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spatial(visual metaphors), philosophical, psychological, and 
bodily silences— will be developed here.
The method of locating a "scene of silence" can be
illustrated in To the Lighthouse. Here we note a scene of
silent observation involving Lily and Charles Tansley. The
passage begins with a suspension of time, a concept of
temporal silence that is marked in the first sentence by the
word, "suspended":
For the moment, she hung suspended. She could not 
see, as in an x-ray photograph, the ribs and thigh 
bones of the young man's desire to impress 
himself, lying dark in the mist of his flesh— that 
thin mist which convention had laid over his 
burning desire to break into the conversation?
But, she thought, screwing up her Chinese eyes, 
and remembering how he sneered at women....(137)
Here we note that the narrator, Woolf, supplies the mind-
stuff that Lily cannot see. In training her fictional eye on
something that had never been as visible or audible
before — the inner life— Woolf sees "into the life of
things" with a different optical instrument. She separates
this moment from ordinary reality, and the moment of vision
is silent. This scene illustrates that the location of
silence leads inevitably to an examination of Woolf's
narrative style. Though the identification of silence begins
with structural analysis and semantic networks, it is by no
means limited to the type of linguistic analysis introduced
in the 1960's which accustoms us to a new type of
objectivity in examining language. Indeed, "silence" in all
of its forms in Woolf's novels "outplays the codes on which
she seems to rely"(Culler 26), and silence will always be
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related to psychological, social and philosophical world 
views.
The Metaphors of Silence
Woolf was searching for a language of the mind in the 
midst of changing concepts of mind in the early twentieth 
century. If, as Michael Kearns asserts, the "mind as entity" 
metaphor— mind impressed by the external world—  "which was 
shared by all writers on the mind, gave way to the metaphor 
'sentience as life,1 which was advocated by psychologists 
after the middle of the nineteenth century" (Metaphors of 
Mind 2), so too was this metaphor implemented by novelists 
like Virginia Woolf. The emphasis on the figure of 
consciousness as sentient relations, vibrations and 
flickerings is reflected in Woolf's metaphoric structures of 
mind. The above lexicon reflects the flickering "sentience" 
of the conscious and the unconscious mind. And if we accept 
Lacan's notion that the unconscious is precisely coded "like 
a language," and that all meaning is not necessarily 
linguistic ("Of Structure as an Intermixing of Otherness"
188); we can read the "sentience of life" concept of mind in 
her metaphors. We note her favorite and repeated metaphors 
of a "fish world," "stroke," and "pause" as poetic 
renderings of thought, writing and silence, respectively.
As Freud and Lacan have demonstrated, the unconscious 
is by no means a dimension that is closed to investigation: 
we can infer its meanings from symbols, metaphors, dreams,
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fantasies, images and lacunae in Woolf's narrated monologue, 
psycho-narration or in the narrative attempt to shape the 
psychology of the moment with a metaphor or psycho-analogy. 
For Woolf, a writer after all, is not interested in clinical 
transcriptions of "mind stuff"— but language and metaphor. 
Her exploration or creation is of underwater landscapes of 
the mind, not the accurate recording of the "stream" of the 
mind (if such were possible) or each "fish" or thought in 
the "stream." In looking within to the life of the mind, 
both conscious and unconscious, instead of outside events, 
Woolf begins her search for a method, any method 
"and...nothing— no 'method,' no experiment, even of the 
wildest— is forbidden, but only falsity and pretence"(MF 
158). To achieve this interiority, Woolf uses "narrated 
monologue" and "psycho-analogies" and this decisively shapes 
her act of narration and distinguishes her from other 
writers.
Woolf often refers to herself and her thoughts in her 
autobiographical writings "as a fish in a stream; deflected? 
held in place; but cannot describe the stream." (Sketch of 
the Past 80). She uses the metaphor of a "fish world" to 
represent the fluidity of thought, feeling, and imagination; 
"light" or "light beams" to represent the searching, 
creative mind? "strokes" or "marks" or "notes" as the 
metaphors for art or writing; and "pauses" for the silence 
which is part of mind, language and life. Thoughts, words 
and silence are part of the pattern that she is creating in
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order to capture the moment "whole." Woolf is not seeking to
abandon plot or character or structure in the novel as many
of her critics contend, but, like Mallarme, to multiply "the
forces at work in the field of which that structure is a
part"(Barbara Johnson Critical Difference 71). By focusing
on the unconscious as well as the conscious, the silence and
pauses as well as the sounds and the words, the inward as
well as the outward, she multiplies the forces at work in
the field of the novel. Only Proust and Joyce before Woolf
in the field of the European novel attempt this.
In her essay, "Professions for Women," she presents the
unconscious state of mind of the novelist, particularly the
female novelist, exploring underwater depths as she asks the
reader to "imagine me writing a novel in a state of trance":
I want you to figure to yourselves a girl sitting 
with a pen in her hand, which for minutes, and 
indeed for hours, she never dips into the inkpot. 
The image that comes to my mind when I think of 
this girl is the image of a fisherman lying sunk
in dreams on the verge of a deep lake with a rod
held out over the water. She was letting her 
imagination sweep unchecked round every rock and 
cranny of the world that lies submerged in the 
depths of our unconscious being. Now came the 
experience, the experience that I believe to be 
far commoner with women writers than with men. The 
line raced through the girl's fingers. Her 
imagination had rushed away. It had sought the 
pools, the depths, the dark place where the 
largest fish slumber (240).
The experience, "far commoner with women writers than with
men," of exploring the depths of being in the slumbering
unconscious, "the obscure places of psychology," is
established here.
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In her novel, To the Lighthouse, Woolf again compares
the flickering, multi-colored, evanescent quality of fish in
their underwater environment to a world of unconscious
thought in a passage where Mrs. Ramsay retreats from the
active, conversational life of her dinner party to observe
her guests in silence:
Now she need not listen. It could not last, she 
knew, but at the moment her eyes were so clear 
that they seemed to go round the table unveiling 
each of these people, and their thoughts and their 
feelings, without effort like a light stealing 
under water so that its ripples and the reeds in 
it and the minnows balancing themselves, and the 
sudden silent trout are all lit up hanging, 
trembling. So she saw them; she heard them; but 
whatever they said had also this quality, as if 
what they said was like the movement of a trout 
when, at the same time, one can see the ripple and 
the gravel, something to the right, something to 
the left; and the whole is held together. (160)
The fluidity of the underwater vision of Mrs. Ramsay "like a
light stealing underwater," suggests the clear eyebeam of a
lighthouse, and this metaphor reveals the inner life of the
other guests at the table. We also have a sense of the
slumbering, unconscious of Mrs. Ramsay with its feelings
round, its sudden dartings and discoveries.
The Greek God, Momus, who was said to have blamed 
Vulcan because in his creation of the human form, he had not 
formed a window in the breast so that whatever was thought 
or felt could be brought to life, would delight in Woolf's 
narrative technique of "narrated monologue" which here 
blends the perspectives of the author and the character.
Mrs. Ramsay, herself "suspended" in a silent moment of 
vision by Woolf's narration, is not unlike the "silent
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trout," the guests, she observes. Thought is suspended while
Woolf creates the psycho-analogy of deep water fish and
darting "sentient" thought familiar to us also from A Room
of One's Own. Thought,
...however small it was, it had, nevertheless, the 
mysterious property of its kind— put back into the 
mind, it became at once very exciting, and 
important; and as it darted and sank, and flashed 
hither and thither, set up such a wash and tumult 
of ideas that it was impossible to sit still.
(5)
Woolf places increasing emphasis on subjective experience of 
all kinds in her writing. In historical perspective, one 
notes that an eighteenth-century author like Daniel Defoe is 
concerned with the external imprint of "things" on the mind 
in Moll Flanders (1722), reflecting the "mind as entity" 
concept: "These things," says Moll, "oppressed my mind. "
In the next century, in Austen's novel, Emma (1816), the 
narrator comments that "It would be impossible to 
say...which of all [Emma's] unpleasant sensations was 
uppermost"? in Charlotte Bronte's Jane Eyre, the "soul" is 
repeatedly presented, incipient but unanalyzed inner life. 
However, it is not until Virginia Woolf that vivid metaphors 
of mind give compact expression to the historical "silence" 
of the mind in the English novel. Woolf's experimental 
project to "trace the atoms of the mind...."
The World of Writing: Strokes
Not only does Woolf have to grapple with the 
sentience of the mind— the fluidity and obscurity of
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thoughts and feelings—  but also the conventions of writing.
She must mark the thinking and feeling of fictional minds in
fictional texts. How does an author capture process, the
fluidity of life and the mind, with writing, static marks on
a page? If the "fish world" represents at times Woolf's
notion of the fluid world of the mind, then the "stroke,"
and sometimes "marks" and "notes" are her metaphors for art,
and, more particularly writing; and her musical "pauses" are
a metaphor for the spaces between "strokes," the silences.
For example, the strokes and pauses of Lily Briscoe's
paintbrush in To the Lighthouse establish a metaphor of the
relationship among thought, writing and silence:
With a curious physical sensation, as if she were 
urged forward and at the same time must hold 
herself back, she made her first quick decisive 
stroke. The brush descended. It flickered brown 
over the white canvas? it left a running mark. A 
second time she did it— a third time. And so 
pausing and so flickering, she attained a dancing 
rhythmical movement, as if the pauses were one 
part of the rhythm and the stroke another, and all 
were related; and so, lightly and swiftly pausing, 
striking, she scored her canvas with brown running 
nervous lines which had no sooner settled there 
than they enclose (she felt it looming out at her) 
a space. (235)
The "space" which Lily encloses on her canvas is both
musical and visual. "Pausing," "striking" and "scoring" mean
in both domains, and Woolf creates a curious synaesthesia in
her novels. In the word, "stroke," Woolf merges Lily's paint
stroke, the light beam "stroke" of the lighthouse, the
"stroke" of the oars (the Ramsay's trip to the lighthouse),
the "stroke" of a clock and the beat of words and of music:
each use of "stroke" comes from a different domain— art, the
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world of action, life, music— and attempts to communicate 
the incommunicable through a metaphor. The same alternating 
rhythm, this time of sounds and spaces from the auditory 
domain rather than strokes and pauses from the visual domain 
of painting, is presented in Mrs. Dalloway. Septimus 
ruminates:
Sounds made harmonies with premeditation; the 
spaces between them were as significant as the 
sounds. A child cried. Rightly far away a horn 
sounded. All taken together meant the birth of a 
new religion. (33)
The use of the word "space” here is both visual and musical.
Also, Bernard, in considering his literary style in The
Waves, begins with observations of Byron's style, and he
remarks:
Now I am getting his beat into my brain (the 
rhythm is the main thing in writing). Now without 
pausing I will begin, the very lilt of the stroke. 
(79)
Pauses
The "pauses" in the above passages are one of Virginia 
Woolf's uses of silence, and, in this instance, part of the 
alternating rhythm of thought and experience as represented 
in her art, which is both visual and musical at times.
Often, in a scene of silence, the surface level of mind 
slumbers or drowses, is "suspended," and then a "pause" 
occurs just before the mind "sinks" to unconscious depths, or 
before a subject gains clear outlines. In terms of 
"narrative distance," a concept of Ge'rard Genette's to be 
developed later in this paper, there is a "veil," "fog" or a
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"mist," which obscures the subject, then a "pause," a 
"silence," and the veil lifts and a subject emerges with 
clarity and simplicity. The narrator begins to see the 
subject with clear outlines as the "narrative distance" 
decreases. Through these examples, we observe that metaphors 
are one of the techniques along with a lexicon of silence 
and a punctuation of suspension which signal activity of 
mind in fiction.
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Chapter 4: The Narration of Interiority in the English Novel
Terence Hewet's project— to write a novel about 
Silence— reflects Woolf's preoccupation with rendering the 
mind itself, both conscious and unconscious, on the page. In 
her Diarv. she often writes of the capricious nature of the 
mind, its fluctuating, flitting, fluttering rhythms, and the 
difficulty in representing its movement with the static 
character of language. As Lily observes in To the 
Lighthouse, "nothing stays, all changes; but not words, not 
paint." Like Joyce, who, in his defense of Finnegan's Wake 
said that "One great part of every human existence is passed 
in a state which cannot be rendered sensible by the use of 
wideawake language, cutanddry grammar and goahead 
plot," (Letters 1926), Woolf is interested in finding a 
language and form for the novel that will enable her to 
narrate the movement and "depths" of thought, feeling and 
bodily sensations—  as well as "surface" facts, events and 
actions of life itself. In her essay on "Modern Fiction," 
she writes;
Let us record the atoms as they fall upon the mind 
in the order in which they fall, let us trace the 
pattern, however disconnected and incoherent in 
appearance, which each sight or incident scores 
upon the consciousness. Let us not take it for 
granted that life exists more fully in what is 
commonly thought big than in what is commonly 
thought small. (Common Reader 155)
Woolf faithfully traces sensations of "mind" and goes on to
represent its different levels and strata— the upper/under,
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up/down, surface/depth contrasts— and adds to this
outer/inner dimension the"I" and the"not I"(Diary 1935 250).
The Location of Silence
Within this context of interiority, silence functions
in two important ways in Woolf's novels, though it is
important to respect her "adventuring, changing,
opening...refusing to be stamped and stereotyped"(Diary 1933
206). First, silence is part of the rhythm of her narrative
style as she moves "updown updown" from surface events to
the depths of the mind. As she writes in a letter to Vita
Sackville West, "Style is a simple matter, it is all
rhythm," and silence as well as words is a part of her
rhythm for representing the movements of consciousness. The
word "movement" is important to her style because she
captures in the "rhythm" of her writing in time, a
"movement" (up,down/in,out) of the mind. In reading Woolf's
novels, alternation is a fact of her writing, and the
movement from surface-narrated events to the depths of
character or life (signalled by a certain lexicon,
punctuation and scenes of silence) becomes an embodiment of
the alternation, a rhythm of the known to the unknown, of
the intelligible to the obscure. In 1928, after the
publication of Orlando. she writes:
The idea has come to me that what I want now to do 
is to saturate every atom. I mean to eliminate all 
waste, deadness, superfluity; to give the moment 
whole; whatever it includes. (AWD 136)
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Taking her stated intention, not as a sole determinant, but
as a variable as important as any other in ascertaining the
presence of silence in a text, we discover that silence,
interlaced with words in rhythmic movement, is included in
Woolf's "moment." The spaces and silences between words are
as significant as the sounds. In a scene in Mrs. Dalloway,
everyone is looking up at sky-writing:
As they looked the whole world became perfectly 
silent, and a flight of gulls crossed the sky, 
first one gull leading, then another, and in this 
extraordinary silence arid peace, in this pallor 
in this purity, bells struck eleven times, the 
sound fading up there among the gulls. (30)
By narrating such silences, Woolf is multiplying the forces
in the field of the novel and re-defining the "literary."
Second, not only is silence a part of the narrative 
rhythm, the forces in the field of the novel, but there is a 
lexicon which identifies "scenes of silence" in her novels. 
These scenes are the contexts in which particular themes of 
silence emerge: linguistic, psychological, social, 
historical and philosophical. Certain lexical configurations 
surround scenes of silence— "pauses, moments, gaps, 
suspensions, fixed moments, trances" and repetitions like 
"Down, down"— as well as certain punctuation, dashes and 
ellipses. The lexicon and punctuation of silence create 
points of suspension in the narrative, and make "the 
moment," "moments of being." Silence in Woolf's earlier 
novels does not "interrupt" a moment, as Lucio Ruotolo would 
say, and silence is not the "whole moment," but part of the 
"moment whole," an important distinction in perspective and
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emphasis in Woolf's writing until about 1937-38. For until 
then, it is my thesis, silence is part of a Romantic harmony 
of vision, a "moment of being" in writing and life which is 
separate from the "cotton-wool" of ordinary experience, a 
moment when a character is in touch with some "whole."
After, perhaps, The Years, silence becomes a signal of 
fragmentation of being and we are subject to a modern 
"music" of interruptions, abysses and gaps. As Poulet says 
of the twentieth century, "We are no longer in a universe 
where everything touches everything else."
The relational nature of silence to other elements in
the text is important. Barbara Johnson describes Mallarme's
style in a way that can be applied to Woolf:
Thus we can say that Mallarme is to Chomsky as 
Copernicus is to Ptolemy as Freud is to Descartes, 
in that the former in each case works out a 
strategically rigorous decentering of the 
structure described by the latter, not by 
abandoning that structure but by multiplying the 
forces at work in the field of which that 
structure is a part. (The Critical Difference 
71)
Woolf, in turn, de-centers the stuctures of the Edwardian 
novelists Wells, Bennett, and Galsworthy, not by abandoning 
plot and character, as some critics would say, but by 
"multiplying the forces in the field" and adding a new focus 
on the inner life and silence. She writes, "When we speak of 
form, we mean that certain emotions have been placed in the 
right relations to each other; then that the novelist is 
able to dispose these emotions and make them tell by methods
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which he inherits, bends to his purpose, models anew or even 
invents for himself"(Letters 3).
Her preoccupation with "multiplying the forces" in the
field of the novel surfaces early in her essay on modern
fiction, "Mr.Bennet and Mrs. Brown," written in 1910. Here
she laments the inability of the Edwardian novelists to see
the "reality," the inner life, of the legendary Mrs. Brown:
At this moment the form of fiction most in vogue 
more often misses than secures the thing we seek. 
Whether we call it life or spirit, truth or 
reality, this, the essential thing has moved off, 
or on and refuses to be contained any longer in 
such ill-fitting vestments. (153)
In lamenting the Edwardians' shortcomings, Woolf emphasizes
that, as novelists, they "were interested in something
outside"(327). She, however, overcomes Edwardian "realism,"
"the tiresome getting on from lunch to dinner," by "tracing
the patterns," as she says of Mrs. Dalloway, of an "ordinary
mind on an ordinary day." She uses a technique commonly
labelled "stream of consciousness," a term which, at times,
belies the variety and complexity of methods for narrating
"the unspoken."
Given that conventional dialogue is represented in only 
brief passages in a Woolf novel, and given her interest in 
thinking and silence in the novel and life, what formal 
methods can Woolf use to portray the inner life? And since 
in a novel, life or mind can only be written on a page, how 
is the inner speech of the character to be represented? And 
"what is the formal structure," as George Steiner asks in 
his essay on "The Distribution of Discourse," of "inward
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speech, of the language stream we direct towards ourselves?" 
(Language and Silence ix-x). A difficult question, but 
important to our understanding of Woolf, whose use of 
narrated monologue or "inward speech" relative to narrative 
"story" outweighs all modern novelists, with the exception 
of James Joyce, Marcel Proust, and Natalie Saurraute. What 
then is the formal structure of the inward speech of a 
fictional character in a Virginia Woolf novel?
Early explorers of "stream of consciousness" like Du
Jardin, who influenced James Joyce's development, have
answered somewhat naively that:
The essential innovation of the interior monologue 
consisted in its object, which was to evoke the 
uninterrupted flux of thoughts that traverse the 
mind of the character, at the moment they arise, 
without explanation of their logical linkage while 
giving the impression of haphazardness...The 
difference is not that the traditional monologue 
expresses less intimate thoughts than the internal 
monologue, but that it coordinates them by showing 
their logical linkage... inmost thoughts (those 
lying nearest the unconscious) are portrayed 
without regard to logical organization— that is, 
in their original state— by means of direct 
sentences reduced to the syntactic minimum.
(Cohn 272)
Such a linguistically-naive view that inner speech is 
syntactically minimal— almost a kind of baby talk lacking 
connecting words like conjunctions, prepositions, and 
articles—  held sway in 1920. Dorothy Richardson, an early 
contributor to the stream-of-consciousness novel who 
influenced Virginia Woolf, conforms in her writing to 
DuJardin’s thesis in Pilgrimage. However, today, the 
intricate interpretive strategies of deconstruction,
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poetics, psychology and linguistics offer new insights, 
piercing the inner and outer borders of self.
Deconstruction, after all, transforms psychological into 
linguistic terms just as psychology before it transformed 
supernatural religious terms into natural mental categories 
as described by M.H. Abrams in Natural Supernaturalism.
New psychological and linguistic perspectives help us 
to approach the question of how the inner speech of 
characters is portrayed in fiction, and initially two kinds 
of thought or mental activity must be distinguished:
1) Consciousness: coherent linguistic thought which is 
represented in fiction as conforming in structure and 
convention to outward speech and represented by dialogue or 
reported speech;
2) The Unconscious: thought which is non-verbal; "mind- 
stuff" which is represented in fiction through imagery, 
metaphor, non-verbal signs.
The latter category of thought, which includes the "silence"
under discussion in this paper, is what is generally
labelled "stream of consciousness" by critics, and it
appears more in modern novels than those of the eighteenth
and nineteenth century. Even the first category, conscious
thought, appears in different form in modern novels as J.F.
Burrowes notes:
The exclamations, repetitions, half-formed phrases 
and broken syntax of most "utterance"are more 
directly registered in the dialogue of modern 
novels than in most novels of the eighteenth and 
early nineteenth century. (215)
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If "consciousness," according to Derrida, is "a perception 
of self in presence," the "unconscious" differs in that 
there is no self in time or space implied in this state. And 
it is the representation of this unconscious world "without 
a self" that presents difficulty, an issue to be explored 
more fully in the discussion of The Waves in Chapter 7.
However, using the thesis of the French psychologist, 
Lacan, who expands Freud's notions of "language" in stating 
that the unconscious is structured "like a language," we can 
begin to decode the unconscious and the silence of fictional 
texts. How? Since the unconscious, the non-verbal "mind- 
stuff" referred to earlier, is structured "like a language," 
critics learn to"read" the signs and silence that writer's 
"write." In the domain of what Virginia Woolf labels the 
"depths," signs, symbols, metaphors, gaps and dreams must be 
"read."
In exploring interiority, Woolf, as a novelist, is not 
interested in presenting clinical mental states, but in 
finding language and metaphor to represent thought and 
feeling: conscious and unconscious "mind-stuff." But the 
unconscious, by definition, is devoid of language:
...the unconscious cannot be explored in its own 
unconscious form, since obviously this is 
unconscious. We can only infer it from symbols 
emerging in the conscious expression of the 
person (Edel 56).
Ernest Jones in The Life and Work of Sicrmund Freud further
describes the disconnected characteristics of the
unsconscious:
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a) There is no sense of contradiction in the unconscious. 
Opposite or incompatible ideas exist happily side by side 
and exert no influence on each other;
b) Condensation of ideas and displacement of affect from one 
idea to another takes place freely without inhibition. These 
are features of what Freud had in The Interpretation of 
Dreams described as primary processes;
c)The unconscious has no conception of time. Ideas and
i
impulses from different ages are telescoped together and 
only the present existed;
d) The unconscious has no relation to outer reality. When 
there is a wish for something to happen, it simply happens 
(324) .
The language which produces the forms of literature has 
different conventions than the language of thought and 
consciousness in the context of everyday reality. Dorrit 
Cohn observes that "narrative fiction is the only literary 
genre, as well as the only kind of narration, in which the 
unspoken thoughts, feelings, perceptions of a person other 
than the speaker can be portrayed"(7). An examination of 
scenes of silence in Woolf's novels reveals that she indeed 
expands the possibilities of the genre of the novel as she 
extends her treatment of the inner life, transforms the 
novel of fact to the novel of vision, and moves from prose 
to poetry, starting with Jacob's Room. Woolf's experimental 
method no longer allows for any absolute "outside," the 
world of facts or actuality or any absolute "inside."
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Consequently, distinctions like speech and thought or 
narration and dialogue that are incontestable in a novelist 
like Jane Austen, disappear in Virginia Woolf.
In discussions of fictional techniques for narrating 
inner states, the nomenclature of speech is often applied to 
fictional thought and terms like "silent discourse, internal 
monologue, interior discourse, inner dialogue" appear in the 
critical vocabulary. Though Bakhtin, the Russian formalist 
critic of the novel, would approve of this terminology —  
believing that all thought is basically dialogical or social 
(including dialogues within the self)—  such terms describe, 
in my view, the conventions of speech and violate the 
dimensions of thought. Thought and speech may be different 
mental and linguistic operations, different orders of the 
mind, and, therefore, speech need not be the metaphoric 
model for thought. For example, three features which may 
distinguish the representation of thought and speech in 
fiction are coherency and audibility and voicing (which may 
relate to intentionality and sense of audience). According 
to George Steiner, "the totality of human linguistic 
production, the sum of all significant lexical and syntactic 
units generated by human beings, can be divided into two 
portions: audible and inaudible, voiced and unvoiced. The 
unvoiced or internal components of speech span a wide 
arc..." (Language and Silence 91). The relationship between 
spoken, audible discourse, which includes but is not limited 
to "dialogue," and inaudible, silent thought, commonly
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termed free-indirect discourse or stream-of-consciousness, 
is problematic. It is not agreed even now among 
psychologists whether thought is always verbal or sounded, 
let alone among literary critics and Virginia Woolf (260).
We discern Woolf's early preoccupation with this issue as it 
affects fiction. Inner speech is generally signalled through 
certain conventions of fiction: the dawning state of mind of 
a character between language and consciousness with its 
misunderstandings? the dream language of the unconscious 
which juxtaposes incongruous aspects of reality; the merged 
language and thought of the author and a character. And 
though fiction has traditionally maintained a membrane 
between inward and outward speech, the advent of 
psychoanalysis—  the speaking aloud of inner thoughts, the 
sounding of private speech—  and the narrative 
experimentation of Joyce and Woolf have pierced the 
membrane. Indeed even the tradition of soliloquy in drama 
and seventeenth-century styles of meditation allowed for 
speaking aloud of inner thoughts to an unseen audience.
"Mind" in fiction is inevitably intertwined with 
language, indeed mind is language. In observing"mind" or 
"thought" scattered on the page in a Woolf novel, what we 
are actually observing is her forms of language. We note 
that she pierces the membrane of inner/outer by 
transforming, among other things, traditional notions of 
punctuation: the use of quotation marks in narration. 
Sometimes Woolf's characters speak aloud when inwardly
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addressing themselves, and Woolf more often than other
modern novelists couches unspoken thoughts in the form of
direct speech through the use of quotation marks. This begs
the question as to who is "speaking.11 In Night and Day. Mary
Datchet speaks both aloud and inwardly to herself of her
disappointments in love with Ralph Denham:
She arranged the details of the new plan in her 
mind, not without a grim satisfaction.
"Now," she said to herself, rising from her seat, 
"I'll think of Ralph."
Where was he to be placed in the new scale of 
life?...
"But I refuse-I refuse to hate any one," she said 
aloud.
Here Woolf encloses both a character's musings and her hasty 
outward speech within quotation marks, exhibiting her 
experimental use of quotation marks. She signals direct 
discourse through the use of the word, "said" and the use of 
quotation marks, but the form here is self-address. Woolf 
blurs traditional distinctions between silent thought and 
audible dialogue and in the short story, "An Unwritten 
Novel," the narrator queries, "Whien the self speaks to the 
self, who is speaking?" And if it is audible, then how can 
we equate inner thought and silence? In introducing Freud's 
notion of the "other" within the self, a self that speaks to 
the self, Woolf expands the notion of a self which can 
incorporate multiple perspectives. And these other 
perspectives are given "audibility" through the use of 
quotation marks and other formal devices. This blurring of 
the normal distinction of thoughts as "silent" and speech as
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"sound" is also revealed when the narrator queries of an
idea in "An Unwritten Novel," "is it a thought or a sound."
Notions of inside and outside blur not only in the
consciousness of the character but also in the experience of
the reader. In a scene from To the Lighthouse where Mrs.
Ramsay is meditating about her day, Woolf juxtaposes and
then blurs outside and inside events, and narrator and
character using the technique of narrated monologue.
No, she thought, putting together some of the 
pictures he[James] had cut out— a refrigerator, a 
mowing machine, a gentleman in evening dress—  
children never forget. For this reason, it was so 
important what one said, and what one did, and it 
was a relief when they went to bed. For now she 
need not think about anybody. She could be 
herself, by herself. And that was what now she 
often felt the need of— to think; well, not even to 
think. To be silent; to be alone. All the being and 
the doing, expansive, glittering, vocal,evaporated; 
and one shrunk, with a sense of solemnity, to being 
oneself, a wedge-shaped core of darkness, something 
invisible to others. Although she continued to 
knit, and sat upright, it was thus that she felt 
herself; and this self having shed its attachments 
was free for the strangest adventures. (95-96)
Through the use of the past tense(she thought, did,
continued to knit), and the narrator's tag, "she thought,"
at the beginning of this passage, Woolf marks her presence
as a narrator poetically shaping Mrs. Ramsay's thoughts in
narrated monologue.
In describing the relationship of narrator and 
character in "The Voice that Keeps Silence," Derrida asserts 
that "their intertwining is primordial,"(86). Such 
intertwining of the psychic processes of the character and
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narrator in narrated monologue is a favorite technique of 
Woolf’s.
But is this preoccupation with inwardness, silence and 
indirection in Woolf's fiction "modern"? According to Doritt 
Cohn, a theorist on novelist's techniques for capturing the 
inner life,
One could probably argue for a theory of cyclical 
(or spiral)return of the genre to its inward 
matrix whenever its characters get hyper-active, 
its world too cluttered, its orientation too 
veristic. Woolf and her generation, reacting 
against the Edwardians, would then figure as just 
one such return in a series starting with 
Cervantes' reaction against the chivalric epic (as 
Thomas Mann suggests), and ending provisionally 
with the reaction of New Novelists like Nathalie 
Saurraute against the behaviorism of the Hemingway 
school. This sketch of a spiral suggests that the 
"inward-turning" of the stream-of-consciousness 
novel is not nearly so singular a phenomenon, nor 
so radical a break with tradition as has been 
assumed, both by critics who applaud it (Edel, 
Daiches) and by critics who deplore it (Lukacs, 
Auerbach, Wolfgang Kayser). (Cohn 9)
But it is not only the cluttered world of fiction
but social and historical contexts that produce changes in
consciousness. In his suggestive essay, "The Distribution of
Discourse," George Steiner observes that "interior language
is subject to the influence of historical change...the
relations of proportion and intensity is between exterior
and interior speech are subject to such change"(Language and
Silence 55,58). He goes on to note that "the shift in the
balance of discourse since the seventeenth century has been
outward"(94): outer preferred to inner, voiced preferred to
silent in our culture. Indeed, he is tempted to define
"crucial aspects of modernity in terms of the drastic
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reduction of internal language and of the concomitant 
inflation of public verbalization, of ’publicity1 in the full 
sense of the term "(58). In contrast, the transformation in 
literature, as Cohn has noted, is "inward," toward healing 
silence and the depths of contemplation —  perhaps a modern 
literature which is in dialogue with the "outward" ruptures 
of the social and historical text.
Proust, Flaubert and Joyce, along with Virginia Woolf, 
return literature to an inward matrix or, perhaps it is more 
accurate to say, to a condition of poetry. But as Cohn 
asserts, the narration of consciousness did not first appear 
on Joyce's fictional day in June. It is important to note 
that though the technique for rendering consciousness may be 
new, it has little to do with matters of development, but 
rather with narrative distance. We could place Defoe at one 
end of the spectrum, with his focus on the external 
adventure, and Emily Bronte, with her liberation from the 
"facts" of the novel, approaching poetry, on the other.
Interioritv in the English Novel
Ideas of "presence" in the novel have changed from the 
eighteenth to the twentieth century, preparing the way for 
Virginia Woolf's fictional explorations of the inner life. 
The moment when the "presence" of characters was taken out 
of the external world of action and adventure of Daniel 
Defoe, and transposed within to a self-reflective 
consciousness, occurred gradually in English literature.
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George Steiner in "The Distribution of Discourse" suggests
that inwardness can be found in the soliloquies of
characters of Shakespeare's plays, and it is no accident, as
Lionel Trilling observes in Sincerity and Authenticity, that
the difficulty of knowing and revealing the self arose in an
epoch of the theater when authors became more self-conscious
about selves and roles. The sixteenth and seventeenth
centuries were the classic age of the soliloquy. And when
stage "presence" shifted, for example, in Shakespeare's
Hamlet, to dialogues within the self in a soliloquy spoken
offstage, rather than a center-stage dialogue between
characters, it was also a shift in presentation of
consciousness. This notion of the self and "presence" is
also found in Robert Browning's dramatic monologues in the
nineteenth century. Internal monologues, spoken offstage,
reveal the feelings and thoughts of a character. Observe the
surfacing of feeling in a conversational voice in Browning's
"My Last Dutchess":
That's my last Dutchess painted on the wall, 
Looking as if she were alive; I call 
That piece a wonder, now: Fra Pandolf's hands 
Worked busily a day, and there she stands.
Will't please you to sit and look at her?
Browning here uses "quoted monologue," and, as mentioned
earlier, this is a character's mental discourse, but bounded
by the conventions of the dramatic monologue. Compare
Bernard's soliloquy in The Waves. a work in which Woolf
reveals more unstructured aspects of mind:
"But how describe the world seen without a self? 
There are no words. Blue, red— even they distract,
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even they hide with thickness instead of letting 
the light through. How describe or say anything in 
articulate words again? — save that it fades, save 
that it undergoes a gradual transformation, 
becomes, even in the course of one short walk, 
habitual— this scene also.” (287)
Woolf deflates the convention of soliloquizing and the
Romantic standard of sincerity in presenting the
disjunctions, as above, between words and things and other
aspects of the mind in a different kind of language.
With the rise of the English novel in the eighteenth 
century, a genre appears which begins to record these 
unstructured aspects of self hinted at in poetic 
soliloquies. At the beginning of the eighteenth century, in 
a time when authors did not doubt that self and character 
were stable, Samuel Richardson explores the inner life of 
characters in his epistolary novels, Pamela and Clarissa, 
cast into third-person narrative. He introduces 
introspective narration through the epistolary form though 
in Woolf's terms he was still, like other authors in the 
eighteenth century, overt not covert. He proclaims himself 
merely an "editor" of Pamela's letters and creates an 
illusion of entering into the point of view of each 
character by capturing her thoughts and feelings in the 
process of being written. Richardson is not narrating 
through one female persona who insists she is writing her 
own story as Daniel Defoe does in The History of Moll 
Flanders, but is distributing discourse to different 
characters in the form of letters, suggesting, even then, 
multiple perspectives on reality.
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In Fielding's Tom Jones published in 1849, a multitude
of characters and events appear and there are rapid shifts
in time and place. But as Fielding narrates, though shifting
his attention to the inner life, he avoids "inwardness."
Note his description of Sophia's inner life:
A gentle sigh stole from Sophia at these words, 
which perhaps contributed to form a dream of no 
very pleasant kind; but she never revealed this 
dream to anyone, so the reader cannot expect to 
see it related here. (Bk.xi 527)
In Vanity Fair. Thackeray begins to observe and reveal the
inner life of his characters, but only as an opportunity to
make general observations about human nature as an
omniscient narrator. He, like Fielding, is still more
interested in the social context than the interior life.
He stands at the borders of feeling as he describes Dobbin
with ironic and knowing distance:
Mr. William Dobbin retreated to a remote outhouse 
in the playground, where he passed a half-holiday 
in the bitterest sadness and woe. Who amongst us is 
there that does not recollect similar hours of 
bitter, bitter, childish grief? Who feels 
injustice; who shrinks before a light; who has a 
sense of wrong so acute, and so glowing a gratitude 
for kindness, as a generous boy? And how many of 
those gentle souls do you degrade, estrange, 
torture, for the sake of a little loose arithmetic, 
and miserable dog-latin? (53)
Here the author's narration is "about" a character's
consciousness, reported thought, and the narrator intrudes
with "Dear Reader," a nineteenth-century style of direct
address which Virginia Woolf surrendered. Even though
it is stylized, Thackeray turns inward, and does not present
character, as in the picaresque models of the time—
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Cervantes' Don Quixote or Smollet's Roderick Random— through 
external, outward adventures alone.
Woolf, a century later, also calls attention to her 
presence, but uses subtler techniques. Both Fielding and 
Thackeray define "presence" of character in fiction in terms 
of the external actions, gestures and spoken thoughts and 
feelings of the character narrated in the third person, 
rather than from the point of view of the character himself 
which develops as fiction evolves. The narrator in 
Thackeray's Vanity Fair is a performer and has difficulty 
entering the minds of his characters: they are viewed from 
the "outside" largely through the gaze of society.
Later in the century, Laurence Sterne, influenced by
Locke's concept of mind, moves us closer to the interior
life of characters by cleverly revealing the unexpected
associations and "hobby horses" of the mind of, for example,
gentle Uncle Toby:
Now, whether we observe it or no, continued my 
father, in every sound man's head, there is a 
regular succession of ideas of one sort of other, 
which follow each other in a train just like — a 
train of artillery? said my Uncle Toby— A train of 
a fiddle stick! quoth my father— which follow and 
succeed one another in our minds at certain 
distances, just like the images in the inside of a 
lanthorn turned round by the heat of a candle. 
(190-191)
This spoken free-association is different from omniscient 
narration or what Humphrey labels "psycho-narration," what 
was observed earlier in Thackeray. He captures the gaps and 
silences in the life of the mind, and Virginia Woolf says of 
Sterne that he "is singularly of our age. In this interest
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in silence rather than in speech, Sterne is the forerunner 
of the moderns.”
Henry James in the twentieth century takes us even 
further into the inner life of characters by developing the 
technique of point of view suggested by Richardson's letters 
and Sterne's associationist thinking. Our angle on the story 
of The Golden Bowl consists of a series of reflecting minds- 
-Maggie Verver, Charlotte, Colonel and Fanny Assingham— and 
through omniscient description of interior states, what 
Humphrey labels "narrated monologue," James renders 
consciousness and reality. He is not reporting 
consciousness as do nineteenth-century novelists like 
Thackeray, nor is he narrating consciousness in direct 
discourse, as in the novels of Jane Austen. Rather, like 
Woolf and Joyce, he is engaged in "the splendour of the 
indirect," creating the illusion that he is inside the mind 
of the character, that the author has almost, but not quite 
(because he is syntactically marked in various ways) 
disappeared. The next chapters will explore states of mind 
connected with silence as revealed in this "interior space" 
in novels written by eighteenth-and nineteenth-century 
authors.
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Chapter 5 Keeping the Silence: Women's Silence as a Ritual
of Truth
Silence in women is traditionally interpreted as an 
enactment of subordinate status, and is generally employed 
in literature to mark or reflect women's absence from or 
inability to participate in the intellectual, social and 
public spheres of life. Beginning with the New Testament. 
women are advised to "learn silence with all submissiveness:
permit no woman to teach or have authority over man; she is
to keep silent" ( 1 Timothy 2:11,12). In keeping with this 
tradition, the Bishop of Puebla, advises Sor Juana Ines de 
la Cruz, a learned seventeenth-century Mexican nun who wrote 
an effective critical attack on the sermon of a Portuguese 
Jesuit priest: "...women should be content to study for the 
love of learning, and not in order to teach." Sor Juana, 
publicly chastised by the publication of and remarks on her 
position paper, responds, and articulates her views of 
silence:
...if I am to confess all the truth, I shall
confess that I cast about for some manner by which
I might flee the difficulty of a reply, and was 
sorely tempted to take refuge in silence. But as 
silence is a negative thing, though it explains a 
great deal through the very stress of not 
explaining, we must assign some meaning to it that 
we may understand what the silence is intended to 
say, for if not, silence will say nothing, as that 
is its very office: to say nothing (A Woman of 
Genius 18).
Unable to deal with the institutional and personal pressures 
in the patriarchal Church, Sor Juana does explain a great
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deal through "the very stress of not explaining" like
Silentius, a female character disguised as a male in a
little known Arthurian romance, Roman de silence. Written in
the second half of the thirteenth century by a male poet,
Heldris de Cornualle, this romance tells the story of
Silentius, a girl who is given a boy's name by her parents
because of the King's law forbidding the inheritance of
wealth or title through the female line. Silentius,
disguised as a warrior, becomes entangled in embatrassing
seductions, and is pulled in different directions by Nature
and Environment as she grows older. Like Sor Juana and many
of her literary successors, she is culturally trained to
bear the secrets of her sex silently. Like the Lady of
Shalott in Tennyson's poem, language cannot be found to
represent these women's experiences, and it is marked with
silence. The Lady of Shalott drifts,
Under tower and balcony,
By garden-wall and gallery,
A gleaming shape she floated by,
Dead-pale between the houses high,
Silent into Camelot (Tennyson 28).
Such social and literary positioning of women, women as 
silent, observing, rather than speaking, subjects of their 
own lives, has led to the valorization of the non-speaker in 
the realm of semiotics in contemporary literary criticism. 
Women's silence, though at first viewed as the proper 
expression of their cultural "place," is now relegated to a 
mode of pre-verbal "semiotics" by theoreticians like Julia 
Kristeva, an intellectual romanticization of the social and
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metaphysical exile noted earlier. Such views confirm the 
paradigm of the silent, observing woman, part of what 
Foucault labels the fundamental code of our culture 
"governing its language, its schemas of perception, its 
exchanges, its techniques, its values, the hierarchy of its 
practices"(The Order of Things xx).
But suppose we re-position this silent, seemingly 
passive, absent woman in literature and life as an active 
subject of the "look" or the "gaze," instead of its object. 
Suppose we reverse relations and learn to read female 
characters with different schemas of perception and alter 
the hierarchy of our reading practices? Post-structuralist 
and feminist criticism has concentrated on explicating the 
role of the speaking subject in women's texts, criticizing 
women for their absence, privileging the "symbolic" 
linguistic mode which, as Kristeva claims, is less 
accessible to women at this historical moment because of 
their position in our culture. Because language is 
emphasized as a subject of analysis for post-structuralists 
and feminists, there is the "danger," as Barbara Johnson 
notes, "of losing self-resistance as a source of insight and 
power rather than merely of powerlessness"(Deconstruction. 
Feminism and Pedagogy 46). Women's resistant silence can 
therefore be viewed as a refusal to enact a subordinate 
position.
This preoccupation with silence and subjectivity, or 
other dimensions of being— what Foucault describes as "..the
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true undertaking of thought...to bring it as close to itself 
as possible...thinking the unthought...of ending man's[and 
woman's!] alienation by reconciling him with his own 
essence"(327)— can be discerned in women's texts from Austen 
to Woolf. In learning to read this historically-positioned 
silent woman, it is not my intention to valorize the non­
speaker over the speaker. These female writers replace the 
privilege of the speaking subject with the perceiving, 
thinking subject sometimes because women are forced into 
such positions, and sometimes because their silence on the 
margins of conversation is resistant and deconstructs the 
"talk" of men. As Martin Jay notes in "In the Empire of the 
Gaze,"
Language accounted the "noblest" of the senses, 
sight traditionally enjoyed a privileged role as 
the most discriminating and trustworthy of the 
sensual mediators between man and the world. 
Whether in terms of actual observation with the 
two eyes (often understood monocularly rather than 
in their true stereoscopic operations), or in 
those of internal mental speculation, vision has 
been accorded a special role in Western 
epistemology since the Greeks. Although at times 
more metaphorical than literal, the visual 
contribution to knowledge has been credited with 
far more importance than that of any other sense. 
(176)
This discriminating, gazing female subject "sees" different 
things for as Jay notes: "...what is in fact 'seen' is not a 
given, objective reality open to an innocent eye. Rather it 
is an epistemic field, constructed as much linguistically as 
visually"(182). The woman then becomes then the center of 
inferiority in certain novels, the novel being a genre 
particularly suited for exploring the inner life. The quiet
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listening of Fanny Price in Jane Austen's Mansfield Park; 
the meditative soliloquies of Jane Evre in Charlotte 
Bronte's Jane Evre; and the psychological ruminations of 
Mrs. Ramsay in To the Lighthouse are feminine spaces created 
by the narrator. That the silence is created in the text by 
these authors (the listening spaces, the meditative 
soliloquies and the psychological ruminations), and are not 
just an indexing of women's social positioning is crucial to 
my argument about the importance of writing to silence.
These narrative spaces are created in silent dialogue with 
the reader, who is expected to assume the same active and 
insightful position as the silent, observing female 
character in fiction.
Silence as a Ritual of Truth
"Power," Michel Foucault states, "is always 
interactional" despite the negative terms traditionally 
applied to its effects; "it 'excludes,' it 'represses,' it 
'censors,' it 'abstracts,' it 'masks,' it 'conceals."' 
(Discipline and Punish 194). Instead, he asserts,"Power 
produces; it produces domains of objects and rituals of 
truth." Thus there are at least two sides to any discourse 
of power: indeed, there are many discourses of power, not 
just one. For example, there is a certain kind of power in 
the non-listening ladies in The Voyage Out: "Each of the 
ladies, being after the fashion of their sex, highly trained 
in promoting men's talk without listening to it, could
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think— about the education of the children, about the use of 
fog sirens in an opera— without betraying herself" (17).
Such rituals of silence in women are constituted from a 
certain doubleness: she is both an insider and outsider of 
culture at the same time, someone who is socially positioned 
to listen to men while creating a space to think for 
herself. The element of silence which she supplies is just 
as "productive" in discourse as talk.
That silent observation is often a "ritual of truth"
for women is a perspective advanced by Virginia Woolf. That
there is power in this vantage point of an observing,
thinking woman, an attentive listener, a receptive reader—
is a perspective that is now evolving in the critics of
consciousness, Martin Heidegger, Paul de Man, Gaston
Bachelard. Who could doubt it reading Virginia Woolf reading
Mrs.Ramsay reading her guests:
It could not last, she knew, but at the moment her 
eyes were so clear that they seemed to go round 
the table unveiling each of these people, and 
their thoughts and their feelings, without effort 
like a light stealing under water so that its 
ripples and the reeds in it and the minnows 
balancing themselves, and the sudden silent trout 
are all lit up hanging trembling. So she saw them; 
she heard them? but whatever they said had also 
this quality, as if what they said was like the 
movement of a trout when, at the same time, one 
can see the ripple and the gravel, something to 
the right, something to the left; and the whole is 
held together; for whereas in active life she 
would be netting and separating one thing from 
another... she would be urging herself forward? now 
she said nothing. (TL 160-161)
The theory of mind suggested by the structure of the 
metaphors in this passage is one in which the mental
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processes of the observer are active and searching rather 
than inert and receptive: Mrs. Ramsay's "eyes...go 
round...unveiling...like a light stealing under water." We, 
as readers, perceive the illumination of the light of the 
mind in the act of silent observation. The mind is creating: 
it is a light, it is a lamp, it is almost an x-ray, 
extending the metaphorical tradition of mind of the Romantic 
tradition. M.H. Abrams in his examination of Romantic theory 
and the critical tradition in The Mirror and the Lamp, 
reminds us that "In any period, the theory of mind and the 
theory of art tend to be integrally related and to turn upon 
similar analogues, explicit or submerged" (69). The theory 
of art and mind presented in this passage by Virginia Woolf 
is an expressive one, suggesting process and movement in the 
mind of the observer: it is not a static theory of the 
observer and of imitation in which the woman is passive or 
the mind, merely a reflecting mirror.
If we are to properly perceive and value this silent, 
observing woman, Mrs. Ramsay, and her precursors in the 
nineteenth century (including other observers like children, 
servants, the inarticulate, the mad, the creative, and the 
obscure) who have traditionally been submerged in 
literature, we must begin to develop different categories of 
discrimination and strategies for reading. This effort is 
not intended to suggest an undeconstructed feminism that 
valorizes women as non-speaking subjects, but rather a 
critical transformation of the category of the silent
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observer as conventionally perceived and defined in
literature and life. Traditionally, an observer, often a
woman, is someone who is silent, obscure and powerless. But
as Annette Kolodny reminds us:
Insofar as we are taught to read, what we engage 
are not texts but paradigms.... Insofar as 
literature is itself a social institution, so, 
too, reading is a highly socialized— or learned- 
activity. (Showalter 10)
Bringing the paradigm of the observer into the open for
scrutiny, first, as a philosophical and social category, and
then as a category of persons in the reading of literature,
will place the observer in a revealing perspective.
The power in the role of the observer and the 
accompanying discourse of silence is revealed in 
Kierkegaard's fascinating philosophical novel, Repetition: A 
Venture of Experimental Psychology. This interest is marked 
in Kierkegaard's middle name, Silentius, coincidentally the 
name of the female character disguised as a male in the 
Arthurian romance, Roman de Silence, mentioned earlier. Amid 
such play of male (Kierkegaard) and female (in Heldris de 
Cornualle) figures impersonating ''Silentius'' this chapter 
will develop, as I explore both female and male 
presentations of silence in philosophy, psychology and the 
English novel.
The form that Kierkegaard's philosophical novel, 
Repetition, takes is illuminating. Written in 1843, before 
Freud's articulation of the unconscious, this novel creates 
different ways for the narrator, Constantin Constantius, to
see himself, much as psychoanalysis will later dramatize 
aspects of the self through positioning a talking patient in 
relation to a listening, silent analyst. Using 
dramatization, letter-writing and the technique of the 
double, Kierkegaard introduces into the philosophical 
discussion of repetition the story of a young poet in love 
with the idea but not the actuality of a woman, and he seeks 
out Constantin, an older man, as a confidante and adviser in 
order to rationalize and end his relations with the woman. 
The double of Constantin is the young man, and we are 
presented with dualities: the young man and the older 
confidante; the teacher and the student; the writer and the 
reader; the actor and the observer; the master and the 
slave; words and silence. In Part 1, we experience the young 
man as the young lover, the poet, the student, the listener; 
Constantin, by contrast, reports the story and is the 
controlling narrator, the master, the teacher, the advisor. 
In Part 2, which takes the form of fragmentary letters from 
the young man to Constantin concerning his feelings about 
the woman and art, the relationship shifts. Addressing 
Constantin as "My Silent Confidante,11 the young man reveals 
the power in Constantin, categorically the observer's 
position. He writes to him of his dilemma with the girl, 
demanding silence and yet furious at his power to be silent, 
requesting no response and yet angry when Constantin does 
what he requests. Clearly, the young man is rankled at the
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superiority of the stance of the observer, Constantin, and
writes to him:
...you hold me captive with a strange power.
There is something indescribably salutary and 
alleviating in talking with you, for it seems as 
if one were talking with oneself or with an idea. 
Then upon finishing speaking and finding solace 
in this speaking out, when one suddenly looks at 
your impassive face and reflects that this is a 
human being standing before one, a prodigiously 
intelligent man with whom one has been speaking, 
one grows quite fearful.
Silence produces anxiety in the speaker, the young man:
The very next moment I despair over the 
superiority that inheres in knowing so much about 
everything that nothing is new or unfamiliar 
.... You have a demonic power that can tempt a 
person to want to risk everything, to want to have 
powers that he does not otherwise have and that he 
does not otherwise crave— just as long as you are 
gazing at him— that can tempt him to appear to be 
what he is not just in order to buy this approving 
smile and its ineffable reward. (188)
The young man then goes on to describe his relationship with
his reader, Constantin, and reveals the categorical power in
the observer, a useful concept to apply to the roles of
observers, mainly women, in literature.
Thus do you hold me captive with an indescribable 
power, and this same power makes me anxious; thus 
do I admire you, and yet at times I believe that 
you are mentally disordered ....Is it not mental 
disorder always to be alert like this, always 
conscious, never vague and dreamy! Right now I 
do not dare to see you, and yet I cannot get along 
without you. (189)
The power of the observer and listener, and the necessity of
his silence as a basis for talk, is philosophically
established in Kierkegaard's novel, Repetition.
If we project these categories of observer and 
listener, actor and speaker into the twentieth century, we
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find that they fit the analytic situation as described by 
Freud in his descriptions of psychoanalysis and power 
relations as depicted by Michel Foucault and Julia Kristeva, 
contemporary critical theorists.
In his Introduction to Psychoanalysis. Freud discusses 
the pact that the patient and analyst make, not unlike the 
relation between Kierkegaard's young man and his silent 
confidante: "...the patient is required to put himself into 
a condition of calm self-observation, without trying to 
think of anything, and then to communicate everything [to 
the analyst] which he becomes inwardly aware of, feelings, 
thoughts, rememberances in the order in which they arise in 
his mind"(A General Introduction 253). The patient promises 
candor and puts all kinds of material influenced by the 
unconscious before the therapist. The unconscious, whose 
role is taken over by the analyst through transference, 
turns out in a successful therapy to be the ultimate 
narrator of the self. Silence in the analyst or in the 
listener is a response and provides the possibility for 
talk; ultimately, the unconscious, silent like the therapist 
at the beginning of therapeutic treatment, surfaces and 
talks. The power of the listener, the power of the talker, 
and the power of the listener in making the talker listen to 
himself, is, as Michel Foucault suggests about power and 
discourse in general, "interactional." The therapist's 
listening is productive and creative; however, when a
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patient becomes silent, the resistance impedes 
communication.
Michel Foucault takes us further, outside the analyst's
room in his discussions of discourse, knowledge, power and
institutions. Though focusing on power struggles in the
institution of the prison in his book, Discipline and
Punish, his assertion that those who are seemingly powerless
in these discourses are as important to the production of
reality as those who are in authority is a paradigm to apply
to the discourse of sex and gender. Power, he states in
Discipline and Punish, is always interactional:
We must cease once and for all to describe the 
effects of power in negative terms: it "excludes," 
it "represses," it "censors," it "abstracts," it 
"masks," it "conceals." In fact, power produces; 
it produces reality; it produces domains of 
objects and rituals of truth. (194)
"Capillaries of power" produce reality not only in
institutional settings, but also in personal relations
between the traditionally powerful man and the traditionally
powerless woman. For example, when Mrs. Ramsay says in
Woolf's novel.To the Lighthouse. that "there was nothing to
be said" to Mr. Ramsay when he "pursued the truth with such
an astonishing lack of regard for other people's feelings,"
her "saying nothing," does not indicate abdication of self
but self-resistance. Though her stance of silence might seem
to indicate acquiescence to Mr. Ramsay's position of not
going to the lighthouse, it is actually her "ritual of
truth," her silence of reservation. It is an instance of
what Woolf would call "insincere" relations in which a woman
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suggests renunciation of her opinion, but actually witholds
agreement through silence. Foucault's paradigms of power can
transform our perceptions of such discourse between men,
often represented as the talkers or "phrase-makers" in a
Woolf novel, and seemingly in control of a situation, and
women, silent observers who are socially positioned as
silent receptors. Instead of bewailing the "prison-house"
views and language of women and other observers as so many
current social theorists do, Foucault admits that power
exists, will continue to exist and that it is foolish to
suggest that "renunciation of power is one of the conditions
of knowledge" (Discipline and Punish 27). In acknowledging
that power is dialogical and interactional in society, a new
kind of social knowledge is advanced:
...power produces knowledge; that power and 
knowledge directly imply one another; that there 
is no power relation without the correlative 
constitution of a field of knowledge, nor any 
knowledge that does not presuppose and constitute 
at the same time power relations. (Discipline and 
Punish 27)
Foucault reminds us to analyze our own relationship to 
power, and to understand that the processes and struggles 
which make it up are what constitute the "domains of 
objects" and "rituals of truth."
Like Foucault, Julia Kristeva in Revolution in Poetic 
Language incisively analyzes power relationships, but she 
focuses more particularly on the relations between the 
sexes. Ideologically, she shifts the social repression that 
women's silence may sometimes represent to one of "position"
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rather than "essence," and, like Foucault, enables women and 
others "positioned" as observers to escape from the trap of 
familiar social definitions. If we view women as Kristeva 
does as "sujet en process ...rejecting everything finite, 
definite, structured, loaded with meaning, in the existing 
state of society" ("Woman Can Never Be Defined" 166), we 
arrive at Woolf's stance that the recognition of reality 
depends as much upon dispositions of the mind as it does on 
"positions" in society.
In all three paradigms above— Kierkegaard, Freud and 
Foucault— it is demonstrated that the silent observer or 
listener has a sometimes superior or, at the least, an equal 
vantage point in relation to the talker, and has his or her 
own "rituals of truth" and discourse of silence. The 
listening Constantin, the listening analyst, those who are 
"positioned" as powerless in society, and the silent 
observer in the place of the speaking subject become the 
ultimate narrators of the story of the self, not, as might 
be expected, the speaking, conscious subject.
Through these models, we highlight a new kind of
psychological, social, and philosophical knowledge. To
return to Annette Kolodny's statement:
Insofar as we are taught to read, what we engage 
are not texts but paradigms....Insofar as 
literature is itself a social institution, so too, 
reading is a highly socialized— or learned—  
activity. (Showalter 10)
This analysis presents not the familiar, stereotyped view of
the observer, but a new social, philosophical and political
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"paradigm" which will affect the way we read the category of 
observers in literature. This includes many of the female 
characters depicted as observers by male and female 
novelists in the English novel.
Rituals of Silence in the Novels of Jane Austen. Charlotte
Bronte and Virginia Woolf
Silent observers as a category have power. Women 
novelists have always known this. If we examine the writing 
of Jane Austen, Charlotte Bronte and Virginia Woolf as part 
of a separate female tradition of writing, as Woolf urges in 
"Women and Fiction," we find that they all create major 
female characters in the category of observers, and, 
therefore, connect women with certain kinds of silence, 
inwardness, "domains of objects," and "rituals of truth." 
That they all create "observing" women is not surprising. As 
Virginia Woolf notes in "Women and Fiction," a woman in the 
nineteenth century lived in the common sitting-room 
surrounded by people, and "was trained to use her mind in 
observation and analysis of character."
Though this chapter focuses on women, it is important 
to note that each author also dramatizes others who fit the 
category of "observers": children, servants, the 
inarticulate, the mad, the creative. What is unique about 
the female as compared to the male authors discussed in the 
next chapter is that they all, to varying degrees, develop 
methods for narrating the interiority of the women observers 
so that they are "heard" in the novel— unlike the male
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novelists who seem to offer women's "holes in discourse" as 
mimetic.
Virginia Woolf's interest in observers leads her to 
develop a narrative strategy that will enable her to give 
voice to those who are generally silent. Silent in the 
traditional novel, not only because observers are generally 
excluded from the arena of public discourse, but also 
because they have not found the appropriate language 
registers or forms of expression. Such characters are 
generally unrepresented in novels not necessarily because 
they do not have words or ideas, but because authors do not 
believe they have anything of value to say or they do not 
have narrative methods to reveal them. Through the technique 
of psycho-narration in which Woolf fuses with the 
consciousness she narrates, the inner worlds of those who 
are socially "inarticulate" or unrepresented in the dialogue 
of the novel are presented. Woolf, acutely aware of the 
"unsaid" and sometimes even the "unthought" in life and 
society, sought narrative methods to express the silent 
selves of observers or the moments which represent the loss 
of self or personality. In To the Lighthouse, as Mitchell 
Leaska's informative study reveals, the views of women, 
children, and servants, observers in the traditional novel, 
dominate. Mrs. McNab, the housekeeper, dominates the "Time 
Passes" section of her novel through her presence in the 
Ramsay summer house. And in Parts I and III, the
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consciousness of women and children prevail as is revealed 
in Leaska's statistical study below:
Narrator Percentage












Disillusioned by the destruction and loss of lives in World 
War I, Virginia Woolf notes in her essay on "Mr. Bennet and 
Mrs. Brown" that "In or about 1910 human nature changed." 
Faith in human rationality and the amelioration of the human 
condition and progress diminish, and multiple and inwardly 
shifting perspectives become increasingly important to Woolf 
in her socially and politically-chaotic world. Accompanying 
this change in the view of human nature is a shift in 
sympathy, power, and confidence in authority which 
profoundly affects Woolf's view of the family and society as 
represented in her novels. She can no longer posit a fixed 
position as the Edwardians do from which to view people and 
life.
Woolf develops more of an interest in the inner life of 
those on the margins of society—  Lady Bruton in To the 
Lighthouse. a mother whose son died in the war; the shell­
shocked Septimus returned from the war in Mrs. Dallowav; the 
inarticulate servant, Mrs. McNab, in To the Lighthouse. and
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women, in general. These values affect her narrative 
strategies and uses of language and silence. Woolf develops, 
and this is her experimental gift to the genre of the novel, 
methods of indirection for saying the "unsaid," for saying 
the "unspeakable," for illuminating the minds of observers.
In A Room of One1s Own. Woolf observes that the 
imaginative capacity that flourished in Shakespeare's work 
produced only silence in his talented sister, Judith. She 
thinks about women's writing as an independent tradition, in 
the way that Elaine Showalter now urges, choosing to make 
comparisons among women writers in her literary reviews, 
rather than between male and female writers. Following 
Woolf's lead, this chapter will survey touchstone English 
novels, examining, first, those written by women as a 
separate tradition (Austen, Bronte, Woolf) in which silence 
is a "ritual of truth"; the following chapter will review 
women's silence as a "ritual of oppression" in novels 
written by men (Richardson, Meredith, Dickens, Hardy). This 
comparison throws into relief Woolf's narrative experiments 
with the background of the traditions in women writers, and 
her contributions to the genre of the novel.
This reading of eighteenth and nineteenth-century novels 
also reveals that women novelists, despite the rigorousness 
with which society and men demand disclosure through talk, 
realize more fully than male authors that there is power in 
the vantage point of an observer and value in silence, 
largely because silence and observation are qualifications
1X9
for inwardness and the exploration of, as well as the loss 
of, the self. This may be the reason why female authors in 
the nineteenth century suggest incipient notions of the self 
and inwardness when male authors are still dealing with the 
overt, and why feminism is on the cutting edge of modernism. 
Jane Austen, Charlotte Bronte and Virginia Woolf 
progressively develop methods for representing interiority 
because of their valorization of the inner life, a 
development in women prompted, perhaps, by social position, 
but transformed through the living of their lives. In turn, 
female authors creatively reflect and transform women's 
experience through writing, and reveal through their 
narrative methodologies and world views that silence has its 
domains of objects and rituals of truth, and can be a 
positive feature of women's experience and discourse.
Indeed, unlike the male novelists of the eighteenth and 
nineteenth century, whose views of women and silence will be 
examined in Chapter 6, they include the metaphors of 
illumination and growth of the mind, and concepts of power 
and superiority in relation to both the character and 
position of observing women. Perhaps their motive for 
writing, was as Woolf said of other women novelists, "a 
desire to correct the current view of their sex expressed in 
so many volumes and for so many ages by male writers"
(Contemporary Writers 25). However, as Foucault notes, power 
is interactional, and women, as observers, may simply 
realize that they are in a dialogical position to reveal
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what is hidden because they have observed it from the
sidelines so often. Such a perspective does not condone
female exclusion, socially or politically, nor encourage
female inhibition, nor does it advance a reactionary social
stance, but it does suggest that critics have overlooked the
fact that women writers often appreciate, use and transform
the category of the observer. Women observers become, as
Kierkegaard claims of observers as a category, "secret
agents," and perhaps, given "split" strategies of the self,
"double agents":
And when an observer fulfills his duties well, he 
is to be regarded as a secret agent in a higher 
service, for the observer's art is to expose what 
is hidden. (135)
In a fictional and philosophical sense, women sometimes
become the ultimate narrators of certain novels from which
they are seemingly "absent" because they embody the
repressed or the unconscious of society. Despite the
authority and talk of men in Woolf's novels, it is the
unconscious, often represented by the rich inner lives of
female characters, which is the ultimate narrator of the
story she has to tell.
Observing Women in the Tradition of Female Writers 
However, the degree to which the unsaid or the 
unconscious is revealed through female characters in 
narration develops from the eighteenth to the twentieth 
century, as the novel develops from a genre which focuses on 
external adventure and action— the overt— to one which
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embraces interiority— the covert.' In surveying touchstone 
novels with particular attention to the narration of the 
inner life of female characters and the function of 
doubling, one discovers that eighteenth and nineteenth- 
century authors have difficulty entering the minds of women, 
in particular, and in capturing "consciousness" as we define 
it in the twentieth century, in general. Often an author 
will use the technique of "doubling" with female characters 
in order to capture both the "inner" and the "outer" aspects 
of women. For example, in Austen's Mansfield Park, we are 
presented with the outgoing, active, worldly character of 
Mary Crawford as well as the introverted, silent, observer 
Fanny Price, as aspects of self or categories of being. In 
Charlotte Bronte's Jane Eyre, we are presented with the 
social, scintillating Blanche Ingram as well as the plain, 
observing, retiring Jane Eyre. In Bronte's Vilette. we find 
the coquette, Ginevra Fanshawe as well as the observing 
Lucy. It is not until the twentieth century that 
characterizations develop which embrace both both the social 
and reflective aspects of a woman in one character, as in 
Woolf's Lily Briscoe or Mrs. Ramsay.
Jane Austen's Rituals of Truth; Women as Auditors of the 
Whole
Starting with Jane Austen's social observers in the 
early part of the nineteenth century, we note that she 
creates two female observers in her last novels: Fanny Price
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of Mansfield Park and Ann Eliot of Persuasion. Marylea 
Meyersohn has written perceptively of Fanny Price's 
qualities of observation (see Janet Todd). Though in earlier 
novels, Austen creates women like Elizabeth of Pride and 
Prejudice and Emma, who are shaped by talk, in these late 
works, the inwardness of Fanny and Ann is created through 
their reflection as listeners and observers, usually in 
juxtaposition with a more social female character. They are 
characters who, interestingly, through their "listening" and 
"observing" what is "unsaid" in Austen's social world herald 
a change in her heroines. J.F.Burrowes in his statistical 
analysis of the incidence of "speaking" and "thinking" in 
Austen's novels reports that "In both Mansfield Park and 
Persuasion, the character narratives of the heroines are 
considerably larger than their spoken parts"(166). His 
analysis reveals that:
Fanny of Mansfield Park "speaks" 6,117 words
"thinks" 15,418 words
Ann of Persuasion "speaks" 4,336 words
"thinks" 19,730 words
Emma of Emma "speaks" 21,501 words 
"thinks" 19,730
Such comparisons of conventional tags for external speaking 
or internal thinking of the heroines in Austen signal the 
change in Austen's interest in "reflection" and 
"observation" and "thinking" from the "conversational" Emma 
to the plain, dominant heroines who are actively "quiet." 
Fanny is described as a "quiet auditor of the whole"; Ann 
Eliot, similarly, as "a most attentive listener to the
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whole"(34). As social observers rather than actors, they
have an integrity and wholeness of perspective lacking in
characters like Emma, with her blindness to other people's
needs, Elizabeth with her stubborn prejudice, and Mary
Crawford, with her egotistical needs. Moral goodness and
perception in Austen's last novels, Mansfield Park and
Persuasion, are not allied with talkative and charming
coquettes but observing and listening females, belying
Virginia Woolf's speculation that:
...had Jane Austen lived beyond her forty-two 
years she would have trusted less to dialogue and 
more to reflection to give us a knowledge of her 
characters.... She would have devised a method, 
clear and composed as ever, but deeper and more 
suggestive, for conveying not only what people 
say, but what they leave unsaid; not only what 
they are but what life is (Common Reader 148-49).
In her last novels, Austen disproves Woolf's assessment, and
does indeed trust "reflection" and devise a method for
revealing the "unsaid" about society and life. She does this
through the creation of a category of women who are
observers with a vantage that allows irony. In observing the
"whole," Fanny Price and Ann Eliot reveal the distance
between the conduct and the morality of nineteenth-century
genteel society. Their ironic vantage point makes them into
"secret agents in a higher service." And these women, like
those in George Meredith's The Egoist, written seventy years
later, embody the ironic spirit and become the social
mirrors who civilize men.
Charlotte Bronte's Ritual of Truth: The Female Soliloquy
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Charlotte Bronte develops the inner life hinted at in 
Austen's novels by stopping, to a degree, the social 
conversation that sustains Austen's novels. Through her 
characters' internal meditations in Jane Evre and Villette. 
she further develops the proportion of inner dialogue to 
outer. Her characters neither learn the steps of the social 
dance to selfhood with the assistance of society, nor do 
they learn it as gracefully as Fanny Price and Ann Eliot. 
They are placed in landscapes separate from society, 
reminding us of Piet Mondrian's paintings of lonely houses 
ensnared in webs of trees in bleak landscapes. Though 
Austen's characters may suffer temporary separation from the 
social world, they do not experience the ominous divisions 
of self and society that inform the characters of Jane Eyre 
and Lucy Snowe of Vilette in Charlotte Bronte's novels.
In Bronte, a female tradition of silence emerges which 
is not social or ironic as in Austen or later, George 
Meredith, but an offshoot of a different philosophical 
tradition: the seventeenth-century tradition of meditative 
silence. Like Austen, she tries out this method with orphan 
girls, Jane Eyre and Lucy Snowe, who are socially marginal, 
and so have reason to turn inward and reflect on their 
positions. They observe, listen and watch more than other 
girls their age, and;therefore,the interiority of the novel 
develops. And they are more silent. We encounter in Jane 
Eyre, developed dialogues between the self and the soul, 
inner dialogues similar in tone to dialogues between self
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and God in autobiographical records of religious experience 
and in seventeenth-century metaphysical poetry. Jane Eyre's 
dialogue between the self and the soul, following a pattern 
of meditative, religious dialogue is the beginning of 
narrative interiority in the nineteenth-century novel. It 
resembles dramatic soliloquy , a genre of self-dramatization 
which precedes psychoanalysis and stream- of-consciousness 
as a way of presenting the hidden aspects of self. As 
Trilling states in Sincerity and Authenticity. "It is surely 
no accident that the idea of sincerity, of the known self 
and the difficulty of knowing and showing it, should have 
arisen to vex men's minds in the epoch that saw the sudden 
efflorescence of the theater"(10).
Jane Eyre's soliloquies also reflect the tension
between speaking and silence in the meditative tradition of
the Quakers, a tradition that Virginia Woolf was familiar
with, as argued in Jane Marcus' illuminating article on "The
Niece of a Nun: Virginia Woolf, Caroline Stephen, and the
Cloistered Imagination." (Languages of Patriarchy) In Jane
Eyre's soliloquy, she "turns traitor" on the traditional
stance of man in relation to God. In drawing "aside" and
meditating on her conflicts over Mr. Rochester, Jane thinks:
...and while he spoke my very conscience and 
reason turned traitor against me, and charged me 
with crime in resisting him. They spoke almost as 
loud as Feeling: and that clamoured wildly. "Oh, 
comply!" it said. "Think of his misery; think of 
his danger— look at his state when left alone; 
remember his headlong nature; consider the 
recklessness following on despair— soothe him; 
save him; love him; tell him you love him and will 
be his. Who in the world cares for you? or who
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will be injured by what you do.
Still indomitable was the reply— "I care for 
myself...I will hold to the principles received by 
me when I was sane, and not mad— as I am now.
(319)
A female tradition emerges, an offshoot of seventeenth- 
century meditative poetry and religious colloquy that I 
shall call the female prayer. We are not presented with the 
traditional stance of man in embattled relation with God, 
but a dialogue between a woman's self-interest indicated by 
"I care for myself" in conflict with "conscience" and 
"reason" which represent man's interests and traditional 
religion. Conscience and'reason cloak social roles. In 
addition, the direct address— "Dear reader, may you never 
feel as I felt then"— a convention of the nineteenth 
century— draws the female reader into the conspiracy of 
silence also.
Later that night, Jane has a dream in which another
dialogue between self and soul occurs— this time through a
motherly intervention in a dream. A spirit, a "conscience"
addresses her:
"My daughter, flee temptation!"
"Mother, I will." (322)
This inner debate between feeling for the Other and the
impulse toward self-preservation voiced by a motherly voice
is echoed a century later when Lily Briscoe resists giving
her sympathy to Charles Tansley at Mrs. Ramsay's dinner
party:
There is a code of behaviour, she knew, whose 
seventh article (it may be) says that on occasions 
of this sort it behooves the woman, whatever her
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own occupation may be, to go to the help of the 
young man opposite so that he may expose and 
relieve the thigh bones, the ribs, of his vanity, 
of his urgent desire to assert h i m s e l f . B u t  how 
would it be, she thought, if neither of us did 
either of these things? (137)
Concern for the Other in the Bronte and Woolf passages above
shadow the women's psyche, but inner urgings toward
protection of self rather than conformity to men's wishes or
external standards of conduct and behavior are the focus of
the meditations. This is a new "position" for women, and it
is important to note its beginnings in the nineteenth
century cloaked in a meditative dialogue with self.
Lucy Snowe of Vilette also engages in inner dialogues 
but they are even more clearly focused than Jane Eyre's on 
the social constructs of femininity. Lucy lacks resolution 
in her life and shrinks like a "snail into a shell" at the 
opportunity to teach and engage in a life of thought and 
reality, but is determined to define her own voice and her 
own sense of being a woman. She does not yield to Mme.
Beck's force or even M. Paul Emmanuel, the professor of 
literature, the "intelligent tiger" with whom she eventually 
falls in love. When M. Paul Emmanuel asks her to act the 
part of a man in a play, she firmly resists wearing a man's 
clothing. This incident, a woman establishing her own 
independence and identity without cloaking herself in a male 
role, reveals her reservations about Mme. Beck also. Lucy 
exclaims: "nobody must meddle; these things must not be 
forced upon me. Just let me dress myself" (124). The same 
word, "force," is applied to Mme. Beck in her urging Lucy to
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teach in her school. Fearful of Mme. Beck who is finely
tuned in the art of watching, Lucy observes that she "wore a
man's aspect— not my kind of power" (67). Lucy objects to
acting or dressing "like a man"— not shrinking from the male
"position" in Kristeva's terms, but from using male
definitions of her female self. In the next century, Miriam
Henderson in Dorothy Richardson's twentieth century novel
Revolving Lights will carry the metaphor of mannish clothes
further and object to writing "with mannish cleverness,"
determined like Lucy to find her own feminine self and
voice. Woolf will carry on the tradition into the twentieth
century and like Richardson and Bathsheba in Far From the
Madding Crowd. bewail "having the feelings of a woman but
only the language of men." But Woolf is unlike Bronte—
freer, more playful, less vigilant and constricted— in
creating her playful Orlando who found the costumes of men
and the implications of changing gender, unlike Lucy Snowe,
quite exciting. Though Lucy at first is fearful of speaking
or playing another role, she finds herself through acting in
M. Paul Emmanuel's play:
That first speech was the difficulty; it revealed 
to me this fact, that it was not the crowd I 
feared so much as my own voice. Foreigners and 
strangers, the crowd were nothing to me. Nor did I 
think of them. When my tongue once got free, and
my voice took its true pitch, and found its
natural tone, I thought of nothing but the 
personage I represented— and of M. Paul, who was 
listening, watching, prompting in the side scenes. 
(125)
Lucy lacks resolution but is determined to observe and 
define her own voice and her own sense of being a woman.
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Mme. Beck is also a vigilant observer, mainly of Lucy and 
her staff, but is more like a policewoman than a guardian of 
a secret life, as is Lucy Snowe.
Austen's embodiment of silence and valorization of 
observation in her female characters Fanny Price and Ann 
Eliot, and Bronte's Jane Eyre and Lucy Snowe are also a 
moral gesture toward the observing woman. The resistant 
silences of these characters preserve insight.
Virginia Woolf's Rituals of Truth: The Thinking Woman
Jane Austen and Charlotte Bronte begin to reveal the
uses of silence in female lives, but it is left to Virginia
Woolf to poetically narrate the fluency of women's inner
life. Male novelists of the eighteenth and nineteenth
centuries, on the other hand, more frequently represent
women's absence, exclusion and oppression in society through
narrative absence. This, of course, raises for
consideration,
...the very difficult question of the difference 
between the man's and the woman's view of what 
constitutes the importance of any subject. From 
this spring not only marked differences of plot 
and incident, but infinite differences in 
selection, method and style. (Contemporary 
Writers 27)
The distinction is an important one and crucial to the 
thesis of this work. Female observers in Austen, Bronte, and 
Woolf's novels are viewed as producers of "domains of 
objects" and "rituals of truth," not just "reflectors" of 
social oppression or men. Austen, Bronte and Woolf embody
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differences in the selection and style of presenting 
silence. Observing women in this tradition turn inward 
rather than outward for the development or escape from their 
identities.
A positive view of observing, silent women in
literature is asserted here, moving further the feminist
discourse on silent women in the recent writings of the
French feminine ecriture school, particularly Helene Cixous
and Luce Irigary, and of American feminists like Elizabeth
Abel and Elaine Showalter. In general, previous feminist
scholars categorize women's "silences" in literature as
"loss, lack, absence, darkness, negation." Female characters
are viewed as social reflectors rather than producers or
transformers of social and aesthetic reality. For example,
Elizabeth Abel contends in her essay on Mrs. Dallowav that:
The silences that punctuate Mrs. Dalloway reflect 
the interruptions and enigmas of female experience 
and ally the novel with a recent trend in feminist 
aesthetics. The paradoxical goal of representing 
women's absence from culture has fostered an 
emphasis on "blank pages, gaps, borders, spaces 
and silence, holes in discourse" as the 
distinctive features of a self-consciously female 
writing. Since narrative forms normally sanction 
the patterns of male experience, the woman, 
novelist might signal her exclusion most succintly 
by disrupting continuity, accentuating gaps 
between sequences. Can the female self be 
expressed through plot or must it be conceived in 
resistance to plot. Must it lodge between the 
facts? (Abel 184-185)
Though Woolf is aware of the gaps and "unnatural silences"
in women's lives, the kind Tillie Olsen writes of and Abel
suggests, "women's absence from the culture," she is also
aware of their "presence" and of other kinds of silence in
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women's discourse which these critics do not name. Those
writers who engage in "self-consciously female writing" may
try to mimetically represent women's social absence through
certain narrative methodologies of gap and silence. However,
the social order is only one order of reality: there are
others. What is reality? The contradictions emerge from the
different definitions of "realism" offered by feminist
critics. As Rachel Bowlby perceptively states in her recent
book on Virginia Woolf: Feminist Destinations:
One strand of feminist criticism takes its cue 
from this model, positing women's writing as the 
principal locus of the undermining of realist 
conventions identified as masculine. Another 
strand, working with broadly "realist" 
assumptions, takes "women's writing" to describe a 
female experience hitherto devalorized, if not 
wholly banished, by the institutional or more 
general constraints implied by a patriarchal 
society. (12)
Elaine Showalter in her essay on "Feminist Critics in the 
Wilderness," along with Elizabeth Abel, pursue the latter 
strand of "realist" assumptions, and take women's writing as 
mimesis— women's social absence— or women's writing as 
lacking:
...women have been denied the full resources of 
language and have been forced into silence....The 
holes in discourse, the blanks and gaps and 
silences, are not the spaces where female 
consciousness reveals itself but the blinds of a 
"prison-house language." (Showalter 255)
Virginia Woolf would not agree. Silence in her 
narrative style is the space where female consciousness does 
reveal itself; she fills the silence with a positive 
presence that male authors, as will be demonstrated later,
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assign to women as oppressive. Her themes and narrative 
techniques continually remind us that the recognition of 
reality depends as much on the disposition of mind as one's 
position in the social world: women are not just political 
and social mirrors— they have kaleidoscopic selves. Some 
females in life and literature turn their observant silence 
to personal and social advantage; others cannot or do not, 
and, therefore, experience various kinds of oppressed 
silence. And though the historical, material and 
psychological conditions do not always allow women's 
development, it is important that writers like Woolf remind 
women through a politics of narration, through the narration 
of inwardness, that they can transform and control their 
experiences as women— sometimes through thought and 
sometimes through writing. Ideologically, we are trapped if 
we cannot shift the social repression of women, as Kristeva 
urges, from one of "essence” to one of "position." Without 
valorizing the silent "positioning" of women in Virginia 
Woolf's time and place, we attempt here to go beyond the 
social and political view of women's silence as repressed 
language, one kind of silence, to illustrate that there are 
other more positive uses of silence in women's discourse 
also. So, for example, when Mrs. Ramsay in To the Lighthouse 
suggests that silence is preferable to talk in relations 
between women, she is reversing the traditional view of talk 
and silence:
Don't we communicate better silently? Aren't we
(women, at any rate) more expressively silently
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gliding high together, side by side, in the 
curious dumbness which is so much more to our 
taste than speech?
This is not an example of silence as "loss," which Showalter
joining with Abel would claim, but the presence of a
"curious dumbness," part of a discourse of silence. Silence
is a way of marking and expressing a positive relation with
another woman, a way of being.
In her Diary. Virginia Woolf comments that her novels 
evolve through specific scenes which present themselves as 
tableaux. Using the methodology described in Chapter 3, The 
Writing of Silence, to locate and identify scenes of 
silence, we will now illustrate silence and its relationship 
to women's self, thought, and language. As Rachel Bowlby 
shows,
... it is precisely in her insistence on the sexual 
inflection of all questions of historical 
understanding and literary representation that 
Woolf is a feminist writer. She constantly 
associates certainty and conventionality with a 
complacent masculinity which she sees as setting 
the norms for models of individual and historical 
development. It makes sense, then that it will be 
from the woman...that the most fruitful and 
troubling questions will be posed, and that new 
lines may emerge. (15)
In surveying the scenes of silence in To the Lighthouse. we
find that women, particularly Mrs. Ramsay and Lily, are most
often identified with the "new lines" and metaphysical
position of "flux" or "process" that connects them with
Woolf's crucial question: "Now is life very solid, or very
shifting?" (Diary 1929 138) Through examining the "position"
of women not only in society, but on a metaphysical level,
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Woolf reveals that women's reality is "dialogic" in 
Bakhtin's sense. Woman, from Woolf's perspective in To the 
Lighthouse. is in the process of becoming. For this reason, 
Woolf objects to the word "feminism" not because she is 
unconcerned with women's problems in the "real world" as 
some critics claim, but because the social definition would 
bring ideological closure to the dialogic in woman: to the 
questions about the nature of women which she sees as 
evolving. Previous to Woolf, female novelists did not have 
the heightened awareness of women or the methods of 
discourse to capture both the language and silence of their 
inner lives. Embarked on a metaphysical project in relation 
to woman in her novels, she, like Kristeva, believes that 
women can never be defined because they represent that which 
is unformed, unconscious, and creative in life. Austen and 
Bronte are also engaged in this project of developing a 
narrative space for woman's inwardness, and hint at 
developments which are realized in Woolf. Generally, women 
are presented in fiction, as Woolf observes of the Edwardian 
novelists, from the outside: their inner lives are unknown 
and static. But Woolf unveils women and allows us to see 
into their rituals of truth in relation to life and men. 
Their "domains of objects"— children, men, other selves, 
houses— are shrouded in silence, and it is the undertaking 
of this work to decipher the silence which connects with 
this strata of being.
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Woolf's questions about women lead to her questions 
about life. Women in Woolf's novels are associated with the 
flux and "shift/' and men, with the "solid." Both 
metaphysical positions, the solid and the shifting, are 
elements necessary to Woolf's vision, like the dualities 
"shifting" and "solid" in narration. This is revealed in the 
original manuscript of To the Lighthouse where Woolf's 
narration is omniscient, while in her revision, the 
narration shifts to multiple points of view. The confluence 
of social themes, life views and narrative style is 
important, for in articulating Woolf's frequent association 
of women and silence in her novels, we will be "locating the 
politics of Woolf's writing precisely in her textual 
practice,"(16) as Toril Moi urges critics of Woolf to do.
In the thematic alternation in To the Lighthouse. Woolf 
achieves a movement and rhythm between the inner and the 
outer life, men and women, silence and talk, presence and 
absence, and subject and object, solid and shifting, being 
and non-being. Derrida's concept of "differance" is useful 
in describing our experience of Woolf's dualities because it 
evokes that sense of play which exceeds language and does 
not stay put. We learn what woman is, in Woolf, because we 
learn of men; we know what absence is because we perceive 
presence; we know what words are because we hear silence.
Her novels are the ground for the interplay of dualities and 
rhythms and themes of alternation which ultimately collapse 
the terms illustrating difference. For example, in To the
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Lighthouse. the metaphysical positions of men and women 
alternate in the play of presence and absence: there is a 
musical play of presence and absence in the rhythm of spoken 
words attributed to men and the silence attributed to women, 
the movement between inner life and the outer? the 
psychological play of the mind as women "sink" to the depths 
of silence and the unconscious while men are confined to the 
world of facts and "phrase-making."
Self
Beginning with the dualities of the inner and outer
life, let us examine a scene of silence in which Mrs. Ramsay
presents her loss of self? Mr. Ramsay, an external, unitary
public self. Inner and outer, listener and talker,
psychological and social cannot be seen separately. At the
beginning of this scene, we find the lexicon of silence
identified in Chapter 3, The Writing of Silence, which is
Woolf's cue that she is separating realities: the outer from
the inner. The passage begins with the tag, "No, she
thought...." notifying us of Mrs. Ramsay's "sinking down for
a moment" where the social self dissolves and she is free of
the role of being a mother and wife. We then enter the
impersonality of a psychological state:
For now she need not think about anybody. She 
could be herself, by herself. And that was what 
now she often felt the need of— to think well, not 
even to think. To be silent? to be alone. All the 
being and the doing, expansive, glittering, vocal, 
evaporated and one shrunk, with a sense of 
solemnity, to being oneself, a wedge-shaped core 
of darkness, something invisible to others.
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Although she continued to knit, and sat upright, 
it was thus that she felt herself; and this self 
having shed its attachments was free for the 
strangest adventures. When life sank down for a 
moment, the range of experience seemed limitless. 
And to everybody there was always this sense of 
unlimited resources, she supposed.... (96)
Here we are asked to read the state of mind of Mrs. Ramsay
in cuneiform for she is "a wedge-shaped core of darkness."
This self that is abstract, deep and silent has nothing to
do with the roles of mother or wife or the "surface" fret,
hurry and stir of events. It is an inner, silent realm where
the self is free to escape not only social roles but even
the division between subject and object, inner and outer,
animate and inanimate. She travels the "interior distance"
that Poulet describes in his work, Interior Distance, and
unites in her strange adventures of being with the stroke of
the light beam from the lighthouse that she is gazing upon,
and enters a kind of rhythmic trance, repetitions being
another lexical cue for movements of silence which take us
further inward, and in some sense, out of time:
...sitting and looking, sitting and looking, with 
her work in her hands until she became the thing 
she looked at— that light, for example. And it 
would lift up on it some little phrase or other 
which had been lying in her mind like 
that— "Children don't forget, children don't 
forget"— which she would repeat and begin adding 
to it, it will end, it will end. (97)
And during these mental eddyings, time is suspended: a
"pause," another temporal marking that punctuates this
silence state. Mrs. Ramsay knitting rhythmically, noting the
three beats and strokes of the beam from the lighthouse,
repeating certain phrases like incantations, moves up-down,
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in-out, from the surface to the depths, from the outer to 
the inner, from the "I" - to the "not I": the dimensions of
the mind and self that interest Woolf. It is in this scene
of silence that Woolf embodies the female sense of self, 
surrendering the ego, the 1,1,1, to "lose personality" and 
social roles in search of the unnameable self.
In contrast, the narrator presents masculine
intelligence and self as logical and linear:
It was a splendid mind. For if thought is like the 
keyboard of a piano, divided into so many notes, 
or like the alphabet is ranged in twenty-six 
letters all in order, then his splendid mind had 
no sort of difficulty in running over those 
letters one by one, firmly and accurately, until 
it had reached, say, the letter Q. He reached Q.
Very few people in the whole of England ever reach
Q. (53)
The masculine mind and self is like "iron girders 
...upholding the world" while the female mind and self is 
evanescent, glimpsing, glancing, fishing, eddying, 
zig-zagging. Her mind contains not a linear alphabet of 
discernable letters but spaces and silences and words 
formed by "wedge-shaped" cores of darkness— ancient 
cuneiform writing not easily deciphered. Each mind has its 
own kind of creativity, but the rational masculine mind is 
known and charted? the female mind, unknown, open and full 
of possibility. They cannot be represented apart in Woolf.
This alternation in the readability of men and women's 
minds— the known, coded, masculine alphabet and the silent 
uncoded, feminine cuneiform— leads to differences in 
expression and language. There are things that can and
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cannot be said. Women are more often associated with
silence, and men, with talk, in Woolf's novels. Mrs. Ramsay
notes in a scene of silence involving Mr. Ramsay that,
He found talking so much easier than she did. He 
could say things— she never could. So naturally it 
was always he that said the things, and then for 
some reason he would mind this suddenly, and would 
reproach her. A heartless woman he called her; she 
never told him that she loved him. But it was not 
so— it was not so. It was only that she never 
could say what she felt. Was there no crumb on his 
coat? Nothing she could do for him. (185)
In the semiotics of silence, the gesture of brushing the
crumb off Mr. Ramsay's coat is an expression of love.
Distrustful of words, Mrs.Ramsay's meditations continue:
Then knowing that he was watching her, instead of 
saying anything she turned, holding her stocking, 
and looked at him. And as she looked at him she 
began to smile, for though she had not said a 
word, he knew, of course he knew, that she loved 
him. He could not deny it. And smiling she looked 
out of the window and said (thinking to herself, 
Nothing on earth can equal this happiness)—
"Yes, you were right. It's going to be wet 
tomorrow. You won't be able to go." And she looked 
at him smiling. For she had triumphed again. She 
had not said it: yet he knew. (186)
In this scene, women's silence triumphs in Woolf's
incorporation of silence and observation in narration.
Silence indicates different kinds of communication
between people on a psychological level. For as Woolf states
in her essay, "Modern Fiction,"
For the moderns,...the point of interest lies 
very likely in the dark places of psychology.
(156)
Similarly, Peter Walsh and Clarissa communicate wordlessly 
in Mrs. Dallowav. but in this scene, the silence expresses 
male disapproval, not love, as in the passage above:
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They went in and out of each other's minds without 
any effort....They had always this queer power of 
communicating without words. She knew directly he 
criticized her. Then she would do something quite 
obvious to defend herself, like this fuss with the 
dog— but it never took him in. He always saw 
through Clarissa. Not that he said anything, of 
course; just sat looking glum. (94)
There are other moments when silence signals the inability
of men and women to communicate at all, and women pretend by
their silences to give in. This kind of "insincerity" in
relations between women is one of the strategies of the
female's split-self. When Mrs. Ramsay, sensing the futility
of communicating with Mr. Ramsay about his dire predictions
about visiting the lighthouse, he pursuing "the truth with
such a lack of consideration for other people's
feelings"(51), she observes, "there was nothing to be said."
Not because she couldn't have expressed her different point
of view, but, she had long left off saying certain things to
her husband: a break in communication occurs. Such "breaks"
or "gulfs," however, are necessary in marriage in Woolf's
vision.
Silence also draws our attention to closeness in female 
friendships, as when Lily Briscoe and Mrs. Ramsay share a 
moment of being on the beach, perhaps revealing "...the 
still hidden facts of our still unknown psychology..[that 
women]are not so loose-lipped and fond of gossip as the 
tradition would have it" (Three Guineas 73,163). Women, 
often "silent companions" to one another in Woolf's novels, 
seem to need words less than men:
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Mrs. Ramsay sat silent. She was glad, Lily 
thought, to rest in silence, uncommunicative? to 
rest in the extreme obscurity of human 
relationships. Who knows what we are, what we 
feel? Who knows even at the moment of intimacy, 
this is knowledge? Aren't things spoilt then, Mrs. 
Ramsay may have asked (it seemed to have happened 
so often, this silence by her side) by saying 
them? Aren't we more expressive thus? The moment 
at least seemed extraordinarily fertile (TL 256).
The female characters in To the Lighthouse communicate a
particular metaphysical vantage point. Woolf, using a
semiotics of silence, reinterprets what is traditionally
viewed as a sign of feminine subordination. As Foucault
suggests, Woolf creates her own "rituals of truth" in the
power relations between men and women. Whether such rituals
are chosen or dictated by the social conventions of
Victorian society is something about which we can only
speculate. However, the importance of the strategy of
silence, and the narration of the "observing" woman and her
dialogical relation to the world in Woolf's novels, cannot
be appreciated unless we compare her to the "observed" woman
in the novel, the woman often presented by male authors who
is "looked at" and "gazed upon" as a static object. Or
sometimes she is presented as a static gazer herself,
someone who only adulates men or mirrors their desires,
contributing little of her own to the production of reality.
In both cases, women's silence is interpreted as a ritual of
oppression. Such women are presented as still cameos or
mirrors for men rather than active observers who participate
in and create reality and discourse. Such women are limned
from the "outside" according to "realist" notions.
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Chapter 6: Breaking the Silence: Women's Silences as Rituals
of Oppression
In establishing a tradition of female novelists in the 
previous chapter, we discover that silences in Austen,
Bronte and Woolf's novels often represent a narrative space 
for dreaming, thinking and questioning women; male 
novelists, on the other hand, more frequently represent 
women's silences as exclusion and oppression in society 
through narrative absence. The silences and stammerings of 
women in selected eighteenth and nineteenth-century novels 
written by Samuel Richardson, Charles Dickens, George 
Meredith and Thomas Hardy are framed as "rituals of 
oppression": women defined from the "outside" in relation to 
social facts. In contrast, the female novelists represent 
women's silence as "rituals of truth" developed from an 
inner stance of self-resistance.
Richardson' Rituals of Oppression: Lovelace's "Black
Transaction"
"Black transaction," the unrepresented rape in the 
eighteenth-century novel, is the taboo or "hole in 
discourse" of which Foucault writes. Samuel Richardson's 
Clarissa, written in 1847-48, is marked by "black 
transaction," a rape in the center of the novel, implied in 
a narrative silence. After her drugged rape by Lovelace, 
Clarissa's writing and speaking with its spurts and stops, 
represents a kind of "silence" that she must assume as an 
eighteenth-century bourgeoise daughter of the gentry when
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her views as a woman cry out to be revealed. Her rape is 
"unspeakable" and "unnameable" in her social and historical 
context, as sexuality is one of the categories of excluded 
language as described by Foucault.
Immediately after the rape, Lovelace writes a brief 
note to his friend, John Belford, marking the event— "The 
affair is over. Clarissa lives." There is an italicized 
authorial intrusion, the only authorial voice-over in the 
entire epistolary novel, a form that usually confines the 
author to the viewpoints of the characters. The narrator 
states:
The whole of this black transaction is given 
by the injured lady to Miss Howe, in her 
subsequent letters, dated Thursday, July 6.
Clarissa, an intelligent woman, tyrannized by her oppressive
family is tricked, drugged and raped by the notorious
Lovelace. He, fired by Clarissa's haughty beauty and
fascinated, as Terry Eagleton suggests, by the "integrity of
the human person" which is "fanatically" preserved(Rape of
Clarissa 88), uses insidious stratagems to subdue her. His
"linguistic lawlessness" enables him, as Eagleton so aptly
states,"to unfix a sign as deftly as he can break a
hymen"(84), and he constructs a snare from which Clarissa
cannot escape.
In the shadow of Lovelace and the rape, Clarissa is 
utterly unable to"fix" her own signs and she utters only 
"broken sentences," — what becomes at a later stage of the 
dessication of objectivity in modernism, "broken syllables."
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Her "broken sentences11 are presented through the multiple 
viewpoints of Richardson's epistolary style. Lovelace 
represents his account of the rape, including Clarissa's 
utterances:
At last, with a heart-breaking sob, I see, I see, 
Mr. Lovelace, in broken sentences she spoke, I 
see, I see— that at last— at last— I am ruined! 
Ruined, if your pity— let me implore your pity! 
And down on her bosom, like a half-broken-stalked 
lily, top-heavy with the overcharging dews of the 
morning, sunk her head with a sigh that went to 
my heart. (304)
Later Clarissa herself attempts to put pen to paper to
produce what Virginia Woolf would call two centuries later,
"scraps, orts and fragments." Her note contains the
"semiotics" of grief and distraction:
...what she writes she tears, and throws the paper 
in fragments under the table.
Paper 1 (Torn in two pieces)
My Dearest Miss Howe,— 0 what dreadful, dreadful 
things I have to tell you! But yet I cannot tell 
you neither. (308)
Through the epistolary form, Richardson opens the way to
the revelation of Clarissa's inner life and shows the
"sentiments"— the moral views— that inform Clarissa's 
psychology, but he does not, as twentieth-century authors
do, explore the subjective feelings, the mind, of Clarissa.
Nevertheless, his focus on the "injury" to a woman's soul 
and body allows an incipient treatment of interiority that 
differs from Defoe's earlier treatment of a woman in Moll 
Flanders where the narrative focuses only on the adverse 
external circumstances in a woman's life. Clarissa is a 
character developed in the gaze of society, and individual
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feelings separate from that society are unnameable, perhaps 
unthinkable, for a character in an eighteenth-century novel. 
She is the center of the novel, yet marked by silence; 
consequently, the reality of women's lives produced by 
"domains of objects" and "rituals of truth" related to their 
bodies and sexuality remain unrepresented in this novel.
Dicken's Rituals of Truth: Mr.Gradgrind's "ology"
Charles Dicken's novel of realities, Hard Times. also 
contains the oppressed silences of a woman. Mrs. Gradgrind 
is sketched as a woman of mental and bodily feebleness, "a 
pink-eyed bundle of shawls," with no "fancy" about her. She 
lives with Mr. Gradgrind, an egoist, who has an "ology" of 
utilitarianism that does not include her registers of 
expression. On her deathbed, Mrs. Gradgrind calls out to 
Louisa, her daughter, and to explain her silences, why she 
has "long left off saying anything" to the bullying Mr. 
Gradgrind:
You must remember, my dear, that whenever I have 
said anything, on any subject, I have never heard 
the last of it, and, consequently, that I have 
long left off saying anything.
She also speaks of broken connections:
You learnt a great deal, Louisa, and so did your 
brother. Ologies of all kinds from morning to 
night.... But there is something— not an ology at 
all— that your father has missed or forgotten, 
Louisa. I don't know what it is. I have often sat 
with Sissy near me, and thought about it. I shall 
never get its name now. But your father may. It 
makes me restless. I want to write to him, to find 
out, for God's sake, what it is. Give me a pen, 
give me a pen.
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Here Mrs. Gradgrind, like many women before and after her, 
denying herself as a speaking subject— "I don't know what it 
is...I shall never get its name now"— and she reminds us of 
Mrs. Ramsay in To the Lighthouse. who also feels that Mr. 
Ramsay has missed something. She will state that Mr. Ramsay 
"could always say things...I never could." However, in Mrs. 
Gradgrind's case the refusal of speech connects with a fear 
of ideology while Mrs. Ramsay's "not saying things" is a 
stance of silence that she adopts as superior to men's 
"talk." Mrs. Gradgrind's feebleness of voice and "broken 
sounds" are not only those of one dying, but yet another 
representation of a woman unsure of herself and her capacity 
for discourse even in the private sphere of her own home.
Her "broken sounds" are even less audible than Clarissa's 
"broken syllables" spoken after her rape, and Woolf's later 
"broken sentence": a lingistic and intellectual progression 
in the representation of women's voice and mind from 
phonemes to morphemes to sentences. However, when Lily 
Briscoe in To the Lighthouse exclaims that "one could say 
nothing to nobody"(265), complaining of "the little words 
that broke up thought," she is not repressing language but 
acknowledging its limitations. The sense of rupture in 
woman's ways of being, knowing and talking is revealed in 
these broken utterances from the eighteenth century to the 
twentieth, but the linguistic consciousness of the male and 
female authors that informs the utterance is different 
across the centuries. From "broken sentences" to "spurts" to
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"stops" to "strange stammerings" to "blanks in thought" to
"broken syllables" in the male novelists in this sample, and
then to "the little words which broke up thought," in
Woolf's Lily Briscoe, there is a refusal of language in the
feminine condition. However, Mrs. Ramsay and Lily, adopt
silence rather than words as a metaphysical stance, not
because they do not have the "names" to express their
thoughts but because as reflective women, they realize the
limitations of language in a sophisticated way. They have a
sense, like Kristeva, that "the feminine" is a "position"
that is constantly changing rather than an "essence":
In "woman" I see something that cannot be 
represented, something that is not said, something 
above and beyond nomenclatures and ideologies.
(New French Feminisms 137-8)
Mrs. Gradgrind, on the other hand, is not "above" and 
"beyond" ideologies, she is "without" them. She realizes 
that she cannot "name" her own "ology" in the repressive, 
utilitarian world of facts that Mr. Gradgrind has 
constructed around her like Ibrvald in Ibsen's A Doll's 
House. Interestingly, she is reminded of what Mr. Gradgrind 
has missed when she is in the company of another woman. She 
tells Louisa, "I have often sat with Sissy near me and 
thought about it," suggesting like Mrs. Ramsay that "being" 
with another woman is a "silent companionship," indeed a 
"conspiracy." However, she forgets this moment of being with 
another woman and reverts to her subordinate role in asking 
for a pen to write to her husband, who dominates her in his 
absence from her deathbed. She piteously asks to write to
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him to ask him to name what he has "missed or forgotten" in
life, something that she intuits but cannot articulate. She
drops the pen, and the voice of the narrator continues:
It matters little what figures of wonderful no 
meaning she began to trace upon her wrappers. The 
hand soon stopped in the midst of them; the light 
that had always been feeble and dim behind the 
weak transparency, went out. (ix 199-200)
The irony of the narrator's comment suggests that the
"figures of wonderful no meaning" may matter, but not in
this utilitarian world. We, in the twentieth century cannot
miss the suggestiveness of Dicken's words "trace," reminding
us of the layers of language of which Derrida speaks, and of
"figure" which Gerard Genette discusses as a space or gap;
nevertheless, yet another female character dies with her own
"-ology," her own inwardness unarticulated. However, her
vague feelings are "figured" by her daughter, Louisa, in
confrontation with her father at the end of the novel.
Where are the graces of my soul? Where are the 
sentiments of my heart? What have you done, oh 
Father, what have you done, with the garden that 
should have bloomed once, in this great wildness 
here? (xii 215)
Here then in this deathbed scene, Dickens presents four
kinds of female silence: the oppressed silence of a woman
living with an egoist who has "long left off saying
anything"; the preservation of silence— the silent feelings
of the heart— through the companionship of another woman,
Sissy Jupe, and her relationship with her daughter, Louisa;
the silence of Louisa, who, though she can articulate the
questions that her mother could not name, remains in the
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shadow of her father's philosophy; and the unnamed 
something, intuited by a woman, which is not an "ology" that 
dies in the nineteenth century social and political climate 
of utilitarianism— the lost trace of Mrs. Gradgrind on her 
wrapper, a semiotic pattern.
Mrs. Gradgrind's sense of what is lost, like Clarissa's 
rage and madness after her rape, is left a blank. The dearth 
of signs does not even take us into the realm of semiotics, 
let alone the symbolic order of words that Lacan describes.
Meredith's Rituals of Truth; Sir Willoughby's "I.I.I"
Whatever that "something" is that Mrs. Gradgrind seeks 
is preserved in Meredith's novel, The Egoist. Clara 
Middleton, an honest and sensible woman, poses an ordeal for 
Sir Willoughby when she rebels against her engagement to 
him. But she is bound like Jane Austen's women to the social 
conventions of an engagement which her father, the humorous 
Mr. Middleton, insists she honor. It is in this conflict of 
the individual woman with society, now thinkable after Jane 
Austen, that women begin to express themselves on formerly 
taboo topics albeit through halting and fragmented 
language. She is spirited and intelligent, a typical 
Meredith heroine, unlike the vulnerable Clarissa, and not 
unlike Elizabeth of Austen's Pride and Prejudice, whose 
ironic stance civilizes men. Clara at the beginning of the 
novel is "an attentive listener to Sir Willoughby"(52), but 
"finds in the word "egoist" her medical herb, her
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illuminating lamp, the key of him” (115). Before long she 
cannot bear being controlled by him and richly exclaims, "My 
mind is my own, married or not"(88). It is left to her to 
strip Sir Willoughby, who frequently straightens "his whole 
figure to the erectness of the letter 'I' (19)" of all 
pretences, and to show that "Through very love of self 
himself he slew." This egotistical self is reminiscent of 
the male "1,1,1" in Woolf's A Room of One1s Own or the "arid 
scimitar" which throws its phallic shadow across the pages 
of To the Lighthouse.
Though Sir Willoughby has no luck with Clara, he does 
find a listening, gazing woman in Laetitia Dale, a woman 
"with a romantic tale on her eyelashes." Looking into 
Laetitia's eyes he "found the man he sought there, squeezed 
him passionately and let her go." Meredith's irony points to 
Willoughby's foolish egotism. Later, when asking Laetitia to 
marry him, he exclaims "You were a precious cameo, still 
gazing! And I was the objectB(487): he reflects that 
marriage with Laetitia is "marriage with a mirror, with an 
echo"(464).
Cleverly-styled, static portraits of women are typical 
of Meredith. Woolf, infuenced by Meredith and aware that 
women have historically served as looking-glasses,
"reflecting men at twice their size," allows her women to be 
"lamps" and magic lanterns who emanate multiple- 
perspectives and patterns. This perspective is possible 
because she devises methods to capture women's inner life,
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thinking and reflections. However, the issues of propriety 
and doing things "without a name" still induces social 
silences in Meredith, as the "wonderful figures of no 
meaning" that Mrs. Gradgrind traces upon her wrapper do in 
Dickens. Mrs. Mountstuart, critical of Clara's behavior, and 
part of Meredith1s chorus of society, chimes "but to break 
and bounce away from an unhappy gentleman at the church door 
is either madness or its one of the things without a name" 
(430). Clara realizes that Sir Willoughby, the egoist, and 
the conforming society around her will not acknowledge what 
is visible enough in the strife of this relationship. She 
reflects, "And if I marry, and then— Where will honor be 
then? I marry him; to be true to my word of honor, and if 
then— An intolerable languor caused her to sigh profoundly. 
It is written as she thought it; she thought in blanks, as 
girls do, and some women. A shadow of the male egoist is in 
the chamber of their brains overawing them"(114).
This notion of male presence shutting out the view, cutting 
off the possibility, causing blanks and overawing women's 
speech evidenced earlier in Mrs. Gradgrind has been written 
about in Gilbert and Gubar's "Milton's Bogey: Patriarchal 
Poetry and Women Readers" (The Madwoman in the Attic), and 
is realized also in Woolf's Mrs. Ramsay, who sometimes feels 
Mr. Ramsay's mind, the phallic shadow which represents men's 
position in society, overshadowing her.
Hardv's Rituals of Truth: "Dumbness" in Women
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Thomas Hardy, in The Mayor of Casterbridae. introduces 
another kind of silence into the novel, a cosmic silence 
that emanates from a Greek sense of tragedy. In this novel, 
Hardy is like Virginia Woolf in that he leaves "a 
description of reality more and more out of [his]...stories, 
taking a knowledge of it for granted as the Greeks did." The 
larger tragic vision absorbs his characters in the working 
out of Fate, and this vision is often embodied in the female 
characters in a Hardy novel— in this case, Mrs. Susan 
Henchard and her daughter, Elizabeth-Jane. Early in The 
Mayor of Casterbridqe. published in 1896, seventeen years 
after Meredith's The Egoist, we are presented with another 
headstrong male egoist, Michael Henchard, impulsive and made 
of "unruly volcanic stuff." He is engaged in the selling of 
his wife, Susan, a practice not uncommon, as recorded in 
rural records in England at the time. Susan Henchard is 
presented as "stupid," in the nineteenth-century sense of 
being without speech, meek, simple and "silently thinking." 
She possesses "sub-speciae aeternitatis," "the expression of 
one who deems anything possible at the hands of Time"(5) as 
she is sold by her drunken husband to a stranger, Donald 
Farfrae. For twenty years after this act of auctioning off 
his wife, Henchard abstains from drink and becomes the Mayor 
of Casterbridge with a secret from the past which haunts 
him. When Susan Henchard finds him again, he vows to make 
amends to her and Elizabeth-Jane,his alleged daughter. She, 
like her mother, is a model of patience and self-effacement:
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a "dumb, deep feeling, great-eyed creature"(168). However 
though she has learned her mother's lessons of renunciation, 
she is silent because she has, according to Henchard, become 
"an observing woman." Initially, he labels her ignorant, but 
he misreads her silence. Hers is not as oppressive a silence 
as her mother's, as she reads much and is preoccupied with 
the "inner chamber of ideas"(123). But both female 
characters embody a sense of the cosmic silences that Woolf 
captures in The Waves; death acts as a tragic backdrop to 
the mutability of life.
This sample of eighteenth- and nineteenth-century male
novelists reveals their focus on the "domains of objects"
and "rituals of truth" of male rather than female
characters, the viewing of women from the "outside," the
inability to perceive the power in the vantage point of an
"observing woman," the fragmentation or absence of women's
discourse on taboo subjects in the narration, and, in
general, the absence of a narrative methodology to capture a
woman's inwardness. This stance reveals Foucault's rules of
exclusion in language:
We know perfectly well that we are not free to say 
just anything, that we cannot simply speak of 
anything when we like or where we like; not just 
anyone, finally, may speak of just anything 
(Discourse on Language 217)...[for] 
the production of discourse is at once controlled, 
selected, organized and re-distributed according 
to a certain number of procedures, whose role is 
to avert its powers and its dangers, to cope with 
chance events, to evade its ponderous, awesome 
materiality .
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The "materiality" of women's language as it relates to the 
body, sex, politics, and madness are domains where language 
exclusion operates.
The power of women's silences is averted in narration.
The pattern of female silence or stammering, with all of its
spurts, stops, and hesitancies, that is represented in the
sample of male novelists in this chapter reveals that women
are sketched from the "outside," capturing only their
stammering, public voices. This is realized through a
certain rhythm of incomplete sentences. Dashes and ellipses
are a pattern in women's sentences that will occur again and
again in novels of the nineteenth and twentieth century. As
Shirley Ardener, the anthropologist, claims:
...because the arena of public discourse tends to 
be characteristically male-dominated and the 
appropriate language registers have been "encoded" 
by males, women may be at a disadvantage when 
wishing to express matters of particular concern 
to them. Unless their views are presented in a 
form acceptable to men, and to women brought up in 
the male idiom, they will not be give a proper 
hearing. If this is so, it is possible to 
speculate further and wonder whether, because of 
the absence of a suitable code and because of a 
necessary indirectness rather than spontaneity of 
expression, women, more often than may be the case 
with men, might sometimes lack the facility to 
^raise to conscious level their unconscious 
thoughts. (Ardener viii-ix)
Certainly the representation of women's language written by
male novelists before the twentieth century illustrates
this. Clarissa who speaks in "broken sentences" after her
rape, Mrs. Gradgrind, who traces "wonderful figures of no
meaning"? Clara, who "thinks in blanks" when men are near?
and Susan Henchard who is "dumb" in the face of her fate.
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All of these women experience the repression of the feminine 
in their language. The belief that women are linguistically 
(and perhaps intellectually) inhibited or unable to raise 
unconscious thoughts to a conscious level, of course affects 
the representation of women in novels.
Since women's expression has often been socially inhibited 
in private arenas and sometimes excluded from public 
discourse, we have no way knowing about "facility" in 
generating ideas. We have no way of knowing unless, as 
Shirley Ardener, the anthropologist who studied Bakweri 
women in the Cameroons, suggests, we learn to understand 
other forms of expression other than direct speech as a way 
of understanding women's ideas and models of the world. 
Similarly, Julia Kristeva urges the study of semiotics, the 
"chora" of women's discourse, to understand the discourse of 
sex and gender, one of many that comprise the individual. 
This chapter then is an attempt to understand these other 
forms of expression, the silences, through a comparison of 
male and female novelists.
The female novelists, Austen, Bronte and Woolf view 
women from the "inside." In this narrative space, they free 
themselves from dependence on social "facts," and through 
writing create a lightening of the social and political 
facts of women's being. They sound woman's voice, and though 
punctuated by silences, it is an insightful and resistant, 
not a stammering voice. Charlotte Bronte creates a plain- 
speaking meditative voice in the character of Jane Eyre;
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Austen creates a socially-scintillating voice in Emma and a 
reflective one in Fanny Price; and Woolf, a fluent inner 
voice in Mrs. Ramsay. Virginia Woolf not only gives her 
female characters more opportunity for expression of the 
inner life than earlier novelists, but because of her 
inventive narrative methods for capturing the inner life, 
she gives them fluency— a kind of expression rare for women 
in the English novel.
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Chapter 7 Escaping the Alphabet: Decoding Women's Bodies and
Minds
In learning to read and understand the silence of women in 
eighteenth and nineteenth-century novels, we gain a useful 
historical perspective on Virginia Woolf's narration of silence 
in the twentieth century. We discover, in addition to other forms 
of silence, Virginia Woolf's expression of the mind through the 
body. She posits that the materiality of the body is the origin 
of thought and narratology in women, spiralling from a "Sentio 
ergo sum," rather than a rational, "cogito ergo sum." Whether in 
sickness or in health, Woolf's thought and writing spring out of 
a sensory mold and poetic correlatives for the sensations of body 
and mind, not only the social representations of women. It is 
uncertain whether this impulse originates in women's denial of or 
exclusion from the symbolic realm, as Lacan and Kristeva 
theorize, or whether this impulse is indeed a difference of view. 
"The book" Woolf says "has somehow to be adapted to the 
body"(ROO). However, in creating the character of Rhoda in The 
Waves, Woolf adds to our cultural definitions of women and 
fashions a new subjectivity in a new form. She creates what I 
will label, "Woman Dreaming," in Rhoda in contrast to what has 
preoccupied Emerson and other male authors, "Man Thinking." 
Emerson in "The American Scholar" represents man in the 
traditional role of the "delegated intellect...Man Thinking"
(85). Rhoda, the visionary woman, is an embodiment of a new form 
of female identity and subjectivity, Woman Dreaming.
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During Rhoda's dream state in Woolf's The Waves. she 
exclaims:
Oh, to awake from dreaming!...Let me pull myself out of 
these waters. But they heap themselves on me; they 
sweep me between their great shoulders; I am turned; I 
am tumbled; I am stretched, among these long lights, 
these long waves, these endless paths. (27)
Compare this state to Rachel's delirium in Woolf's first novel.
The Voyage Out:
The sights were all concerned in some plot, some 
adventure, some escape....Now they were on the sea; now 
they were on the tops of high towers; now they jumped; 
now they flew. But just as the crisis was about to 
happen, something invariably slipped in her brain, so 
that the whole effort had to begin again. The heat was 
suffocating. At last the faces went further away; she 
fell into a deep pool of sticky water, which eventually 
closed over her head. Whe saw nothing and heard nothing 
but a faint booming sound, which was the sound of the 
sea rolling over her head...all her tormenters thought 
that she was dead. (341)
This detailed imaging of a woman's subjective state limned with
words of pain and sensation— waters which heap and sweep and
close over her head, in which she is turned, tumbled, stretched
and tormented— could be compared to Breuer's description of
Bertha pappenheim in The Case of Anna 0.:
In the afternoons she would fall into a somnolent state 
which lasted till about an hour after sunset. She would 
then wake up and complain that something was tormenting 
her— or rather, she would keep repeating in the 
impersonal form "tormenting, tormenting"...and 
during the climax of the illness, when the contractures 
had extended to the left side of her body....There were 
extremely rapid changes of mood leading to excessive 
but quite temporary high spirits, and at other times 
severe anxiety...and frightening hallucinations. (24)
Max Ernst's collages of women in Une Semaine de Bonte depict the
same state of body and mind.
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Here we observe similar disjunctions of body and mind in the 
representation of women in Virginia Woolf's novels, Freud and 
Breuer's case studies of hysteria, and Max Ernst's surrealist 
collages. All treat the silent phenomenon of delirium and 
hysteria in women as a "supreme means of expression" as well as a 
pathology, and similar gestures— bodily, verbal and visual— are 
repeated in varying forms in each.
Like Mary Ann Caws and Jane Gallop, I want to juxtapose 
literary, psychological and artistic representations of women; 
more particularly, I want to reveal a cultural "intertextuality" 
concerning dream states and hysteria. This juxtaposition reveals 
that a literary structure, for example, Virginia Woolf's 
construction of Rachel in The Voyage Out or Rhoda in The Waves. 
"does not simply exist but is generated in relation to another 
structure" in the culture (Kristeva "Word, Dialogue and Novel"
64). Rachel and Rhoda, sketched by Woolf in 1916 and 1931, Dora 
and Anna 0. analyzed by Freud and Breuer in 1895 and 1905, and 
the collages of Charcot's hysterical women constructed by Max 
Ernst in Une Semaine de Bonte. 1930, create a discourse on 
hysteria and the "silence" of bodily expression. "Any text," 
Kristeva states, "is a mosaic of quotations; any text is the 
absorption and transformation of another"(66).
However, though the gestures of dream and hysteria are 
shared, different cultural readings— the reading of women's 
bodies, minds and silence, yet once more— are possible. In 
Chapters 5 and 6 on "Keeping the Silence" and "Breaking the 
Silence," as in this one, the female is a silent subject rather
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than a "speaking subject"—  given^the psychological, social and 
historical "positioning" of women discussed earlier. The mute 
states of dream, delirium and hysteria invite specular rather 
than auditory interpretation as bodily and mental expressions of 
unspoken disturbance must be read visually. Charcot, a major 
French theorist of hysteria at the turn of the century, is 
described by Freud as a "visuel," a seer, because his approach to 
psychiatric interpretation is so strongly visual. This can be 
glimpsed in his Iconoqraphie Photoqraphie de la Salpetriere. 
voluminous photographs of his patients in various stages of 
hysteria. Woolf in representing Rachel and Rhoda's pain, dreams 
and illness as an expression of their misalignment with the 
social order, differs from other thinkers and artists in terms of 
belief and focus. Charcot who recognized the importance of 
hysterical states of women in his observations at the 
Saltpetriere Clinic, nevertheless believed that female hysterics 
were often exagerrating their pain and paid little attention to 
what they were saying. It remained for Freud to supplement 
Charcot's "gaze" with language, the "talking cure."
Foucault has written of the importance of sight in
constituting medical knowledge and "the sovereign power of the
empirical gaze" in The Birth of the Clinic, and Charcot's
photographs indeed suggest the sovereignty of the gaze. His
photographs and other artistic representations of female
hysterics reveal, as Martin Jay perceptively notes, that:
...what is in fact "seen" is not a given, objective 
reality open to an innocent eye. Rather, it is an 
epistemic field, constructed as much linguistically as 
visually. (182)
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The bodily distortions and exagerrated behavior fixed in 
Charcot's gaze make visible the invisible disturbances of women's 
minds.
Andre Brouillet, "A Clinical Lecture at the Salpetriere" (Reprinted from Elaine Showalter, 
The Female Malady)
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Henry Fuseli, "The Nightmare'
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Robert Fleury, "Pinel Delivering the Madwomen of the Salpetriere'
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Max Ernst, Une Samlne de Bonte
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Max Ernst, Une Semaine de Bonte
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Male surrealists in France in the 1930's also framed
hysteria visually, and ignored the suffering expressed in the
margins of Charcot's photographs of female hysterics. They chose
instead to focus on the erotic in their collages and paintings of
female bodily abandon. In such juxtapositions of the
psychological, the visual and the literary, we discover that each
perspective operates with a different cultural construction. The
interpretation of hysteria alternates between an expression of
liberation or pathology accompanied by feelings of either pain or
pleasure. As A.R.G. Owen states in his book on Charcot: "Hysteria
is a socially malleable disorder and the form and intensity of
its manifestation tend to alter as the milieu changes" (Hysteria.
Hypnosis and Healing 66). We might also add that this "socially
malleable disorder" and the form of its manifestation alter as
perspectives on and interpretations of women alter. Virginia
Woolf, with her filigree interest in describing dream states and
illness in women, as an aspect of some broader conception of
mind, suggests the underlying psychological pain in the
abandonment of the conscious self in hysteria. Such views are
represented by Bernard in The Waves who speaks of the fact that:
...for pain words are lacking. There should be cries, 
cracks, fissures, whiteness passing over chintz covers, 
interference with the sense of time, of space; the 
sense also of extreme fixity in passing objects; and 
sounds very remote and then very close; flesh being 
gashed and blood spurting, a joint suddenly twisted 
— beneath all of which appears something very 
important, yet remote, to be just held in solitude.
(TW 263)
The pain, delusions and hysteria of Rhoda and Rachel are 
expressed then through dream and body states. Woolf's
17 0
representation of their mental landscapes is generally specular, 
and such treatment is fitting given the nature of delusions and 
hysteria. In general, symptoms of this disorder involve loss of 
consciousness, and disturbances of vision, hearing and language, 
as well as tremors, somnambulism, headaches, and paralysis. There 
is no attempt here to correlate physical symptoms with refined 
categories of hysteria. In one form of hysteria described by 
Charcot, the hysteric's hands, arms and legs contract and there 
is a certain paresis or jerkiness in body movement illustrated 
perhaps in descriptions of Rhoda's "ill-fitting body" or her 
statement "My body seemed paralyzed." Rhoda is estranged from her 
body, overflowing with dreams, and "always seeking some pillar in 
the desert"(281). The visual drama in this pathology, first 
witnessed in Charcot's clinic for hysterical women at 
Saltpetriere in the 1880's, is captured in his three volumes of 
photographs, Iconoqraphie Phootographicrue de la Salpetriere. 
which later interested surrealist painters like Andre Breton. He 
wrote in 1929 that "the problem of women is the most marvelous 
and disturbing problem in the world," and he and Louis Aragon put 
out an issue of La Revolution Surrealiste which commemorated the 
fiftieth anniversary of of Charcot's naming of hysteria. This 
issue published in 1928, ironically the year A Room of One's Own 
was published, contained a series of photographs of women in 
attitudes passionnelles in what they (and Charcot) interpreted as 
erotic, ecstatic states, and this surrealist document contained 
the statement: "Hysteria is not a pathological phenomenon and can 
in every way be considered as a supreme means of expression."
Similarly, Max Ernst was interested in the feminine disorder 
described by Charcot, and constructed his erotic collages of 
suspended, floating women in the last seven plates of Une Semaine 
de Bonte. from illustrations of Charcot's hysterical women taken 
from his Iconoqraphie. These were the same women that fascinated 
Freud as he witnessed them in Charcot's clinic in 1885-86— women 
who exhibited the bodily and mental gestures that were diagnosed 
and treated with the now famous "talking cure," first taught to 
Breuer and Freud by their patients, Dora and Anna 0. As Dianne 
Hunter notes, "Psychoanalysis entered the history of 
consciousness in dialogue with the subjectivity of women.
Freud's discussion of the unconscious was a response to the body 
language of nineteenth century hysterics"(114), He supplemented 
Charcot's visual approach to hysteria with language. The 
exploration of hysteria and delirium in the characters of Rachel 
in The Voyage Out and Rhoda in The Waves are the literary cases 
which establish the general category of the unconscious in 
narration, and which have more detailed imaging of the subjective 
than Freud and Breuer's case studies.
In juxtaposing Virginia Woolf's poetic descriptions of mind- 
body states represented by Rachel and Rhoda, Freud's case studies
of Dora and Anna 0. and Max Ernst's collage novel, I am
suggesting that these artists are investigating the unknown dream 
states of women and their silences as an aspect of mind. They are 
all "framers," in Mary Ann Caws' sense, of the hysterical 
unconscious. This juxtaposition, as a technique, not only
illuminates the cultural commonalilty in the verbal, visual and
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mental gestures of dream, delusion, and hysteria, but it throws 
into relief Woolf's narrative technique of "suspension," to be 
described later in this chapter.
"Double Flowers": The Dialectics of Outside and Inside
Woolf, Freud and Ernst, in exploring these states in











If we conceptualize these divisions in terms of the
dialectics of outside and inside, Gaston Bachelard's thinking in
The Poetics of Space is useful:
Outside and inside form a dialectic of division, the 
obvious geometry of which blinds us as soon as we bring 
it into play in metaphorical domains. It has the 
sharpness of the dialectics of "yes" and "no," which 
decides everything. (211)
This dialectic of outside and inside, starting with mental
disturbance and its bodily expressions of paralysis and
somnambulism, operates in the writings of Woolf and Freud and the
representations of the surrealists. They illustrate how the
dialectic sometimes leads to deformity, excess and almost
monstrous estrangement from the body as well as a fascinating
kind of beauty. Such observations apply only to the
representations in the works, and not, of course, to biographical
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speculations about Woolf and her mental health in Quentin Bell's
Biography. Breuer notes the doubleness in the state:
The overflowing productivity of their minds had led one 
of my friends to assert that hysterics are the flower 
of mankind, as sterile, no doubt, but as beautiful as 
double flowers. (Standard Edition 2:240)
The expression, "double flowers," preserves the beauty, the
deformity and the split state of mind-body which characterizes
what has traditionally been labelled "hysteria."
The "split" between the outside and the inside is exhibited 
first in body-mind states such as Rachel's immobile delirium at 
the end of The Voyage Out and Rhoda's "estrangement from her 
body" in The Waves: examples of women's bodies constrained by the 
workings of their minds. Similarly, in Breuer and Freud's study 
of Anna 0, they observe and interpret the rigid paralysis of her 
arms and legs, the paresis of her neck muscles, and sonambulism 
as hysterical expressions of her disturbance of mind. Also, the 
surrealist artist Max Ernst in the last seven collages of Une 
Semaine de Bonte presents disturbing collages of women floating 
or falling in air, exploring "outside" in space, the "inner" 
terrors of a woman's mind. The mind/body split is a metaphor for 
a split in consciousness: the alternation of conscious and 
unconscious states of mind or the movement between rational and 
dream states. Under the stress of these splits of mind, linear, 
rational language breaks down, as is illustrated in the delirious 
language of Rachel and Rhoda, and in the "bi-lingualism" of Anna 
0. and Dora as reported by Freud and Brueur who "break the 
silence" like the male novelists described in Chapter 5.
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All three artists— Woolf, Freud and Ernst— were driven by a 
strong and marvellous poetic sense, and never stopped searching 
for ways to express the nature of these dream thoughts. Given 
the enigmatic nature of these, splits in mind, body and language, 
we will engage in a new kind of analysis— what Freud called 
"dream work" in talking to his patients— and what we will term 
"deciphering" since we are interpreting bodily-visual expression 
in women who have escaped the alphabet in operating outside the 
domain of words and speech.
Escaping the Alphabet
Rhoda1s bodily symptoms, which might be pathologically 
labelled hysteria, or under a different cultural construction, a 
means of expression, are represented by Woolf as a series of 
visual-mental-body gestures: mental "pictographs." Sleep, dreams 
and illness in Woolf's life and work are often associated with an 
extreme state which brings a new awareness of other apects of the 
mind, the unconscious. Through Rhoda, Woolf explores an aspect of 
the mind, the dream state. There is little in this state, as 
Freud has taught us, that corresponds to the linear in syntax or 
proposition in the realm of reason, as described in Chapter 3,
The Narration of Interiority. Dream logic transgresses linguistic 
and social codes.
Rhoda's mind-body state is like a widening gyre of "white 
loops" in "white spaces"— vague, undefined, incomplete— a 
feminine space that we are challenged to"experience" as well as 
read. Such bodily descriptions are poetic correlatives for the
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silences, the periodic interruptions of her speech, which Breuer
labels "absences." These alternations of consciousness, or
splits, are recognizable in Rhoda as the literary embodiment of
the "presences" and the "absences" of mind that Breuer clinically
describes in Anna 0.:
These "absences" had already been observed before she 
took to her bed; she used then to stop in the middle of 
a sentence, repeat her last words and after a short 
pause go on talking. These interruptions gradually 
increased till they reached the dimensions that have 
just been described;...At moments when her mind was 
quite clear she would complain of the profound darkness 
in her head, of not being able to think, of becoming 
blind and deaf, of having two selves. (24)
And though Breuer at first was puzzled by the "pauses" and found
the "absences" unintelligible, he learned to read her silences
and bodily codes which led to therapeutic talk. Breuer also
describes another alternation of mind in his case history of
Anna 0:
Two entirely distinct states of consciousness were 
present [in Anna 0] which alternated very frequently 
and without warning and which became more and more 
differentiated in the course of the illness. In one of 
these states she recognized her surroundings; she was 
melancholy and anxious, but relatively normal. In the 
other state she hallucinated and was "naughty"— that is 
to say, she was abusive. (24)
This "having of two selves," one, conscious, and the other,
unconscious, is revealed by Woolf also in the alternation of the
actual presence and the hallucinatory absences of Rhoda in The
Waves, as well as in the narration of Rhoda's inferiority with
its rhythm of words and silence (pauses, interruptions). Anna 0.
herself named her absent states, "clouds," reminding us of
Rhoda's psychic space variously described by Woolf's narrator as
"vagueness" or "emptiness." Rhoda's "mind lodges in those white
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circles; it steps through those white loops into emptiness 
alone"(22).
Freud in his interpretation of Dora was also stymied by her 
silence, her "loss of voice." But he did not always "hear" Dora's 
expression of her middle-class, Jewish, orthodox background; the 
social and cultural factors which contributed to her intellectual 
and social confinement. As Elaine Showalter suggests in The 
Female Malady; "Freud failed Dora because he was too quick to 
impose his own language on her mute communications. His 
insistence on the sexual origins of hysteria blinded him to the 
social factors contributing to it"(160).
If we are to avoid Freud's blindness to the larger cultural
and social dimension of women or Rhoda's experience, we need
first to assert certain values; the value of women's experiences,
and, secondly, be responsive to the new language which Woolf as a
writer uses to to describe women's experience which includes
subjectivity. In her essay "On Being 111," she states;
Yet it is not only a new language that we need, more 
primitive, more sensual, more obscene, but a new 
hierarchy of the passions. (11)
We must be aware that a deconstructionist or feminist reading as
advanced by Mary Jacobus— the formulation of "reading" a woman's
body as a "text"— constitutes as well as articulates what
feminine space is. A word like "reading" represents a certain
kind of mental operation; a text, after all, is linear and does
not always suggest the looping rhythms, spaces and sensations
that we experience and decipher in Rhoda. Limiting ourselves to
"reading a body as a text" is also reductionist in that we reduce
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a new form— the material body and sensations as a basis for 
female thought and imagination, a new kind of mentality— to a 
better known critical formulation of "text."
With what words and letters then— if not the alphabet of the 
text— can women preserve themselves and their own versions of 
themselves and their bodies and minds? What assumptions, ask 
Gilbert and Gubar, in their newest critical work on twentieth 
century women's literature, No Man's Land, can we make, as women, 
about the use of the alphabet, about conventional language? "How 
can" a woman "employ the alphabet to perpetuate the most 
elementary trace of her identity?" (237). How can women like 
Rhoda and Rachel, and Janie in Zora Neale Hurston's Their Eyes 
Were Watching God "name" themselves in a language that has 
historically been used by men to reinforce their own conceptions 
of women? Janie, in Hurston's novel, says she was nicknamed 
Alphabet "'cause so many people had done named me different 
names" (21), and, as is true of women historically, not names of 
her own choosing. Gilbert and Gubar perceptively suggest in their 
analysis of this novel that Janie, and perhaps, by extension, the 
Rhoda and Rachel "named" by men "would seem to have become no 
more than a character (letter of alphabet) who signifies nothing 
for herself— while facilitating a 'circulation of signs' that 
reinforces communication among men"(238). In order to escape the 
alphabet, Woolf has used images relating to the "deciphering of 
pictographs" or the "decoding of hieroglyphs" in relation to the 
reading of women's dreams, delirium, hysterias all states of 
"absence" of the conscious mind and the "presence" of the
unconscious. Hieroglyphic imagery is closer to the process of 
decoding women's silence and Woolf's narratology than phrases 
which emerge from what may be largely defined as a masculine 
narratology of "reading texts." This way of reading, which 
Geoffrey Hartman has compared to "girl watching" in The Fate of 
Reading, is more involved with "gazing at" the text. There is 
less of a sense of participation in and creation of the text in 
the way that critics like Roland Barthes, and Woolf advance.
There is perhaps more "distancing" of the text in male 
narratology; more "participation" and "creation" in Woolf's 
paradigms of the reader as discussed in her essays, "How to Read 
a Book," and Chapter 1 of this dissertation, "The Reading of 
Silence."
The issue of men's and women's uses of language or ways of 
reading has emerged in feminist discussion in the past decade in 
works like Luce Irigaray's The Sex Which is Not One and Judith 
Fetterly's Reading Like A Woman. Are women still too absorbed in 
men's words and representations of "reality," are they trapped in 
categories and ways of knowing and reading which are not their 
own? Yes and no. We have only one English language, and women, 
despite their social positioning, as argued here, have found ways 
to transform words and silences and situations to their effect. 
However, as Robert Frost says "The important thing is to know a 
moment when you have one," and we cannot help but know that this 
is an historical moment for women. The full realization is upon 
us that women need to be in a position, educationally and 
socially, to have control and mastery over language in order to
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represent and "name" their own visions in their lives and their 
institutions. Whether we accept women's use of the alphabet, a 
gendered use of the alphabet, or take a more militant and, I 
believe, utopian stance toward the creation of a new women's 
language written in "white ink," as Helene Cixous of the feminine 
ecriture school advocates, we can, in the meantime, begin to hear 
women's silences, the ways in which they have escaped the 
alphabet, and decode female characters in new ways.
Some of Rhoda's bodily gestures can be read as "hysterical," 
and Freud compared the symptoms of hysteria to a "pictographic 
script which has become intelligible after the discovery of a few 
bilingual inscriptions." Lacan extends this view of the 
unconscious which is coded "like a language." Freud and Breuer 
learned to read hysteria in women, and Breuer, in his case study 
of Anna 0., describes the "deep-going functional disorganization" 
of her speech, which is not unlike Rachel's silence during her 
delirium, and Rhoda's estranged and disembodied manner of 
communicating. Because of the "absences," "lapses," "silences" as 
well as disorganization of conventional speech, we, like Breuer, 
must learn to read the unconscious through symbolic dreams, 
delusions and body gestures. The unconscious, dreaming parts of 
Rachel, Rhoda, and even Lily and Mrs. Ramsay in To the 
Lighthouse, are aspects of women not as thoroughly explored by 
other twentieth-century authors. In Woolf, women's mind states do 
not correspond to "the keyboard of a piano, divided into so many 
notes, or like the alphabet... ranged in twenty-six letters all in 
order"(TL 53). Woolf compares reading Mrs. Ramsay in To the
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Lighthouse to reading "a wedge-shaped core of darkness" or 
"tablets bearing sacred inscription"(82), enigmatic shapes to be 
read in a different way than the linear alphabet of mind 
represented by Mr. Ramsay.
Similarly, Rhoda assumes enigmatic shapes as she "dreams" 
with a "suspended," "clumsy, ill-fitting body"(50), "no weight," 
"no face," "always seeking some pillar in the desert"(281), a 
pillar which recurs in surrealist painting. Woolf captures 
women's interiority through metaphors of the body in the poetics 
of space, as Gaston Bachelard might say. The landscape, or 
perhaps mindscape, of this chapter includes then a discussion of 
three kinds of splits occuring in three kinds of "space": bodily, 
material space; mental space; and linguistic space.
Collapsing the Outside and the Inside: The Body and the Mind
The body existing in its own physical space is mute and is 
inextricably intertwined with the mind. Three meanings of "body 
will be explored in our discussion before either can "speak" in 
literature: 1) women's telling "the truth" about their physical 
bodies; 2) women's bodies interpreted as the reflection of 
women's minds and cultural constructions; 3) the materiality of 
women's bodies as the origin of thought and metaphors of mind and 
narration in women's writing.
First, "the truth about the body" and women's ways of being 
and knowing must be acknowledged; second, this "truth" can only 
be expressed in a receptive cultural and literary climate; third, 
the hierarchy of cultural and literary values must change so that
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the body— in sickness and in health— can become a legitimate 
subject for literature; fourth, creative representations of the 
body must be constructed in literature; fifth, we need to learn 
to "read" these representations.
First, then, the truth about the physical body. Women have 
to know what they feel and what they are experiencing in their
bodies— "differance"— then must name the difference. The knowing
and the naming are culturally and psychologically problematic, 
given what we know about cultural definitions of men and women 
and mechanisms of repression. This simple acknowledgment of 
difference does not come easily to women, as Virginia Woolf 
notes:
All I can tell you is that I discovered when I came to
write that a women— and it sounds so simple, but I
should be ashamed to tell you how long it took me to 
realize this for myself— is not a man. Her experience 
is not the same. Her traditions are different. Her 
values, both in art and life are [her own]. (Speech of 
January 1931 33).
In the same speech, Virginia Woolf notes that "...she thought of
something, something about the body, about the passions which it
was unfitting for her as a woman to say...She could write no
more." A Victorian woman's own inhibitions about the discussion
of sexual passion parallel the social conventions, and the extent
to which others can bear to hear "the truth about the body"
becomes an issue. Woolf also notes a common incident in the life
of a woman novelist:
She has to say I will wait. I will wait until men have 
become so civilized that they are not shocked when a 
woman speaks the truth about her body. The future of 
fiction depends very much upon what extent men can be 
educated to stand free speech in women. (39-40)
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Illness and the Body
In 1930/ just one year before the publication of her last
novel, The Waves. Woolf published an essay, "On Being 111," in
which she observes how literature still was doing its best to
ignore the body:
...literature does its best to maintain that its 
concern is with the mind; that the body is a sheet of 
plain glass through which the soul looks straight and 
clear, and, save for one or two passions such as desire 
and greed, is null, and negligible and non-existent 
...it becomes strange indeed that illness has not taken 
its place with love and battle and jealousy among the 
prime themes of literature (9-10)...to hinder the 
description of illness in literature, there is the 
poverty of the language... Yet it is not only a new 
language that we need, more primitive, more sensual, 
more obscure, but a new hierarchy of the passions? love 
must be deposed in favor of a temperature of 104.
(11)
Clearly Woolf is interested in the truth about the physical body, 
the sensations and experiences and, by extension, what the body 
reveals about women's minds. "Free speech" about both senses of 
the body relates to definitions of "illness"; consequently, the 
place of women and illness in the "hierarchy of the passions" as 
a value in literature. What Woolf is questioning in the passage 
above is nothing less than the standards of the canon, what has 
lately become a matter for politics as well as education in, for 
example, Allan Bloom's The Closing of the American Mind. For if 
illness is ignored as a subject for literature in Victorian 
times, then women, to some degree, are also ignored: that is, 
illness as a topic for literature, in general, as well as works 
written by women about female illness. When Virginia Woolf was 
writing, the aesthetic position that prevailed could be compared
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to Henry Louis Gates' recent description of racial exclusion: 
"...vhen men were men, and men were white, when scholar-critics 
were white men...(a time when] none of the members of the black 
community, the minority community of color or the women's 
community, were ever able to discover the reflection or 
representation of their images or hear the resonances of their 
cultural voices" (Hast York 18).
Illness is often the mute expression of the Victorian woman's 
psychological and cultural dilemma, and if we acknowledge Carol 
Smith-Rosenberg's observation that "passion and desire caused ~ 
political disorder in the eighteenth-century novel"(talk,
Barnard, Feb. 1988), then we must similarly observe that female 
"illness" caused disorder in the Victorian novel. As Dianne 
Hunter perceptively states: "Hysteria can be considered a self- 
repudiating form of feminine discourse in which the body 
signifies what social conditions make it impossible to state 
linguistically"(113-14). Illness, and particularly female mental 
illness with somatic expression, was ascribed in Victorian 
medical texts such as George Savage's Insanity and Allied 
Neurosis. 1884, to women's sexuality: in fact, most female 
insanity, illness and disorders are described in this text as 
"hysteria,” the female malady. Jane Marcus' "Virginia Woolf and 
Her Violin: Mothering, Madness and Music" admirably explores 
interpretations of this malady in the Victorian age.
The name "hysteria" has a long history. A.R.G. Owen in his 
book about the work of J.M.Charcot, the famous nineteenth- 
century French clinician whose work with hysterics at the
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Salpetriere Clinic attracted the attention of the young Freud In
1895, gives a brief sketch of the label:
In ordinary parlance, ve think of hysteria as either a 
state of overanxiety or an attack of nthe hysterics" 
excitable laughing or crying. The ancients regarded the 
condition as characterized by these latter attacks, 
vhich have, of course, from time immemorial occurred 
also in more violent and convulsive forms. Hysteria was 
regarded as primarily a female disorder, and the famous 
theory ascribed to Hippocrates referred its origin to 
hysteria (the uterus). Aretaeus, who lived in the first 
century AD, vas more specific in asserting that the 
uterus is liable to be suddenly carried upward within 
the abdominal cavity. Violently compressing the vital 
organs, it gives rise to "hysterical suffocation" — a 
choking sensation leading to a fainting fit....until 
1900 or so one could still find learned savants who 
were convinced that hysteria was a kind of uterine fury 
and an exclusively feminine weakness. (58-9)
Such a view of feminine illness created difficulties in
legitimizing it as a subject for literature. In the deciphering
of feminine illness, doctors constructed a social reality and
definition of women, and, ultimately, a system of values vhich
informed literature. Hysteria, the catchall description of female
disorder, vas connected with sexuality and symptoms of hysterical
conversion.
And it was not only in the medical profession, but also in 
the aesthetic realms of the surrealist painters in the 1930's in 
France that such notions of women's sexuality existed. Just as 
actual women's sense of themselves and their own interpretations 
of their disorders did not inform medical views of hysteria, so 
too women's views of love and sex vere absent from surrealist 
discussions and representations. Whitney Chadwick in her book on 
female surrealist artists states that women came late to the
movement, though wives, Simone Breton, Gala Eluard and other
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women, sometimes attended surrealist sessions as observers (see 
the paradigms in Chapter 5, Keeping the Silence). "And when, in 
1928, a group discussion on the subject of sexuality took place, 
only Louis Aragon suggested that in a discussion of women's 
sexuality, "it would have been preferable to have had a woman 
present"(Women Artists and the Surrealist Movement 11). This 
comment perhaps epitomizes the surrealist stance toward women's 
experience. The ideality of woman or men's fantasies of women 
were preferable to the actuality of women.
However, Charlotte Perkins Gilman in The Yellow Wallpaper 
and Virginia Woolf in her depiction of Rachel in the latter part 
of The Voyage Out and Rhoda in The Waves. explore the silences of 
women, which are both diseased and creative during illnesses of 
both body and mind. They acknowledge the pain so often denied by 
the eroticization and infantilization of women in the Victorian 
medical profession and, later, in the surrealist movement. In 
contrast, Woolf's ambition, as Makiko-Pinkney states, "is to 
summon 'silence' into the order of speech, to reintroduce the 
repressed into an order made possible only by that exclusion of 
'the other"'(159). Traditional exploration and sometimes 
exploitation of women's eroticism, as in D.H. Lawrence's novels, 
would not yield the same aspects or exaggerations of mind and 
body. Undaunted by the disturbing aspects of women's minds and 
lives, Woolf describes in Rachel and Rhoda that which is 
psychologically and culturally repressed in women.
The Body as the Room of the Mind
In illuminating "the undiscovered countries that are then 
disclosed...when the lights of health go down..."(9)— whether in 
common illness or in the delirium of Rachel's fever or Rhoda's 
dreams and hysteria— Woolf turns in her narration to the body, 
and it remains to be seen in the next hundred years whether this 
is a distinctively "feminine" turn. It is in the "descriptions of 
the phantasmagoric riot of Rachel's sick brain," which Phyllis 
Rose evaluates as the best writing in the novel, that we become 
immersed in the fantasia of the unconscious. It is in the sick 
room— a room that is marginal to a house, a room that is 
quarantined by Victorian society— that the unconscious is 
unleashed: the female imagination flourishes in this delirium. It 
is a room of Rachel's own which holds creative possibilities so 
important to her throughout the novel because in sickness and in 
health, it is a place where she establishes a reality, separate 
from social definitions, that no one else can enter. It is here 
where she plays the piano and "the body alone listens to the 
passing bee; the wave breaking; the dog barking..."(MD 59). It is 
a musical room; it is a narrative room; it is a room of musical 
narration which contains Woolf's exciting descriptions of women's 
subjective states which have the scent of disease as well as 
health. We, as readers, enter into rhythmic descriptions of 
strange chambers of women's minds repressed during the daylight 
hours of society to be described in Chapter 7, Listening to 
Silence. And, as Woolf will suggest a few years later in A Room 
of One's Own, it is also a place where women like Rachel and
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Rhoda, unable to find a place in society, can explore the self 
and even write.
Illness in Rachel, whatever its origins— typhoid or hysteria
about her imminent entrance into sexuality and marriage with
Terence— becomes part of the "curious, silent unrepresented life"
of women. A fever of 104 confines Rachel to the room of her body,
described as "enchanted" and "isolated." Her body and
consciousness are represented as occupying a chamber, a chamber
within a chamber. She has her music as a creative outlet but her
world, like her body, is a sheltered "room" as described by her
aunt, Helen Ambrose:
...a room in which she could play, read, think, defy 
the world, a fortress as well as a sanctuary. Rooms, 
she knew, became more like worlds than rooms at the age 
of twenty-four. Her judgment was correct, and when she 
shut the door Rachel entered an enchanted place, where 
the poets sang and things fell into their right 
proportions. (123)
It is like a Chinese box: the room is a metaphor for body, and
within that the body is a metaphor for mind. The spaces that
contain Rachel's mind in The Vovaae Out are largely "rooms" that
admittedly open out through her music and her reading and her
"enchanted" imaginings but which in some sense remain a
"fortress" for day-dreaming for the inexperienced, sheltered
Rachel. Similarly, Anna 0:
...embellished her life in a manner which probably 
influenced her decisively in the direction of her 
illness, by indulging in systematic day-dreaming, which 
she described as her "private theater." (22)
In addition to daydreams, Rachel has nightmares. Her terrors and
anxiety about sexuality revealed in her dreams following her
experiences with Richard Dalloway, and later Terence Hewet, are
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absent from Rhoda whose "still... disembodied mood"(229) is 
generally upon her. Rhoda loathes her body and does not define 
herself in the conventional ways that Rachel or, for that matter, 
Jinny and Susan, in relation to men.
Though Woolf begins to explore the margins of consciousness 
in dreams in isolated sections of The Voyage Out and in the long 
section describing the fantasia of Rachel's state of delusion and 
illness, this remains a conventional novel in its preoccupation 
with plot and character. Though play with dream states is 
incipient, it is different from the experimental novel, The 
Waves. published seventeen years later in 1931. This novel exists 
outside of time and logic in a space of narrative "suspension" to 
be described later: "the spaces between hour and hour"— unlike 
The Voyage Out which escapes conventional time and plot in part 
only. In addition to time and mind states, Woolf's notions of 
character and body in the conventional sense are diminished in 
Rhoda, who has "no face" and "no weight" compared to the 
sheltered traditional character, Rachel, described by Helen 
Ambrose: "This girl, though twenty-four, had never heard that men 
desired women, and until I explained it did not know how children 
were born"(96). Rachel shares this quality with Anna 0.:"The 
element of sexuality was astonishingly undeveloped in her"(21).
Rhoda's body is post-Freudian and exists not as flesh and 
blood in "rooms" such as Rachel inhabits, but as a poetic 
correlative for the dreaming mind in the large spaces of Nature 
and the cosmic interludes of the novel. Rhoda's imaginative 
spaces are larger than Rachel's reflecting Woolf's desire to
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describe Anon., an anonymous She. It is an impersonal, 
metaphysical positioning of woman as an aspect of mind or life 
rather than the deterministic "positioning" so often discussed by 
literary theorists like Kristeva, who sometimes unfortunately 
limit women to social and historical spaces. Rhoda, a brilliant 
character created in defiance of time and conventional social 
space, is a dreaming woman, an aspect of mind.
Rhoda, however, has her origins in Rachel's delusionary 
state. In illness, Rachel retreats and immerses herself in the 
phantasmagoric riot of her mind, a state which Woolf, like other 
women authors, Charlotte Perkins Gilman in The Yellow Wallpaper, 
for example, links with creativity. Illness brings the solitude, 
the gulf between the outer and inner worlds, which is the 
prerequisite for creativity. Rachel's outward, spatial voyages 
are metaphors for her psychic voyaging in dreams and delirium. . 
The narrator and character intertwine in this description of 
Rachel:
For six days indeed she had been oblivious of the world 
outside, because it needed all her attention to follow 
the hot, red, quick sights which passed incessantly 
before her eyes. For this reason, the faces,— Helen's 
face, the nurses's, Terence's, the doctor's,— ...were 
worrying because they distracted her attention and she 
might miss the clue....The sights were all concerned in 
some plot, some adventure, some escape....Now they were 
among trees and savages, now they were on the sea; now 
they were on the tops of high towers; now they jumped; 
now they flew...she fell into a deep pool of sticky 
water which eventually closed over her head. She saw 
nothing and heard nothing but a faint booming sound, 
which was the sound of the sea rolling over her head. 
While all her tormentors thought that she was dead, she 
was not dead, but curled up at the bottom of the sea. 
There she lay, sometimes seeing darkness, sometimes 
light, while every now and then some one turned her 
over at the bottom of the sea. (341)
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There is something in the sweep of this inner voyage which 
reminds one of Satan's inner and outer voyages in Paradise Lost, 
"the mind itself" being "its own place."
This represents a personal, as well as a narrative voyage
for Woolf, and in her letters she sometimes writes of the
creative benefits of mental and bodily illness:
As an experience, madness is terrific I can assure you, 
and not to be sniffed at? and in its lava I still find 
most of the things I write about. It shoots out of one 
everything shaped, final, not in mere driblets, as 
sanity does. And the six months— not three— that I lay
in
bed taught me a good deal about what is called 
oneself (Letters 4:180).
Also, one wonders, given the amount of time that Julia 
Duckworth, Woolf's mother, spent in sickrooms tending the ill 
described in her writings whether the states of mind explored in 
Rachel's "sick room" are not also connected with Woolf's attempts 
to get closer to or deal with her obsession with her mother's 
death. It is fascinating that both mother and daughter are "in" 
sick rooms: Julia Duckworth in nursing, Virginia Woolf in her own 
illness and as as a writer interested in states of mind during 
illness. We think back through our mother's rooms. Perhaps women 
"cure" themselves of the pain of social positioning through 
"curing" others in the domains of action, talking, writing. One 
senses that the motherless Rachel, like Woolf in her narrative 
"sick room" of The Vovacre Out, calls out for a nurturing mother. 
In her Diary Woolf writes of her obsession with her mother's 
death until she takes the "writing cure" of To the Lighthouse.
In The Waves. published fifteen years later, Rachel's room 
becomes Nature, a cosmic space which is liberated from the
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domestic paradigms of the Victorian house. Rhoda's psychic dream 
space is different yet incipient in Rachel's room; Rachel dreams 
and Rhoda becomes the poetic correlative for the dream in Woolf's 
narrative experimentation.
Deformity and Exaggeration: The Body as Monstrous
Charcot in his studies of hysteria stressed the principle 
that hysteria produces its symptoms in exagerrated form, and he, 
in the late nineteenth century, was unsympathetic to this quality 
in his hysterical patients. He comments: ''...they certainly take 
pleasure in distorting, by exaggerations, the principal 
circumstances of their disorder, in order to make them appear 
extraordinary and wonderful..."(73). Freud takes a more 
sympathetic and sophisticated view of the function of distortion 
in wish-fulfillment dreams and hysterical states. He states:
"We may therefore suppose that dreams are given their shape in 
individual human beings by the operation of two psychical forces 
(or we may describe them as currents or systems)? and that one 
of these forces constructs the wish which is expressed by the 
dream, while the other exercises a censorship upon this dream- 
wish, and by the use of that censorship, forcibly brings about a 
distortion in the expression of the wish11 (Interpretation of 
Dreams 177). If in "dream work," according to Freud,"the latent 
wish is translated into imagery of manifest content" (Standard 
Edition 4 277) then the "body work" required in the 
interpretation of hysteria is the opposite. The bodily gestures 
which are outside and "manifest," often in an exagerrated form,
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parget the "latent" wishes of women which the interpreter must 
uncover.
When the invisible or the repressed is made visible, it 
takes on disturbing forms because it has been re-pressed or 
bottled up, psychically and culturally. If "desire" is the 
cosmological principle of our age, it is important to articulate 
two definitions: sexual desires, and, by extension, the energy of 
this principle which, when sublimated, becomes a vitalizing force 
in women's work and careers. Woolf's women are identified by 
their own sense of themselves in body and mind, their dreams, 
their relationships with men and women, their work, and their
fulfillment in the culture. When this repression of the many
aspects of women's self in the culture— not just the sexual 
repression which informs so many interpretations of the Freudian
paradigm—  is unleashed, it sometimes assumes deformed, monstrous
or exaggerated shapes.
In Rachel's dreams after her infatuated encounter with 
Richard Dalloway, there is deformity and the exagerration of 
animality. The "little deformed man who squatted on the floor 
gibbering with long nails. His face...pitted like the face of an 
animal"(77) is a distortion, perhaps, of a repressed sexual wish 
in relation to Richard Dalloway who has sexually awakened her. 
When expressed, it is all out of proportion and monstrous. "Awed 
by the discovery of a terrible possibility in life"(176), Rachel 
now has trouble repressing her feelings which escape into her 
dreams. They are "pre-conscious" for when she awakes the "horror" 
of the dream does not go away at once: "She felt herself pursued
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so that she got up and actually locked her door. A voice moaned
for her; eyes desired her. All night long barbarian men harassed
the ship...(77)." After the flowering of her relationship with
Terence Hewet , she is drawn again into unknown sexual waters but
navigated by love. During their courtship,
...her own body was the source of all the life in the 
world, which tried to burst forth here— there— and was 
repressed now by Mr. Bax, now by Evelyn, now by the 
imposition of ponderous stupidity-the weight of the 
entire world. (258)
This is no less than Woolf's summary of civilization and its
discontents. Rachel escapes the "alphabet" of repression and
drifts off into her own mind and body states:
Her body became a drift of melting snow, above which 
her knees rose in huge peaked mountains of bare 
bone.... and though she pushed her voice out as far as 
possible until sometimes it became a bird and flew 
away, she thought it doubtful whether it ever reached 
the person she was talking to. There were immense 
intervals or chasms, for things still had the power to 
appear visibly before her, between one moment and the 
next....But for long spaces of time she would merely 
lie conscious of her body floating on the top of the 
bed and her mind driven to some remote corner of her 
body. All sights were something of an effort, but the 
sight of Terence was the greatest effort, because he 
forced her to join mind to body in the desire to 
remember something. (346-7)
Rachel suffers in her state of delirium from her lonely effort to
join body to mind: she is psychically suspended.
The Dream Space: Narrative Reflections of the Suspension of Body
and Mind 
Suspension of the Body and Mind
Suspension— floating, sinking, falling, mounting, escaping, 
turning and tumbling in space or water as described in the
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passage above— suggests, ever since Freud, a dream state
connected with sexuality. In her delirious state, Rachel is
"conscious of her body floating on top of the bed," an image that
will reappear in Frieda Kahlo's paintings of women's dream
states. Woolf also describes Rhoda in The Waves as being in
immobile states of suspension which we connect with dreams.
Suspension relates to both sleep and illness: Rachel Vinrace's
dream state is induced by illness. As Freud states in An Analysis
of the Case of Dora:
Although hysterical fever does undoubtedly occur, yet 
it seemed too arbitrary to put down the fever 
accompanying this questionable illness to hysteria 
instead of to some organic cause operative at the time. 
(122)
Rhoda's day and night dreaming is not connected with an organic
state but is induced by a mental state which eventually leads to
Rhoda's suicide. Rachel's hallucinatory states are triggered by
looking at a blackboard, into a mirror, approaching sleep:
"There Rhoda sat staring at the blackboard," said 
Louis, "in the schoolroom, while we ramble off, picking 
here a bit of thyme, pinching here a leaf of 
southernwood while Bernard tells a story. Her 
shoulderblades meet across her back like the wings of a 
small butterfly. As she stares at the chalk figures, 
her mind lodges in those white circles; it steps 
through those white loops into emptiness, alone. (22)
As Rhoda's absent states become more frequent, her body like
Milton's angels seems to become transparent and turn "all to
spirit": "Month by month things are losing their hardness; even
my body now lets the light through; my spine is soft like wax
near the flame of the candle. I dream. I dream"(45).
Rhoda is almost disembodied but the sensory richness of her body
surfaces before sleep. This state of heightened body
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consciousness ironically comes just before the "still and
disembodied mood" descends and the body drops away. Just before
going to bed, Rhoda meditates:
Now I spread my body on this frail mattress and hang 
suspended. I am above the earth now, I am no longer 
upright. (27)
This sense of the body is different from Jinny's sensations of
bodily rapture when,
...the gentleman pulls up the window. I see reflections 
on the shining glass which lines the tunnel. I see him 
lower his paper. He smiles at my reflection in the 
tunnel. My body instantly of its own accord puts forth 
a frill under his gaze. My body lives a life of its 
own....And I lie back; I give myself up to rapture; I 
think that at the end of the tunnel I enter a lamp-lit 
room with chairs into one of which I sink, much 
admired, my dress billowing round me. But behold, 
looking up, I meeet the eyes of a sour woman, who 
suspects me of rapture. My body shuts in her face, 
impertinently, like a parasol. (63)
One almost feels that one is in a surrealist painting in this
passage. Couldn't Magritte capture the impertinence of Jinny's
gesture?
In The Voyage Out. Rachel. in her delirium, is also
suspended like Rhoda above her bed. She embodies a Cartesian
split as her mind flits about the room:
But for long spaces of time she would merely lie 
conscious of her body floating on the top of the bed 
and her mind driven to some remote corner of her body, 
or escaped and gone flitting round the room. (347)
This phenomenon of the mind leaving the body is described by
Freud as an hysterical symptom, and when described as the "soul"
leaving the body in the meditative tradition of the seventeenth
century (discussed in Chapter 2), it is viewed as a state of
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rapture, ecstasy, dream or contemplation. Marvell’s description
of ecstasy in "The Garden" comes to mind:
Here at the Fountains sliding foot,
Or at some Fruit-trees mossy root,
Casting the Bodies Vest aside,
My Soul into the boughs does glide:
There like a Bird it sits, and sings,
Then whets, and combs its silver Wings;
Clearly this state of bodily and psychological suspension 
opens up for Marvell, as for Woolf, the portals of the 
unconscious and creative states of language. In illness, says 
W o o l f . w i t h  the police off duty, we creep beneath some obscure
poem...and the words give out their scent and distil their
flavour, and then, if at last we grasp the meaning, it is all the 
richer for having come to us sensually first"(Collected Essays 
4:200). Woolf evokes the sensuous power of words just before 
Rachel enters her delirious state. She is tellingly listening to 
Terence read aloud Milton's poem, Comus. on the theme of 
chastity:
The words, in spite of what Terence had said, seemed to 
be laden with meaning, and perhaps it was for this 
reason that it was painful to listen to them; they 
sounded strange; they meant different things from what 
they usually meant. Rachel at any rate could not keep
her attention fixed upon them, but went off upon
curious trains of thought suggested by words such as 
"curb" and "Locrine" and "Brute," which brought 
unpleasant sights before her eyes, independently of 
their meaning. (326-7)
Three mind-body themes then are connected with suspension: first,
"the truth about the body," released in the suffering of illness
or approaching sleep or death, a truth which Woolf, as a woman
particularly, had an interest in articulating. Woolf explores the
"truth about the body" through the suspended experiences or
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themes of dream, sleep, and death. Second, body states are viewed 
as an entrance into and a metaphor for mental states and 
sensations. This dream space, as Poulet says, "...is not, like 
external space, the place of isolated points of view. It is, on 
the contrary, the place where thought can see simultaneously the 
different relations and the different aspects" (44). Third, the 
female body can be viewed as the basis for metaphor, imagination 
and discourse.
Suspension both in theme and narration relates to silence.
Silence is a presence because in exploring unconscious, dream
states Virginia Woolf must,
...break the sensuous enchantment and enchainment, turn 
aside from the actual, establish between what[s] he has 
felt and what [s] he is going to think, an interior 
distance, a zone of calm, of reserve, and of 
silence. (Poulet 77)
Narrative Suspension
Woolf's starting point for her descriptions of Rachel and
Rhoda is first, a place of sensory and body awareness, which
becomes, in time, a place of mental stillness. This "interior
distance" travelled in Woolf is apprehended in a reflective
distance of mind, not in what we call actuality. This space is
doubly silent because of Woolf's technique of narrative
suspension: she not only arrests the conversation of the novel to
allow Rhoda, Rachel and the reader to turn inward to contemplate,
to meditate, to listen to dreams, but in suspending the speech
and narration of the novel, Woolf absorbs it too for a time in a
contemplative silence. She suspends narrative movement in linear
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time through the creation of dream and sleeping themes and poetic 
representions of the process.
This initial space or arrest between the actuality and the
"reflective distance" is marked by a separation — a shift of
theme, tense or register, a verbal repetition— "border"
techniques described with convincing clarity in Mary Ann Caws'
Reading Frames in Modern Fiction (3-26). A sense of spatial
distance or temporal remoteness from events, as discussed in
Chapter Two, The Writing of Silence, is created. For example, in
the passage below, we note the shift of register and the
separation of the actual and reflective realities of Rhoda. Lying
in bed, she says:
I will stretch my toes so that they touch the rail at 
the end of the bed; I will assure myself, touching the 
rail, of something hard. Now I cannot sink; cannot 
altogether fall through the thin sheet now. Now I 
spread my body on this frail mattress and hang 
suspended. I am above the earth now. I am no longer 
upright, to be knocked against and damaged. All is 
soft, and bending....Out of me now my mind can 
pour....Oh, but I sink, I fall!
At other times, "distance" is marked not by a bed rail, but by a
lexical item like "gulf" or by the metaphor of glass. In order to
create her dream space, Rhoda must separate herself from contact
with people who often threaten her, "people pursuing,
pursuing"(27). Similarly, Rachel in her delirious state
experiences a gulf between her and the world:
The second day did not differ very much from the first 
day, except that her bed had become very important, and 
the world outside, when she tried to think of it, 
appeared distinctly further off. The glassy, cool, 
translucent wave was almost visible before her, curling 
up at the end of the bed, and as it was refreshingly 
cool she tried to keep her mind fixed upon it. (329)
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The qualities of glassiness and coolness are important for as 
Poulet says:
...the dream exists only by reason of the glass, that 
is to say, the distance...It is necessary then, at all 
costs, not to break the glass, to maintain between the 
ideal and the self the intermediate distance. For this 
distance is not simply the obstacle which forbids us 
from approaching it. It is also the protective 
medium— make-up, veil, or windowpane— which shields us 
from mortal contact (244).
Rhoda shuns crowds, shuns people, and creates her "interior
distance." Rachel too, during her illness "was completely cut
off, and unable to communicate with the rest of the world,
isolated alone with her body"(330). Both women by reason of the
"glass" of sleep or illness withdraw into their own isolated
creative states separate from people. This "glass" too is a kind
of silence which acts as a buffer and protects the "dream"—  as
"The Window" in the first section of To the Lighthouse protects a
childhood image or dream of the family.
Mirrors, another aspect of glass imagery, are used by Woolf
for distancing, but mirrors create a reflective distance from
other aspects of self, not from other people, as glass does.
Mirrors contain repetition and present various aspects of the
self: "Individuality raised to a new power" as Kierkegaard states
in his philosophical novel, Repetition. Rhoda says at one point,
That is my face...in the looking-glass behind Susan's 
shoulder-that face is my face. But I will duck behind 
her to hide it, for I am not here. I have no 
face....Therefore, I hate looking-glasses which show me 
my real face. (43-44)
Rhoda's "looking-glass shame"— the distancing of unfamiliar,
frightening aspects of the self— is similar to Woolf's
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autobiographical description of a looking-glass dream in "A
Sketch of the Past.” She states:
I dreamt that I was looking in a glass when a horrible 
face— the face of an animal-suddenly showed over my 
shoulder. I cannot be sure if this was a dream or if it 
happened. (69)
Rhoda witnessing her own face, and Woolf, the terrifying face of
an animal in the mirror, retreat, fearing the "passionate
impulses of which the dreamer is afraid, whether they are his own
or those of other people...It might be said that the wild beasts
are used to represent the libido, a form dreaded by the ego and
combatted by means of repression" (Freud Interpretation of Dreams
445). Rhoda's hate of looking glasses and of the aspects of self
that are revealed connects with Woolf's own dread of mirrors
which led her to remark that:
...my natural love for beauty was checked by some 
ancestral dread. Yet this did not prevent me from 
feeling ecstasies and raptures spontaneously and 
intensely and without any shame or the least sense of 
guilt, so long as they were disconnected with my own 
body. (68)
The crucial phrase, "so long as they were disconnected with my 
own body," relates to the mind-body splits that Woolf captures in 
Rachel and Rhoda, and described by Freud in cases of hysteria, 
and the surrealists' representation of women whose minds are 
"absent."
Consequently, buffer zones like the images of the "bed 
rail," "glass," and "mirrors," spatial lexical items such as 
"gulf," "interval," "chasm" function as themes, images, markers 
and symbols of an "interior distance." They signal a character's
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retreat from sensory experience and entrance into silent
unconscious states. As Poulet said of mental-space feelings:
Space is precisely that: an hiatus, a cleft or gap that 
widens between reality and consciousness, the virtual 
place in which the mind discovers the powers to evolve, 
where, without risk of running afoul of matter and 
being trapped in the actual, it can "travel open 
spaces." Space is freedom of mind. (72)
Rhoda, the dreamer, does have freedom of mind. Her origin or
existence is not to be found in her body or in her past or
present experience: she is somehow fallen from the skies. She
exists in a realm of silent dreams, and the bare visual outlines
of Rhoda represent Woolf's intention to portray only the abstract
essence of character or aspects of mind in The Waves. As Bernard
says of the fin of a porpoise on the horizon, "it is unattached
to any line of reason." So is the shape of Rhoda in this novel.
And she is suspended in a space that cannot be situated or
positioned in the external world though Woolf must strive for
bodily metaphors to express it. Rhoda is reminiscent of Woolf
herself in her description of a suspended moment in her childhood
in A Sketch of the Past:
There was the moment of the puddle in the path; when 
for no reason I could discover, everything was suddenly 
unreal. I was suspended; I could not step across the
puddle; I tried to touch something...the whole world
became unreal. (78)
This state of bodily and mental suspension and paralysis relates
also to hysterical symptoms described by Freud in his Analysis of
the Case of Dora.
Rhoda then represents a double movement for Woolf: the 
concentration and contraction of self necessary for stillness of 
mind, and yet, in Woolf's metaphoric descriptions and surrealist
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painter's representations, a movement of expansion of the body 
and mind as a woman voyages toward the cosmic, not "lived time." 
As always with Woolf, vulgar dichotomies of body and mind, 
contraction and expansion, collapse and it is the overall pattern 
or the rhythm of seeming contraries that becomes important in her 
narrative style rather than either term of the opposition.
Rhoda lives outside conventional time in what she describes
as "the white spaces that lie between hour and hour"— the
interludes. Her mind contains "whiteness," "emptiness," and
"nothingness." Through Woolf's psycho-narration, we discover that
Rhoda's "...mind lodges in those white circles; it steps through
those white loops into emptiness alone"(22); "Alone," she says,
"I often fall down into nothingness"(44). All of these qualities
and sensations— whiteness, emptiness, nothingness— are subjective
qualities that relate to bodily and mental sensations. As Lily
says of her state of "emptiness" after Mrs. Ramsay's death in To
the Lighthouse:
For how could one express in words these emotions of 
the body? express that emptiness there? (She was 
looking at the drawing-room steps; they looked 
extraordinarily empty.) It was one's body feeling, not 
one's mind. The physical sensations that went with the 
bare look of the steps had become suddenly extremely 
unpleasant. To want and not to have, sent all up her 
body a hardness, a hollowness, a strain. (266)
But this space of "nothingness" or "emptiness" in Woolf can be
positive, something that precedes creativity and consciousness,
though ultimately unfulfilled in Rhoda. Words like "vacancy" and
"vapor" in Marivaux or "lifelessness" in Mallarme signal, on the
contrary, a void. Even though these states may be connected to
sleep or illness and signal a retreat into oneself, they are
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linked, in Woolf, to creative power. "Emptiness" is a creative 
"absence."
Foregrounding the dynamism between inside and outside in her
descriptions of the body which are metaphors for mind, Woolf
makes her experimental contribution to the modern novel. The body
is her metaphor for the dreaming mind of a woman. Woolf liberates
Rhoda from social and historical positioning in her narrative
space. Rhoda says,
Now I spread my body on this frail mattress and hang 
suspended. I am above the earth now. I am no longer 
upright, to be knocked against and damaged. All is 
soft, and bending... Out of me now my mind can pour.
(27)
Suspension involves both time and space and represents a 
state of mind where contraries like outside and inside, mind and 
body, self and cosmos collapse. Suspension suggests not only a 
double space (physical space and the mental space of dreams) but 
also a double-time. Extra-spatiality and extra-temporality are 
conferred upon thought and the use of the present tense is an 
indication of the extra-temporal character of this state. And 
because there is no external time or space, the dream space is 
"the place where thought can see simultaneously ...different 
relations and different aspects...[not] isolated points of view" 
(Poulet 44).
Rhoda will always be different from Jinny and Susan and will 
always say, "As I fold up my frock and my chemise...so I put off 
my hopeless desire to be Susan, to be Jinny"(27). Dreams, a form 
of thought, like waking thought, rise above time, and travel, as 
Poulet would say, an "interior distance." This is the same
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interior distance that surrealists foreground in their paintings
of women's dream and hysteria states. Rhoda must wait for the
time of sleep to enter this dream state:
There are hours and hours...before I can put out the 
light and be suspended on my bed above the world, before 
I can let the day drop down. (56)
She desires to stretch this state and time of dreams:
I have longed to float suspended...I desired always to 
stretch the night and fill it fuller and fuller with 
dreams. (205)
In suspending Rhoda in time and space, Woolf, from a
psychological viewpoint, as Gaston Bachelard says of another
writer, "demolished the lazy certainties of the geometrical
intuitions of intimacy. Even figuratively, nothing that concerns
intimacy can be shut in ...(The Poetics of Space 220). Rhoda's
intimate dream states are outside instead of inside, as are the
dream states of women represented by surrealist artists. The
study of this reversal, the turning of inside out, brings nuances
of women's being into visibility. It also introduces a play of
values, a deconstructive reading which is, as Barbara Johnson
says,
... an attempt to show how the conspicuously 
foregrounded statements in a text are systematically 
related to discordant signifying elements that the text 
has thrown into its shadow or margins.... Deconstruction 
thus confers a new kind of readability on those 
elements in a text that readers have traditionally been 
trained to disregard, overcome, explain away, or edit 
out— contradictions, obscurities, ambiguities, 
incoherences, discontinuities, ellipses, interruptions, 
repetitions and plays of the signifier. (Rigorous 
Unreliability 279)
Conventionally, when confronted with outside and inside, we think
in terms of being and non-being. Woolf collapses this distinction
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as dream states, conventionally categorized as non-being, become 
for Rhoda and the reader "moments of being."
The physical states of suspension — jumping, flying, 
turning over, somersaulting in the air, on the bottom of the sea, 
reflects the dream state. It is a state where the body loses its 
qualities of materiality, of "hardness." Rhoda's body becomes 
fluid, "soft and bending." "Out of me now," she says "my mind can 
pour"(27); "Now my body thaws; I am unsealed." The sense of 
paralysis or frozen states mentioned in Freud's descriptions of 
hysteria in the case of Dora and Anna 0. is suggested here, but 
Rhoda works her own cure in entering into the dream state.
She is literally disembodied in this state of mind, and the 
narrator comments that "She has no body as the others have"(22); 
she is faceless; Rhoda too says,"I have no face. Other people 
have faces; they are here." Indeed, she is eyeless: "Rhoda with 
her intense abstraction, with her unseeing eyes"(200). All of 
this, of course, prepares her to be a seer of another kind as she 
is not positioned in rational psychic space.
She refers to herself as "incandescent," a word which in its 
origins, L. "candere," contains the process of becoming white, 
hot, shining: "emission by a hot body of radiation that renders 
it visible." She is transparent: "I shift and change and am seen 
through in a second"(43), and she is often in that disembodied 
mood "when the walls of the mind become transparent"(229). Rhoda 
notes her bodily sensations with a filigree interest not unlike 
Woolf's as recorded in her Diary. Rhoda observes, "Now my body 
thaws; I am unsealed, I am incandescent"(57). Her "body is hot
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and burning” as she states, "I am thrust back to stand burning in 
this clumsy, this ill-fitting body to receive the shafts of his 
indifference, and his scorn." In the heat of life, of the lived 
moment, she longs for, and eventually achieves through suicide, 
the coolness of marble, of death: "I who long for marble columns 
on the other side of the world where the swallow dips her wings." 
On the other hand, Rachel's dreams are more violent and remind us 
of allegories and surrealism in Latin American novels: an old 
woman slicing a man's head off with a knife (339); the good woman 
with a face like a white horse at the end of the bed (206).
Suspension in Surrealist Art: The Dream State
If Virginia Woolf develops the narrative technique of 
"suspension" to capture dream states, Max Ernst too is driven by 
a marvellous poetic sense to capture the nature of dream thoughts 
in visual terms in Une Semaine de Bonte. His disturbing creations 
of suspended women are visual correlatives— as Woolf's Rhoda is a 
poetic correlative— for dream states or hysteria. In ten of the 
collages in this "novel," women are the central element, and in 
the last seven women are falling or floating in space. One woman 
wildly gesticulates suspended in air next to a bed; other women 
with loose flowing hair and gowns float with sensuous pleasure 
outside the windows of a building; other images of floating women 
are starker and more chaste, figures constructed from Charcot's 
illustrations of hysterical women in Iconography.
Ernst was interested in the dream symbolism and new 
psychoanalytic theories of Freud which were widely read and
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discussed at the University of Bonn where Ernst was a student in
1910. The Interpretation of Dreams and the Analysis of a Case
History of Dora were sources for Ernst's floating, falling women
who according to Freud were symbols "of surrendering to erotic
temptation." In The Interpretat ion of Dreams Freud states:
In other women I have found that flying dreams express a desire 
'to be like a bird'; while other dreamers became angels during 
the night because they had not been called angels during the day. 
The close connection of flying with the idea of birds explains 
how it is that...flying dreams usually have a grossly sensual 
meaning....(429).
Such states suggest the attraction and terrors of sexuality,as 
well as other kinds of disorientation, including the cultural. 
Split states of mind can be read in the bodily gestures of the 
women.
Ernst's floating women also suggest a "suspension" of 
meaning. A "sign" can both offer and suspend meaning, and a 
floating woman as a visual sign both offers meaning— the 
frustration of desire— and suspends the attainment, delays the 
fulfillment and definition of the woman. A floating woman in an 
Ernst collage is in a space which is free from pressure of social 
"signs" and context; she is unnamed and unfixed, positioned in a 
poetic space of possibility.
Similarly, Virginia Woolf's poetic "signs" in The Waves are 
suspended. The language that she uses to describe Rhoda is 
language dreaming: "Rhoda's face mooning, vacant, is completed, 
like those white petals she used to swim in her bowl"(41).
Woolf's themes of unfinished women— the suicide of Rhoda and the 
death of Rachel, both young women—  somehow leave them in 
narrative suspension on a Grecian urn of Woolf's own making.
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However, instead of the legend of a damsel being pursued by men, 
her urn is fringed by tales of women pursuing dreams. The 
metaphysical meaning of woman is suspended though Woolf has 
"made" their meaning, created their "signs," and summoned them 
from the silence of illness and dream states in her novels yet 
their metaphysical meaning as women is suspended. They are 
unfinished and to be deciphered and philosophically discussed in 
the next hundred years, Woolf's usual century of projection. And 
the language she uses to describe their delirium or hysterical 
states is separate from everyday language, and is purposely 
distanced from the actual to create a poetic "gap." "Poetic 
language," according to Genette "is defined in relation to prose, 
as a 'gap'(ecart) in relation to a norm" (FLD 78), and it is in 
this gap that new terms and definitions of women are created.
The Body as the Basis for Feminine Discourse
Whitney Chadwick in her study, Women Artists and the 
Surrealist Movement, highlights differences between male and 
female visions of dream and hysteria states. For example,
Remedios Varos after marrying the poet Benjamin Peret became 
active in surrealist circles, and took the same hysterical 
postures seen in Charcot's illustrations, eroticized by Ernst, 
and made it into a Bayer Aspirin promotion in the mid-1940's. She 
titled it, "Rheumatism, Lumbago and Sciatica":
i H / jjSB0St£||H
Bemedios Varos 
"Rheumatisn, Lumbago and Sciatica"
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What distinguishes her treatment— commercial though it be— is her 
awareness of the body and her perception of pain in the 
hysterical stance that the male artists eroticized. Similarly, 
Frida Kahlo perceives the pain not the ideality in women's body- 
dream states. Two of her paintings, "Henry Ford Hospital"(1933) 
and "The Dream"(1940) present women floating in beds in space: 
representations of dream and birth states which are reminiscent 
of Woolf's descriptions of the sleep states of Rhoda: "Now I 
spread my body on this frail mattress and hang suspended. I am 
above the earth now" (27); "...(so I dream falling off the edge 
of the earth at night when my bed floats suspended)"(223); "Now 
the bed gives under me. The sheets spotted with yellow holes lets 
me fall through"(206). In Kahlo's painting "Henry Ford Hospital," 
a woman is naked and bleeding on a hospital bed with symbolic 
objects connected to her stomach, one of which is a fetus. She 
blends her own history of miscarriage and hospital reminiscences 
into a message of pain.
Frida Kahlo, "Henry Ford Hospital1
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In "The Dream," a woman, perhaps the artist, sleeps beneath 
mocking skeleton wired with explosives.
Frida Kahlo, "The Dream"
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Both of Kahlo's paintings introduce the actualities of decay, 
disease and pain of the female body ignored by the male 
surrealist idealizations.
Other of the female surrealists reveal their alienation from 
the Surrealist cult of desire and the "male gaze" which 
eroticized sleeping, dreaming women in physical states of bodily 
abandon through mockery. Leonor Fini, a friend of Ernst and 
Eluard in the 1930's surrealist circles, parodies male obsessions 
in "Chthonian Divinity Watching Over the Sleep of a Young 
Man"(1947). In this painting, a young man sleeps under the gaze 
of a female deity— toppling male surrealist conventions.
Leonor Fini, "Chthonian Divinity Watching Oyer the Sleep of a Young Man”
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These three female surrealists, Remedios Varos, Frieda Kahlo and 
Leonor Fini, are aware of the relationship between their own 
experience of their bodies and their painting. This exploration 
of women's illness and hysteria is different from the male 
surrealists who though in love with the Idea of woman and 
intrigued by "the problem of woman," deal with her as muse, 
virgin, child, celestial creature, sorceress, erotic object, 
femme fatale— and not as an actual woman. The treatment of female 
hysterics in the 1928 issue of La Revolution Surrealiste is an 
example of women as a necessary part of the male dynamic and of 
the artist's aestheticization and eroticization of women's pain: 
actual women's sensations are not perceived or perceived as 
important.
In Woolf's Introduction to Life as We Have Known It. she 
states that,
The imagination is largely the child of the flesh. One 
could not be Mrs. Giles of Durham because one's body 
had never stood at the wash-tub; one's hands had never 
wrung and scrubbed and chopped up whatever the meat may 
be that makes a miner's supper, (xxi)
Woolf here is presenting a material, bodily basis for the
imagination as well as the sense of diverse women, experiences
and imaginations. She does not come to a conclusion about "the
true nature of women"(RO 6), and suggests that women are apt to
differ.
With this kind of writing, perhaps distinctively feminine 
writing, Woolf, puts "into discursive circulation" as Makiko- 
Pinkney suggests, "that which normative writing represses, the 
realm outside the Cartesian subject"— an exploration of the
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subjective. Woolf more than other English writers is concerned 
with representing the full range of sentient experience, 
objective and subjective, contrary to what critics say about her 
aloof, intellectual style. Her interest in and methods for 
capturing the subjective emanates from a different concept of 
mind from that of a writer like Charlotte Bronte who, in the 
nineteenth century, still wrote of the mind as an entity, a 
thing, rather than the immaterial mentality which Freud 
conceptualized at the beginning of the twentieth century. Bronte 
represents the faculty of the mind as endowed with "will" and 
conscious control and awareness: Jane Eyre states "I ordered my 
brain to find a response." Woolf abandons the "I" and the "order" 
in finding language and metaphors for unsconscious aspects of 
mind, as well as the conscious dimensions which Bronte favors in 
her language. She acknowledges and trusts the unconscious, 
irrational dimensions of mind, abandoning the conscious control 
of the Cartesian "I." She finds the figurative language to 
express the three dimensions of experience to be related in this 
chapter: body, mind and language.
"What is the reality of any feeling?",a question posed by 
Virginia Woolf in her Diary in 19 , haunts her explorations of 
this interiority. This exploration of the realm of the subjective 
begins with Woolf's representation of female dream, hysteria, and 
delirious states unconnected to the realm of the rational or the 
"symbolic" as defined by Lacan. Rhoda in The Waves and Rachel in 
The Voyage Out represent her line of interest: Rhoda "with her
intense abstraction, with her unseeing eyes"(200) and Rachel who
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in her delirium "would merely lie conscious of her body floating 
on the top of the bed"( 346-7). It is in the realm of the 
subjective to which Woolf gains access during illness that we 
find "reality."
Virginia Woolf's description of Rachel's withdrawal into 
fever, delirium and death at the end of The Vovaqe Out offers 
insights into her more mature representations of female illness 
in The Waves. Clearly, Woolf's ripples of interest in bodily and 
mental illness, and her desire to dramatize what she was so 
painfully aware of throughout her life, are evident in Rachel in 
this first novel published in 1915, sixteen years before the full 
billows of The Waves.
Is Woolf perhaps, in The Voyage Out, deposing love and sex,
Freud's themes, in favor of the theme of illness and the theme of
silence, about which Terence Hewet was to write a novel? At one
point, Terence, an aspiring novelist, writes under the heading of
Women in his notebook:
Not really vainer than men. Lack of self-confidence at 
the base of most serious faults. Dislike of own sex 
traditional or founded on fact? Every woman not so much 
a rake at heart, as an optimist, because they don't 
think, "‘what do you say, Rachel?"
Rachel said nothing. Up and up the steep spiral of a 
very late Beethoven sonata she climbed....
"Again,it's the fashion now to say that women are more 
practical and less idealistic than men, also that they 
have considerable organising ability but no sense of 
'honor'-query, what is meant by masculine term, honour?
— what corresponds to it in your sex? Eh?
Attacking her staircase once more, Rachel again 
neglected this opportunity of revealing the secrets of 
her sex. She had, indeed, advanced so far in the 
pursuit of wisdom that she allowed these secrets to 
rest undisturbed; it seemed to be reserved for a later 
generation to discuss them philosophically. (292)
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Rachel is silent about her sex: waking and sleeping. She chooses 
not to enter into public discourse with Terence/ and Woolf 
suggests that she, as a woman, is historically slumbering, not 
yet ready to reveal the secrets of her sex, "reserved for a later 
generation to discuss them philosophically." Rachel, in her time 
and place in a Victorian household in Victorian England will find 
other means of expression: music and somatic expression. Both are 
wordless.
On the other hand, less domesticated, mad, visual 
impressions spring from Rhoda dissolving the normative sense of 
self in The Waves. They expand like an gyre in the mind of the 
reader: the gyre of delirium and, possibly, hysteria. The body 
and the book are closely related in Woolf's writing, and perhaps 
more intimately in women's writing in general. Woolf's 
incoherence in The Waves is not an evasion or a loss of control 
but an expressive discourse that is similar to the visual 
disjunctions of the surrealists, and the bodily disjunctions 
described in Freud and Breuer's cases studies of hysteria of 
women. In both Rachel and Rhoda, Woolf creates a series of 
visual-mental-body gestures.
Unlike the maternal Susan and the erotic Jinny, more
normative figures of women, Woolf creates Rhoda to explore the
contemplative, visionary woman who "dreams." Rhoda's body and
mind like unconscious, dream states are enigmas, a place where no
one can intrude:
"There are hours and hours," said Rhoda, "before I can 
put out the light and lie suspended on my bed above the 
world, before I can let the day drop down, before I can 
let my tree grow, quivering in green pavilions above my
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head. Here I cannot let it grow. Somebody knocks 
through it. They ask questions, they interrupt, they 
throw it down." (56)
But how do we experience Rhoda, an embodiment of Woolf's
experimental intention to create a character in "a world seen
without a self."
Cultural Constructions of the Feminine: Virginia Woolf's 
Challenge to Freudian Interpretations of the Origins of Female
Illness
In deciphering women's bodies and, consequently, aspects of 
• m
mind such as unconscious dream and sleep states, Woolf challenges 
current interpretations of women's minds and bodies advanced by 
disciples of Freud, literary theorists like Kristeva, and visual 
artists like the male surrealists. Thomas Caramagno in a recent 
article, "Manic-Depressive Psychosis and Critical Approaches to 
Virginia Woolf's Life and Work," reports readers' and critics' 
confusion about Rachel's disturbing delirium, the narrative gap 
of her illness at the end of the novel, "leaving the reader to 
deal with a naturalistic close to an otherwise impressionistic, 
almost poetic novel"(20). Some critics, notably Mitchell Leaska 
and Louise DeSalvo subscribe to a Freudian paradigm, and 
establish a cause-effect relationship between hidden events and 
Rachel's illness, positing that "everything is there not by 
chance, but by choice"(35). Clearly, this something hidden, they 
imply, as revealed in Mitchell Leaska's study of the earlier 
versions of the Voyage Out,is sexuality and bestiality.
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The final draft of The Voyage Out even with its omission of 
earlier references to sexuality and violence offers a seemingly 
fertile field for such interpretations. Rachel is presented as a 
repressed, middle-class, Victorian girl brought up by her widowed 
father and unmarried aunts in a conservative household similar to 
those described by Freud in the cases of Dora and Ann 0. Rachel 
is described by her Aunt Helen as a "girl [who]... though twenty- 
four, had never heard that men desired women" (96). Rachel tells 
Terence Hewet, her fiancee that she spends time "in interminable 
walks round sheltered gardens, and the household gossip of 
aunts"(124), suggesting medieval images of a cloistered nunnery 
and a state of chastity. We are given other signs of Rachel's 
repressed sexuality. When Rachel at the age of twenty-four 
witnesses Helen and Ridley Ambrose embracing, she senses 
"themooth green-sided monsters of the deep"(27-8); later in a 
flirtatious encounter with Richard Dalloway, she herself is 
kissed, and Richard becomes "terrifying" as "a chill of mind and 
body crept over her"(76). A dream follows this encounter which 
reveals her unconscious, the structure of which is knowable, 
according to Freud, only by "displacement" and "conversion." 
Rachel's dreams reflect a displacement of her own emergent 
desires and fears concerning sexuality onto the figure of a 
deformed man with the face of an animal, as quoted above.
However, despite the numerous references to repressed 
sexuality in this novel, it is important to note that no causal 
relation is established between Rachel's sexual feelings and the 
fever in the novel. In distinguishing, as Freud advises in his
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case of Dora, between a "motive" for and a "liability" to 
illness, we must discard a simple causality. As Freud states,
"... a single symptom corresponds quite regularly to several 
meanings simultaneously"(70), and so with Rachel. It is a part of 
Woolf's philosophy of the obscurity of origins—  of illness or 
anything else. A Freudian interpretation of Rachel's withdrawal 
into delirium is possible, but probably an "overreading" or 
perhaps, an "underreading," given that the reason for Rachel's 
illness and death is deliberately left unclear in the text. We 
cannot pinpoint whether it is typhoid fever or a psychological 
withdrawal from the erotic life opening before her— probably both 
as with Milly Theale in Henry James' Wings of the Dove. However, 
given Woolf's declared interest in "a fever of 104," there is 
another possible view— that Rachel's fever is simply a physical 
illness that affects her mind. Given modern views that 
psychological conditions, for example manic-depressive 
conditions(Fieve 11), and even traits, such as shyness(New York 
Times, April 5, 1988), are biologically or genetically based, 
Rachel and Rhoda's illnesses may be seen anew. Also, given 
Woolf's own manic-depressive states, her lifelong interest in 
illness and the "material" aspects of body, she may have been 
more captivated by dramatizing scenes of illness in The Vovaae 
Out and a kind of madness in The Waves than with the subject of 
love upon which she is often "silent."
Isn't there a particular energy in the descriptions of 
Rachel's fantasia— perhaps the best writing in this early, 
sometimes stilted novel? Hasn't Woolf herself written in her
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letters of the creative power of withdrawal into illness? Is she 
perhaps asserting early in her novelistic career, the primacy of 
the body as the basis for female feeling and illness, and her 
interest in the working out of an expressive feminine discourse 
of illness: not through Freud’s "talking cure" but her own 
"writing cure"? Rachel's illness is not an "absence" from life, 
as women's illnesses have often been seen (Freud and Breuer 
actually labelled Anna 0's states, "absences") but a creative 
"presence" in the novel.
Makiko-Pinkney who has written perceptively about Woolf's
notions of the "subject" in Virginia Woolf and the Problem of the
Subject, using the theories of Julia Kristeva, offers some
provocative but debatable comments about reading Rhoda:
The extreme enactment of the negative aspects of 
rejecting the symbolic and the thetic are seen in 
Rhoda, who suffers a dispersal of the self of 
pathological proportions. Excluded from the domain of 
propositions and positionality, she exists (if this is 
indeed the right word for her tenuous mode of being!) 
only in the margins of the symbolic order, in "the 
white spaces that lie between hour and hour."
Associated with whiteness and emptiness, outside time 
and logic, Rhoda marks out the locus of a feminine 
space, that non-symbolizable "other" that must be 
repressed but none the less exist for a normative 
discourse to be installed...A feminine discourse of the 
white spaces remains strictly a contradiction, 
impossible except as silence. (145)
Certainly, the "dispersal of the self" is evident in Rhoda. But
what is the nature of the "self" that is dispersed? Does Rhoda
simply reject the cultural definitions of female "self"? Is she
unable to find a cultural or bodily space as a woman in which to
be her "self"? Do the traditional maternal and erotic roles cast
her as an "object" struggling to be "subject"? It is,perhaps, the
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cultural construction o£ the feminine "self" that Rhoda cannot 
bear, that leads her to what Pinkney terms, "The extreme 
enactment o£ the negative aspects of rejecting the symbolic and 
the thetic." Rhoda, like Bertha Pappenheim, in Freud's vell-knovn 
case of Anna 0., rejects the cultural identity being offered her 
as a nineteenth-century woman and uses her body— its suspension, 
its somnambulism, its mesmerization, its paralysis— to express 
her psychic state. Her "ill-fitting body" is a metaphor of mind. 
Her body is the visible expression of the "ill-fitting" mind and 
"self,” a visual gesture that is represented in surrealist 
paintings and collages also.
Certainly such expressions in Rhoda are not, as Makiko- 
Pinkney suggests, "a feminine discourse... impossible except as 
silence." Learning hov to "read" Rhoda precludes silence. What 
kind of a body does the contemplative woman, the dreaming Rhoda, 
have? The wonder is that Woolf creates a metaphor of mind 
through the body of a dreamer in space: the emptiness of "the 
white spaces that lie between hour and hour" which Rhoda inhabits 
are both temporal and spatial representing the timeless dimension 
of dreams. Rhoda who longs always "to float suspended... 
[desiring] always to stretch the night and fill it fuller and 
fuller with dreams"(205); Rhoda who "flies with her neck 
outstretched and blind fanatic eyes, past us"(198) like a crazed 
female figure in Picasso's "Guernica." Rhoda with her inward 
turning eyes like Giorgio de Chirico's surrealist painting, "The 
Child's Brain." This is a "woman caught in the thicket of 
definitions" who retreats from the body.
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Authors before and since Woolf have captured the erotic 
raptures of a Jinny, the maternal tranquillity of a Susan: bodily 
poles that the culture presents as models of womanhood. Rhoda 
states, "As I fold up my frock and my chemise,...so I put off my 
hopeless desire to be Susan, to be Jinny"(27). Unlike Susan and 
Jinny, Rhoda does not define herself in relation to a man nor 
does she subjugate herself to a man’s desire. Both Jinny and 
Susan do. Who before Woolf created such a woman? Who before Woolf 
used the body of a dreaming woman as a metaphor of mind? Who 
captured the desire to put off the female body and represented 
those meditations, reveries and dreams which are a mode favored 
by, but not confined to, the feminine imagination in Woolf?
Rhoda is not the "thinking" woman or the "thinking" mind that 
Bernard represents, but the visionary, dreaming mind made flesh—  
floating like a figure in a Chagall landscape.
Rhoda's mind and body are like a widening gyre of "white 
loops" in "white spaces"— vague, undefined, incomplete— a 
feminine space that we are challenged to"experience" as Poulet 
would say in "the lived moment." We are not just to "read"
Rhoda's mind and body as an all-encompassing imperialistic "text" 
which some deconstructionist and feminist critics urge. For 
example, in discussing female hysteria, Mary Jacobus in an 
otherwise illuminating article states that "The body of the 
hysteric becomes her text"(197).
In the latter section of The Voyage Out and throughout The 
Waves. we are presented with strong visual impressions and bodily 
sensations, metaphors of mind which we may, in time, learn to
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"read." Our "reading cure" proceeds as we, like Freud and Bruer, 
learn to "listen": they learned to hear Dora and Anna 0.; we, 
likewise, can learn to read Rachel and Rhoda anew. In doing this 
we learn to decipher a feminine discourse of "white spaces," by 
no means as "impossible" as Makiko-Pinkney states in Virginia 
Woolf and the Problem of the Subject. Makiko-Pinkney's stance 
informed by Kristeva's categories of the symbolic and the 
semiotic, lead her to state that Rhoda's"...feminine discourse of 
the white spaces remains strictly a contradiction, impossible 
except as silence."(145) Such a stance is strongly refuted here. 
The discourse of body-mind states is "silent" only to those who 
have not learned to hear and read through the ears and eyes of 
women, and their different cultural constructions of "reality."
In learning to "listen" to texts as de Man urges in Blindness and 
Insight and as Freud and Breur demonstrate in their famous case 
studies of hysteria, we challenge the culture's and Kristeva's 
definitions, and the relegation of women to the conventional 
margins of texts and life.
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The Body and Language: Virginia Woolf's Challenge to Kristeva 
Woolf feminizes metaphors of mind. With an experimental 
stroke of great subtlety, the presentation of female body-mind 
states through the symbolic medium of words, Woolf collapses, 
erases, diffuses the "semiotic" and the "symbolic” in summoning 
silence into the text as language , as a presence. Julia Kristeva 
in Revolution in Poetic Language defines the semiotic as the pre- 
Oedipal, non-verbal signifying system that is related to vocal 
and kinetic rhythms; the symbolic is the social law given through 
the signifying process of language. Kristeva's distinction 
between the semiotic and symbolic is focused on a "speaking 
subject," a Cartesian conception of language "as an act by a 
subject"(27). The "chora" and the "semiotic" in this scheme are 
equated with the feminine: the feminine that is "different" or 
"other" in relation to language; the "symbolic" is associated 
with masculine language and the "law." The "speaking subject" 
though "divided," once entering the "symbolic" order represses 
the semiotic or the "chora," defined by Kristeva as the pulsions, 
silences, absence, disruptions associated with the feminine which 
pressure symbolic language (Kristeva Reader 10). Like other post­
structuralists, Kristeva concentrates mainly on the role of 
language in explicating the role of the "speaking subject," and 
relegates the feminine to the modality of semiotic, the pre­
verbal, an intellectual romanticization (perhaps even reactionary) 
of women's social, cultural and metaphysical exile.
However, Woolf strongly resists Kristeva's metaphysical 
assignment of women to the realm of semiotics. Though she is 
interested in the description of subjective states and 
sensations, she is equally concerned with summoning and marking 
silence in the text in ways that have been described earlier in 
Chapter 4, Keeping the Silence. Kristeva is unable to appreciate 
the body as the basis for Woolf's language and imagination, and 
can only read estrangement. She states:
In women's writing, language seems to be seen from a foreign 
land; is it seen from the point of view of an asymbolic, spastic 
body? Virginia Woolf describes suspended states, subtle 
sensations and, above all, colors-green, blue— but she does not
dissect language as Joyce does. Estranged from language, women 
are visionaries, dancers who suffer as they speak (New French 
Feminisms 166).
Kristeva prefers alphabets of dissection,Joyce,to decodings of 
subjectivity, Woolf. Woolf firmly positioned in a feminine 
mental-body space is considerably more accepting, confident, and 
adventurous in her exploration of feminine states which Kristeva 
experiences as "estrangement." With the creation of Rhoda of The 
Waves. a critical and fictional position mid-way between 
Kristeva's binary structuring of the "symbolic" and the 
"semiotic" is struck. Woolf in attempting to capture Rhoda's 
dream states makes her mind "transparent" with metaphors of the 
body: "The imagination is largely the child of the flesh" (Life 
as We Have Known It).
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Released from the body, the mind is free to explore these 
states yet dependent on body states for its description of mental 
voyaging. Woolf stakes out a feminine space here which is not in 
the realm of the conscious mind, but, nevertheless, "symbolic" in 
its marking of unconscious states of body and mind through 
writing. And the "marking," the "stroke" of the symbolic pen is 
the marking of a metaphor of mind not just a "spastic" feminine 
expression typical of women.
Virginia Woolf is suspending the rational, linear movement 
of mind, by arresting the narrative movement in the novel to 
focus on interior dream states-the feminine subjective. This 
reading of the body, a "discordant signifying element" which 
Woolf throws into the text, is, as Barbara Johnson says of 
practices of deconstructive reading,
...an attempt to show how the conspicuously foregrounded 
statements in a text are systematically related to discordant 
signifying elements that the text has thrown into its shadows or 
margins...deconstruction focuses on the functioning of claim- 
making and claim-subverting structures within texts (279 Rigorous 
Unreliability).
A character like Rhoda in The Waves embodies for Woolf, the 
writer, and for us, as readers, a feminine way of knowing, 
imagining and being, and subverts through her silences, through 
her dreaming body, the claim-making "phrases" of Bernard, a talk- 
producer who dominates the end of the novel.
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If we unfix literary and visual signs from their 
conventional literary and historical associations as in Woolf's 
experimental novel, The Waves. in the female surrealists and in 
the juxtapositions of Ernst's Une Semaine de Bont^. we create a 
new metaphysical space for women— if only in narration, if only 
in imagination. For Ernst this was an erotic space; for Woolf, a 
poetic correlative of mind, the dream state; for female 
surrealists, the actualities of the body: the pain and death that 
surround women. All found freedom of mind in this space.
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Chapter 8 Listening to Silence: The Rhythms of The Waves and
Between the Acts
Alternating rhythm is a fact of Virginia Woolf's style. 
It is created through the rippling sentences, oscillating 
themes, alternating structures, and flickering visions of 
reality in her novels. More than any other twentieth century
novelist, she reaches for the condition of poetry, not just
in terms of content or the exploration of language and 
ambiguity, but in the expression of the musical elements of 
time, sound and silence in her novels.
While at work on To the Lighthouse in 1926, she writes
to Vita Sackville-West:
Style is a very simple matter;it is all rhythm.
Once you get that, you can't use the wrong words.
But on the other hand here am I sitting after half 
the morning, crammed with ideas, and visions, and 
so on, and can't dislodge them, for lack of the 
right rhythm. Now this is very profound, what 
rhythm is, and goes far deeper than words. A 
sight, an emotion creates this wave in the mind 
long before it makes words to fit it; and in 
writing (such is my present belief) one has to 
recapture this, and set this working (which has 
nothing apparently to do with words) and then, as 
it breaks and tumbles in the mind, it makes words 
to fit it. (Letters III 247)
Rhythm, "a wave in the mind [that]...goes far deeper than
words" is another expression of silence. Though each of
Woolf's novels is different in experimental intention, her
commitment to rhythm remains throughout. In 1931,
"stumbling," as she says, "after my own voice, or almost,
after some sort of speaker (as when I was mad)" (AWD 1931
165), she writes to Dame Ethel Smyth:
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...though the rhythmical is more natural to me 
than the narrative, it is completely opposed to 
the tradition of fiction, and I am casting about 
all the time for some rope to throw the 
reader.
Her novels then contain the recognition that it is 
"getting the rhythm" in writing that matters. Silence, as 
much a dimension of rhythm as sound, is a part of her 
thematic and narrative intentions, and contributes to her 
style. The pleasure of her writing is born of the presence 
of words and silence, scored in fluid sentences (often 
unpunctuated in her drafts) that move up and down and in and 
out in a style of rhythmic alternation unlike any other 
modern writer.
But what do we mean by rhythm in narration? Woolf, like 
James Joyce, is interested in capturing "the wave of the 
mind." In Ulysses, Joyce not only constructed elaborate 
echoes between the eighteen episodes of his novel and 
Homer's text, but gave each episode a series of 
correspondences; physical, temporal, symbolic and rhythmic. 
So, for example, the rhythm of the Nighttown section is 
labelled "locomotor ataxia," and the jerky rhythms of the 
sentences embody this. Woolf shares Joyce's sensitivity to 
the rhythms and textures of language, but while in Ulvsses 
he never tires, it seems, of repeating, transforming and 
rearranging words, she does. Unlike Joyce, Woolf is drawn to 
issues of narrative and thematic silence distrusting 
language in a way that Joyce did not, creating with his gift 
of gab, the "flahool" which characterizes Ulvsses.
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Though sharing this rhythmic interest, it is important
to distinguish those who write for the eye, like Laurence
Sterne and James Joyce, from those who write for the ear—
Jane Austen for the conversational ear, Woolf, for the
poetic. For example, in Sterne's Tristram Shandy, Uncle Toby
and Tristram's father discuss why the midwife rather than
the doctor has been sent for at Tristram's birth, and the
rhythms of discourse are punctuated by dashes (— ) and
asterisks (***) and CAPITAL LETTERS:
Then it can be out of nothing in the whole world, 
quoth my uncle Toby, in the simplicity of his 
heart— but MODESTY:
— My sister, I dare say, added he, does not care 
to let a man come so near her ****. I will not say 
whether my uncle Toby had completed the sentence 
or not;— 'tis for his advantage to suppose he 
had,— as I think, he could have added no ONE WORD 
which would have improved it. (100)
The same appeal to the eye is evident in Joyce's visual
fragmenting of words in the ORTHOGRAPHICAL passage in
Chapter 6 of Ulysses:
Want to be sure of his spelling. Proof fever. 
Martin Cunningham forgot to give us his spelling 
bee conundrum this morning. It is amusing to view 
the unpar one ar alleled embarra two ars is it? 
double ess ment of a harassed pedlar while gauging 
at the symmetry of a peeled pear under a cemetery 
wall. Silly, isn't it? (121)
Jane Austen, on the other hand, appeals, in general, to the
conversational ear as is evident in a passage of dialogue
from Emma:
"I do not know what your opinion may be, Mrs. 
Weston," said Mr. Knightley, "of this great 
intimacy between Emma and Harriet Smith, but I 
think it a bad thing."
"A bad thing! Do you really think it a bad thing? 
— why so?" (25).
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Woolf, however, maximizes the poetic in her representations 
and after the death of Percival in The Waves. Rhoda1s 
feelings are described: "But what can one make of 
loneliness? Alone I should stand on the empty grass and say, 
Rooks fly"(161). Here Woolf captures the flatness of feeling 
in the spondee and image of "Rooks fly."
She writes in her Diarv in 1908 that she is seeking
some kind of whole or harmony through means of what she, in
early career, terms "discord," and which later becomes, more
neutrally, a pattern of alternation in her style:
I attain...a symmetry by means of infinite 
discords, showing all the traces of the mind's 
passage through the world; achieve in the end, 
some kind of whole made of shivering fragments; to 
me this seems the natural process; the flight of 
the mind. (Diary 1908)
Woolf's structuring of the "flight" or "wave" of the mind"
has much to do with rhythm and voices (inner and outer),
and, it has been suggested, with musical forms as well.
Woolf, as discussed in Chapter 3, is concerned with the idea
of mental and emotional strata of differing depths, a
characteristic of phenomenological inquiry, and in her
novels, every stratum makes its contribution to the rhythm
and polyphony of the whole: words, sentences, paragraphs,
chapters, divisions and overall structure. Division,
repetition and variation help to create the rhythm at every
level.
Leonard Meyer, the music critic, has noted that "when 
highly-structured formal relationships are present in 
literature, they are often derived from or clearly
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associated with musical processes...Repetitive or periodic
structures in recent prose literature are often avowedly
derived from music" (114). Woolf's style, though fluid, is
also highly structured, as revealed in this examination of
her novels. She exclaims in her Diary.
It's not the writing but the architecting that 
strains. If I write one paragraph, then there is 
the next and then the next.... and the arches and
the domes will spring into the air as firm as
steel and light as cloud....(AWD 1935 238)
Woolf here seeks support in the very lightest of
things,"clouds," as well as the strongest, "steel,"
capturing the modern notion of the lightness of gravity that
now preoccupies writers like Milan Kundera and Italo
Calvino. This architecting— the patterning of sound and
silence in sentences, chapters, and novels which concerns us
here— is labelled "frozen music" by Joyce. As Bernard says
of life in The Waves; "the structure is now visible"; in
Woolf's novels, her structures are also visible, revealing
her vision of the "right relations" among the emotions of
life. The musical structures supporting Woolf's works are
apparent in the metaphors of critics where To the Lighthouse
has been referred to as a sonata; The Waves. an opera;
Between the Acts, a musical drama; Jacob's Room, a
"disconnected rhapsody".
Music. Language and the Other Arts
Such broad comparisons of music and architecture to 
writing are familiar, and are welcome in an age which has
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come to value interdisciplinary study. However, all arts 
which represent human thought and feeling, though submitting 
to shared terms and borrowed aesthetics, can become strained 
if identifications among them become too rigid or thorough­
going. The differences between, for example, the medium of 
words and music, must be acknowledged in the same glance 
that brings the gestures of similarity into view. As Brian 
Vickers in his study of rhetoric observes:
The prime difference between language and music is 
that language has a constant semantic dimension, 
uses words with definite meanings— subject, of 
course, to personal and regional differences: but 
these too can be registered— while music has no 
such fixed system of denotation. Certain modes, or 
in modern terms keys and tonalities, have 
traditionally been associated with certain 
feeling-states, but the association is not only 
arbitrary (in a much profounder sense than the 
"arbitrary" association, in language, or signified 
with signifier, which is at least widely shared 
within a country, dialect, or social group), but 
has suffered some drastic changes— before 
disappearing altogether in recent music. (363-4)
Understanding the limitations of comparing a language-based
novel with a musical form, we are still left with Woolf's
desire to show the "rhythm" (a musical term) of the mind's
passage. How is this rhythmic trace or music experienced by
the reader of her novels? What is that "rope" that she is
casting about for "to throw the reader" in his or her
experience of this "rhythm" which is more natural than the
"narrative" to Woolf? What is the relationship between the
rhythmic and the narrative? Does the musical form of
authorial intention control the rhythm of reading? Do we
read The Waves differently— perhaps with the long sweeping
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rhythm of the waves— and, more slowly, than the halting, 
interrupted rhythms of Between the Acts? And if so, how are 
these alternations of theme, structure and vision 
transformed into the experience of rhythm, a new kind of 
musical element, in her novels? Finally, is there a unique 
rhythm in Woolf's style, that which, she claims, is 
expressive of a woman's mind or a "woman's sentence"?
Language must become our area of investigation. As 
mentioned earlier, Woolf often compares the rhythms of 
writing to music and painting, and gestures of one kind or 
another— up/down, in/out, stroke/pause— contribute to the 
alternating rhythm of her style. Like the philosopher, Roman 
Ingarden, and the music critic, Leonard Meyer, she is struck 
by the similarity of some aspects of musical experience to 
other types of aesthetic experience. Through the abstraction 
of rhythm in these domains, she is able to capture something 
about the pulses of the mind and life which is beyond words 
— a kind of silence. Learning to hear Woolf's sounding of 
the elements of "stroke" and "pause," a rhythm of marking 
and pausing in different domains, is the beginning of an 
appreciation of her style. More than other modern writers, 
she reshapes sentences into varied, energetic, elastic and 
rhythmic forms. For example, the alternations of sweep and 
pause in the movement of Lily's paintbrush in To the 
Lighthouse is similar to the rhythm of Bernard's writing "on 
the lilt of the stroke" in The Waves. The gesture of 
"stroke" and "pause" is incorporated in Lily's "dancing
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rhythm” and is a metaphor for Woolf's incorporation of the
rhythms of sound and silence into her writing:
With a curious physical sensation, as if she were 
urged forward and at the same time just held 
herself back, she made her first quick decisive 
stroke. The brush descended. It flickered brown 
over the white canvas; it left a running mark. A 
second time she did it— a third time. And so 
pausing and flickering, she attained a dancing 
rhythmical movement, as if the pauses were one 
part of the rhvthm and the strokes another, and 
all were related; and so, lightly and swiftly 
pausing, striking, she scored her canvas...a 
space... fluidity of life for the concentration of 
painting...some rhythm dictated to her.
(235) (italics added above and below]
Bernard, the storyteller of The Waves. in penning a letter
to "the girl with whom he is passionately in love,”
reflects,
Byron of course. I am, in some ways, like Byron. 
Perhaps a sip of Byron will help to put me in the 
vein. Let me read a page. No; this is dull; this 
is scrappy. This is rather too formal. Now I am 
getting the hang of it. Now I am getting his beat 
into my brain (the rhvthm is the main thing in 
writing). Now, without pausing I will begin, on 
the very lilt of the stroke. (79)
This same vocabulary and rhythm of "stroke" and "pause" 
applies to the domain of light— the "strokes" of the beam of 
the lighthouse; time— the "strokes" of time; action— the 
"stroke" of the oars of the boat on its way to the 
lighthouse; the "strokes" of nature in creating the seven­
sided flower representing the seven friends(BA 229); the 
"strokes" of brooms of men sweeping(BA 240 ); the "strokes" 
of women writing; the "strokes" of painters (BA 157).
Though the lexicon of each domain is borrowed (mark/stroke, 
score/note/beat, pause/rest) the flickering facts of her
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style remain as she attempts to capture the dancing rhythms 
of life— her medium of words and spaces on a page. What 
Alfred Steiglitz said of Georgia O ’Keefe's paintings, could 
be applied to Woolf's writings: "At last, a woman on paper."
Rhvthm and Different Orders of Mind and Reality
The rhythm of Woolf's sentences is created by a certain
lexicon and syntax (including punctuation) and is reflective
of her attempt to capture different orders of mind and
reality. For example, there is a "surface" movement in the
above sentence from the passage describing Lily's painting:
it pulses forward in time like music , and as word upon word




With a curious physical
With a curious physical sensation
With a curious physical sensation.
At the same time, while this sensation is moved forward in 
this introductory adverbial phrase, Lily makes her first 
stroke in the painting. However, at the same time (as far as 
words in sequence can capture simultaneity), there is a 
movement in the "depths" of the sentence which holds the 
sentence back: a kind of underthought which creates an 
undertow in the rhythm of the sentence. A qualifying phrase 
embedded in a metaphor is inserted in the base sentence, 
and this figure arrests, momentarily, the thought and
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forward movement of the sentence. Words like "stroke" in
this passage move the sentence forward, while words or
metaphors from the lexicon of silence described in Chapter 3
— "pause," "rest," "gap, "gulf"— pinion the meaning and
rhythm temporarily. This creates the forward-backward, over-
under, up-down, inside-outside rhythm of Woolf's style: the
sensation of riding a wave of the mind. The sentence is held
back when Woolf stops and turns round the phrase, "With a
curious physical sensation." Thematically, the undertow,
containing the flotsam and jetsam of thought and life,
represents a different layer of mind, the unconscious, with
a different kind of rhythm. As J.Hillis Miller states in his
discussion of repetition in fiction:
The two rhythms interfere. They splash against 
each other like two waves intersecting. "Thus" as 
Woolf says,"a novel starts in us all sorts of 
antagonistic and opposed emotions. Life conflicts 
with something that is not life." (209)
A Structuralist Analysis of Between the Acts and The Waves:
Counterpoint
Woolf's style also turns on intellectual opposition as 
the thematic and symbolic up-down and in-out movement of the 
above sentence illustrates. A structuralist analysis of The 
Waves(19311 and Between the Acts(1941) is useful in studying 
what might be termed the poles of her oppositions for it 
enables the reader to observe the narrative patterns from a 
higher level of generality. For example, the novel Between 
the Acts is structured on the opposition between actors and
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audience; acts and intermissions; sounds and silences; art 
and life; fiction and reality; war and the homefront; actual 
time and mind time; historical time and eternity.
Throughout her works, Woolf's style turns on such 
differences— and as the oppositions turn into one another, 
like sound and silence—  on the finding of sameness in such 
differences: 
vision (light/dark );
action (action/rest, spurt/stop, sink/rise, plunge/surface);
mind (conscious/unconscious);




However, after making this counterpoint "visible," we are 
not, after all, left with the rhythm or the music or the 
verbal texture of Woolf's novel; instead, we find binary 
oppositions, conducive to computer language or machines, and 
a certain heaviness of being.
When structuralism has taken us as far as it can, the
perspective of deconstruction, with its philosophical
concern with language, hypothesis of heterogeneity, and most
importantly, a quality of "lightness," becomes the working
principle for reading Woolf. "Instead of a simple
•either/or1 structure," Barbara Johnson contends,
...deconstruction attempts to elaborate a 
discourse that says neither "either/or" nor 
"both/and" nor even "neither/nor" while at the 
same time not abandoning these logics either. The 
very word "deconstruction" is meant to undermine 
the either/or logic of the opposition 
construction/destruction."
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In the reading experience, the "scaffolding" of the novel 
collapses and turns into a rhythm. Woolf's understanding of 
the undulations in the birth and dying of sound and silence 
or of meaning creates a new kind of order or rhythm. Lily's 
concept of her painting in To the Lighthouse expresses this 
doubleness:
The whole mass of the picture was poised upon that 
weight. Beautiful and bright it should be on the 
surface, feathery and evanescent, one color 
melting into another like the colours on a 
butterly's wing; but beneath the fabric must be 
clamped together with bolts of iron.
In its steely concern with cognitive poles, the
structuralist methodology resists the lightening of gravity,
Woolf's combination of "a butterfly's wing" and "bolts of
iron." Woolf achieves a lightening of being, like the
writers Italo Calvino and Milan Kundera, through
"narrativity," the act of writing, and this is communicated
to the reader through the verbal texture of her words: her
"quivering," "rippling," "oscillating," "flickering,"
"fluttering," "dancing" (to use some of her favorites)
rhythm, sensation, and feeling. As Italo Calvino states in
Six Memos for the New Millenium: "...the lightness
is...something arising from the writing itself,...quite
independent of whatever philosophic doctrine the poet claims
to be following" (10).
Sound and Time: Elements of Rhythm
Sound and time are the elements which are generally 
acknowledged as contributing to the rhythm of a work. As
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Roman Ingarden, a philosopher of aesthetics, states "...the
musical work is a multiphased structure in which the basic
and elementary phenomena are sounding or rustling
(percussive) qualities" (83). The fixed, sounding elements
in this view are words or notes, those which are physically
marked on a page, while the open, non-sounding elements are
the pauses or rests which may be marked or unmarked. In this
view, sound in an aesthetic work is privileged, silence
being defined negatively as the absence of sound. If, on the
other hand, the definitions of sound and silence are
established not on the basis of the valuation of sound but
on Ferdinand de Saussure's principle of meaning in language,
silence emerges as a product of difference: "... in
language, there are only differences without positive
terms"(de Saussure 121). If then meaning exists in a network
of differences, sound and silence, when defined
relationally, are not opposites or hierarchical or valued as
positive or negative, but counterparts in a general rhythm.
What is sound and what is silence in this conception becomes
less predictable but both are "presence." As John Cage
states of modern music:
...in this new music nothing takes place but 
sounds: those that are notated and those that are 
not. Those that are not notated appear in the 
written music as silence, opening the doors of the 
music to the sounds that happen to be in the 
environment... it is realized that sounds occur 
whether intended or not....(7)
If we accept this view of sound and silence which blurs the
conventional meaning of the words— indeed a view which
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"sounds" silence— how does the mind's perception of silence 
change? If silence is not "an absence of sound" or simply a 
separation of two sounds or two groups of sounds or two 
sections of a musical work or punctuation as Roman Ingarden 
would claim, then it becomes something else: silence is 
expressive, silence is sound. "Sounds," according to John 
Cage, are "...called silence only because they do not form 
part of a musical intention...[and] may be depended upon to 
exist..."(22-23). If we then abandon "intentionality" as the 
chief validation of "presence," as the variable that is more 
important than any other in the creation of a work (the New 
Critics' intentional fallacy), what are we left with? We are 
left with the notion that there are marked and unmarked 
silences in works, the "intentionality" of which is 
indeterminate, and which we, as readers, can only learn to 
hear— particularly in modern authors like Woolf who pipe new 
tunes.
If we apply this aesthetic about silence to our
thinking about silence in narration, the breaks in the
rhythm of a novel are not as discordant as J.Hillis Miller
contends in his analysis of repetition:
Between the Acts is full of breaks in that rhythm, 
interruptions, silences, gaps, cacophonies, 
incompletions, as though the author were unwilling 
for some reason to trust her own verve and go all 
the way in the direction her creative energy leads 
her. (220)
In the view advanced here, Miller's fails to hear the 
pattern of sounds and silences in Between the Acts as both
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function positively toward the ordering of the whole. As
John Cage explains,
...this music is not concerned with harmoniousness 
as generally understood where the quality of 
harmony results from a blending of sound elements. 
Here we are concerned with the coexistence of 
dissimilars, and the central points where fusion 
occurs as many: the ears of the listeners wherever 
they are. This disharmony, to paraphrase Bergson's 
statement about disorder, is simply a harmony to 
which many are unaccustomed. (12)
Woolf's basic rhythmic elements in the novel are time 
(capturing presentness, linear-historical time, cyclical- 
eternal time); thoughts (inaudible but marked in the text); 
words (spoken and unspoken and marked); voices (narrator's, 
character's, poetic, social, historical, journalistic, 
anonymous); the ambient sounds of nature and machines; the 
sounds of the city; and pauses, silences, fissures, cracks, 
crevices, gaps, gulfs, abysses, to name a few "sounds" from 
the conscious and unconscious to be developed in this 
chapter. It is important to note at this point that the 
lacunae of pauses and gaps andsilences areas schematized 
as the sounds in Woolf's writing. For Woolf, as for Roman 
Ingarden who states in The Literary Work of Art. "...the 
world of represented objects must contain undetermined spots 
because the work cannot afford an infinity of descriptions 




Woolf's alternating rhythm, however, is not just a fact
of style: it is an embodiment of her vision of mind and life
and reality. In assessing "how the novelist goes from one
thing to another" (Hartman 71), we find that she is as
concerned with "interpolation," the connection between two
known points in the mind, as Geoffrey Hartman contends in
"Virginia's Web," as "extrapolation," the movement from the
known point to the unknown that J.Hillis Miller describes in
Repetition. She is concerned with the alternating rhythms of
the mind. Contrary to what Hartman asserts, Between the Acts
ioes not reveal "the same voracious desire for continuity as
Mrs.Dallowav and To the Lighthouse" (79). as each of Woolf's
novels has a different experimental intention, and her works
do not necessarily reflect the narrative progression from
"realism" to "expressionism" that Hartman posits. In
addition, Hartman misperceives Woolf's vision of life in
underlining "her wish for the affirmative." She incorporates
the "unconscious" and the shocks of life in her texts as is
shown in the lexicon of silence, the "pauses, gaps, fissures
and cracks" of life, discussed later in this chapter.
Hartman suggests that Woolf is not in touch with the
"unconscious" in her writing or with the "negative" in her
drive toward the "affirmative" visions
Considered as notes toward a supreme fiction the 
novels of Virginia Woolf says "It must be 
affirmative." They suppose a mind with an immense, 
even unlimited, power to see or build 
continuities. It is almost as if the special 
attribute of the unconscious, that it does not 
know the negative, belonged also to mind in its 
freest state. The artist is either not conscious
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of the negative (i.e.his unconscious speaks 
through him), or fiction is generally the 
embodiment of the negative...in purely affirmative 
terms. The reader, of course, may reconstitute the 
negative; this task is one of the principal aims 
of interpretation. (81)
One could quarrel here with Hartman's equation, 
the "unconscious" = the "negative," as well as his claim 
about Woolf's unawareness of the "negative." As illustrated 
later in this chapter, Woolf, particularly in Between the 
Acts, is aware of the "dark places of psychology," including 
the unconscious, and reveals this conception of life in her 
themes and style. For as Lucio Ruotolo claims in The . 
Interrupted Moment. "To be open to life in Woolf's fictional 
world is to remain open to an aesthetic of disjunctions at 
the heart of human interplay"(2). The wish for the 
"affirmative" is clearly Geoffrey Hartman's and not Virginia 
Woolf's. He is most attuned to Woolf when he states that we 
are interested in "her continuous doubting of the continuity 
she is forced to posit,"(74). The themes of nothingness and 
flatness of feeling pervade Between the Acts, and Woolf 
looks steadily claiming no false "affirmations."
The above discussion of techniques of "interpolation" 
and "extrapolation" reflects the bi-polar categories of 
thinking of many critics of Woolf. Hartman and Miller's 
"interpolation" and "extrapolation" of narration, Zwerdling 
and Naremore's "real" and "poetic" worlds are all useful 
articulations of aspects of Woolf. However, now is the 
moment in Woolf criticism for collapse: the collapse of 
contrary categories into a third vision of alternation as a
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principle of her style, as advanced in this chapter. Woolf's
gestures of alternation, for example, in her themes of life
and death, words and silence, actual time and mind time, men
and women, is the capturing of the rhythmic movements of
sensation and mind in thinking and writing that matters to
her more than anything else. For example, in To the
Lighthouse. Lily ruminates:
For how could one express in words these emotions 
of the body? express that emptiness there? (She 
was looking at the drawing-room steps? they looked 
extraordinarily empty.) It was one’s body feeling, 
not one's mind. The physical sensations that went 
with the bare look of the steps had become 
suddenly extremely unpleasant. To want and not to 
have, sent all up her body a hardness, a 
hollowness, a strain. (265-66)
Woolf invests the sight of empty steps with the rhythm of a
bodily sensation. Similarly, Lucio Ruotolo reports that an
early version of Between the Acts reveals the time and
effort that Woolf invested in the idea of empty rooms and
the problem of supplying emptiness with a voice. In one
version of an empty drawing room in Pointz Hall just after
the butler has left it:
But who observed the dining room? Who noted the 
silence, the emptiness? What name is to be given 
to that which notes that a room is empty? This 
presence certainly requires a name, for without a 
name what can exist? and how can silence or 
emptiness be noted by that which has no existence? 
(Ruotolo 222)
J. Hillis Miller subtlety assesses the rhythmical nature
with which Woolf invests this "world without a self," these
bodily sensations, emotions and sights:
The writer's creativity is, it seems, an extension 
of the creativity of nature. It takes what is
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given, the orts and fragments of reality, and 
fills the spaces between them with the intrinsic 
rhythmical order of the mind. (214)
Similarly, on a larger structural level beyond a sight 
or an emotion expressed in a sentence, there is a harmonic 
ordering in The Waves which is written "according to a 
rhythm not a plot." It emanates from her vision in 1931 that 
humanity and Nature are not separate but are in this world 
together. She writes in her Diarv of The Waves. "Thus I hope 
to have kept the sound of the sea and the birds, dawn and 
gardens subconsciously present, doing their work 
underground"(AWD 1931 165). There is in this novel a 
simultaneity and harmony in the cyclical rhythms of the 
stages of life, in the seven voices, in the rising and the 
setting of the sun, and in the movements of the waves.
Nature in the nine Interludes is as present as the seven 
voices of the novel. These Interludes function in the novel 
like an expanded parenthesis in a sentence, and enable Woolf 
to do two things: to capture two orders of time and reality 
and to give us the sense, as she says in her Diarv "of 
reading the two things at the same time"(AWD 1926 98).
In the Interludes we have a sense of the eternal renewal of 
time. Life and nature, even though there is death 
(Percival's and Rhoda's), are in harmony. One "listens" to 
the sweep of inner voices and nature in The Waves in a 
trance: there is little concern with external action.
However, in Between the Acts, published post-humously 
in 1941, one "hears" a different kind of music. The harmony
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of Nature and human voices is shattered and the disjunctions 
of interruption are heard. For example, as the Reverend 
Streatfield speaks to the crowd assembled at Miss LaTrobe's 
pageant:
He continued: "But there is still a defeat" (he 
consulted his paper)" of one hundred and seventy 
— five pounds odd. So that each of us who has 
enjoyed this pageant has still an opp...." The 
word was cut in two. A zoom severed it. (193)
Written from 1938-1941, before England entered the war,
Virginia Woolf despairs of the daily "zoom" of war: the
death of friends; the daily bombings over England which
cause the destruction of her home, Tavistock, and London,
the city she loves; the lack of a public for her work; the
fears about the Jews, and her death pact with Leonard in the
event of a German invasion. Bereft, she loses faith in
"reason", and like many, experiences the "transcendental
homelessness" described by Lukacs after World War I. The
meaning of life and words, lost in the war, is reflected in
her vision and the way she patterns the relationships
between words, sounds, silences and meaning and people as
well as the characters and the narrator in Between the Acts.
While Woolf intertwines human life and nature into a harmony
in The Waves. she sounds the obscurity and discordancy of
human relationships through Isa and Giles with the
background disharmony of the war in Betweeen the Acts.
Lacking the calm and sweeping rhythms of The Waves. this
novel contains the anxious counterpoint and indeterminacy of
a modern muscial composition. Each rhythm— the calm sweep of
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The Waves and the halting beats of Between the Acts— is 
determined by Woolf's planning the novels to a rhythm or a 
musical form which emerge from her vision of life.
Musical Forms of The Waves and Between the Acts
Woolf describes The Waves as a "playpoem" in her Diarv
(1926 107), a realm of poetry and nature where human songs
are sung in echo chambers:
"Drop upon drop," said Bernard, "silence falls. It 
forms on the roof of the mind and falls into pools 
beneath. For ever alone, alone, alone,— hear 
silence fall and sweep its rings to the farthest 
edges. Gorged and replete, solid with middle-aged 
content, I, whom loneliness destroys, let silence 
fall, drop by drop". (17)
Every element (animate and inanimate) in this novel somehow
has its voice and is part of a gigantic cosmic conversation.
The seven disembodied voices, dramatic soliloquies, reflect
the majesty of an opera performed under the gaze of
eternity. Opera is a drama that is primarily sung, and this
distinguishes it from the drama in Between the Acts, in
which music is incidental. Since music is central to an
opera, the inner songs or soliloquies of the seven
characters dominate the work. But the voices do not
represent ordinary talk but songs for the poetic ear,
comparable in subjective experience to the sound of voices
reverberating in a sea shell, silence is established in
varying degrees in the narrative distance of the novel, a
concept discussed in Chapter 3: the small spaces of "cracks,
fissures" and the large spaces of the Interludes.
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Between the Acts, on the other hand, is a novel more
concerned with art than nature, and it increases the
variables in the field of sound of the novel. It voices
silent thoughts (unspoken thoughts and unfinished lines of
poetry), the sounds of nature (cows coughing) and of
machines (the "zoom" of planes, the gramophones' "tick-
tick") as part of its musical composition. Woolf's
fearlessness in constructing the "music" of Between the Acts
contains the recognition that John Cage articulates:
...where it is realized that sounds occur whether 
intended or not, one turns in the direction of 
those he does not intend. This turning is 
psychological and seems at first to be a giving up 
of everything that belongs to humanity— for a 
musician, the giving up of music. The 
psychological turning leads to the world of 
nature, where, gradually, or suddenly, one sees 
that humanity and nature, not separate, are in 
this world together; that nothing was lost when 
everything was given away. In fact everything is 
gained. In musical terms, any sounds may occur in 
any combination and in any continuity. (8)
Cage's own musical experiments involving natural sounds
would challenge a critic like Roman Ingarden who briskly
dismisses such sounds as irrelevant to musical experience.
Though not technically equipped, as we are today, Woolf 
was linguistically equipped to transform her awareness of 
nature and the environment's manner of operation into art. 
Her incorporation of sounding and non-sounding elements of 
voices (narrative, human, poetic, historical, journalistic), 
nature, machines, and silence (the unvoiced, the unsaid) all 
contribute to the totality of the rhythm in The Waves. and 
the even more musically inclusive, Between the Acts. She
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approaches in these novels "the world seen without a self,"
a narrative concept about which Italo Calvino speculates
just before his death in 1985:
Think what it would be to have a work conceived 
from outside the self, a work that would let us 
escape the limited perspective of the individual 
ego, not only to enter into selves like our own 
but to give speech to that which has no language, 
to the bird perching on the edge of the gutter, 
to the tree in the spring and the tree in the 
fall, to stones, to cement, to plastic....(124)
In her Diary, Woolf speaks of a play she would like to write
with "voices speaking from the flowers" (AWD 229). Had Italo
Calvino read Virginia Woolf closely he would have found the
beginnings of this work "conceived from outside the self"
with all its multiple rhythms and perspectives.
Rhvthm in Between the Acts and The Waves
Rhythm contributes on a metalinguistic level to 
meaning. It is important because it communicates emotional 
and aesthetic as well as intellectual meaning. Realizing 
that it is "getting the rhythm" in writing that matters, 
Woolf states that "...writing is nothing but putting words 
on the backs of rhythm. If they fall off the rhythm, one's 
done." She wistfully writes in her Diarv one morning, "Could 
I get my tomorrow morning's rhythm right— take the skip of 
my sentence at the right moment— I should reel it 
off;...it's not the style exactly— the right words— it's a 
way of levitating the thought out of one" (Gordon 72). The 
pulse of her mind takes on rhythms that enter her narrator, 
her characters and sentences, and incorporate in the genre
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of the novel, a new music. And this music, Woolf's writing, 
levitates thought and suspends the reader in new ways. It 
requires of us, the readers, a new kind of listening: an 
attention to the organizing and emotional dimension of 
rhythm as a way of creating meaning otherwise lost in words.
What is the meaning of the halting rhythm of sentences 
in Between the Acts? Note the Reverend Streatfield's 
rhythms:
"Dare we, I asked myself, limit life to ourselves? 
May we not hold that there is a spirit that 
inspires, pervades..." (The swallows were sweeping 
round him. They seemed cognizant of his meaning. 
Then they swept out of sight.) "I leave that to
you. I am not here to explain. That role has not
been assigned me. I speak only as one of the
audience, one of ourselves. I caught myself too 
reflected, as it happened in my own mirror" 
(Laughter) "Scraps, orts and fragments! Surely, we 
should unite?"
"But" ("but" marked a new paragraph) "I speak also 
in another capacity. As Treasurer of the Fund. In 
which capacity"(he consulted a sheet of paper) I 
am glad to be able to tell you.... (192-193)
It is a rhythm developed in response to loss. Reason is no
longer a handle on the world for Woolf in the late thirties
in war-torn England, and language bereft of stable referents
and a stable public does not resonate in the same way.
Casting about for another force to organize her world, she
finds rhythm and music. Like Dr.P., the title character in
Christopher Sack's "neurological opera," The Man Who Mistook
His Wife for a Hat, an aging singer and teacher who has
developed visual agnosia, Woolf holds onto the world with
music. In this modern opera, Dr. P. loses the ability to
interpret visual information, to recognize faces, to
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distinguish between his shoe and his foot, indeed, between 
his wife's head and his hat on a rack. But in losing his 
body image, he develops his body rhythm and "when the music 
stopped, he stopped." So too Woolf's Between the Acts is 
organized according to a rhythm, a modern music to 
compensate for other kinds of loss that relate to the 
meanings of words. More than other modern authors— even 
Joyce, with his density and precision of words in Ulysses—  
Woolf tries to incorporate her sense of this loss of belief 
in words in her style in Between the Acts.
The rhythm of the novel not only has an organizing and 
lightening effect on the writer, Woolf, but also on the 
reader and the audience, demonstrating the role of art 
during times of cultural disorder. Collective "music," 
otherwise known as art, draws together and preserves 
individuals. In Between the Acts. Miss La Trobe realizes the 
importance of music to her audience as Virginia Woolf does 
to hers— -particularly when other organizing forces like 
culture, language and reason have become fragmented. For 
example, when the actors delay during Miss LaTrobe's play, 
she fears that "Every moment, the audience slipped the 
noose; split up into scraps and fragments. Music! she 
signalled"(122). And as the audience assembles, they too 
realize the importance of the rhythms of music and life:
"For I hear music, they were saying. Music wakes us. Music 
makes us see the hidden, join the broken" (120). Similarly, 
the readers of Virginia Woolf's novel, rescued from
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distraction and fragmentation, "join the broken" in
listening to the art and music of her writing:
The tune began; the first note meant a second; the 
second a third. Then down beneath a force was born 
in opposition; then another. On different levels 
they diverged. On different levels ourselves went 
forward; flower gathering some on the surface; 
others descending to wrestle with the meaning; but 
all comprehending; all enlisted. (189)
"All enlisted" in the participation in art.
This collective fragmentation and participation is one
of the major themes of the novel: unity and dispersal. The
theme appears in language in the unified words and broken
syllables; in human relationships in the harmony and
discordancy of Giles and Isa; in culture in the unity of the
homefront and the dispersal of the war. The gramophone picks
up the theme,"Dispersed are we....The gramophone gurgled
Unity-Dispersity. It gurgled Un...dis...and ceased" (196,
201). This sense of fragmentation and dispersal of self and
society is captured also in the actual and metaphorical
mirrors that the actors hold up to the audience at the end
of the play. We, as readers, mirror Hiss LaTrobe's audience
in this musical reading activity for in reading, we, in some
sense, mirror the text:
...the whole world is a work of art...there is no
Shakespeare, there is no Beethoven; certainly
amd emphatically there is no God; we are the 
words; we are the music; we are the thing 
itself. (Collected Essavs 72)
Voices and Waves in The Waves
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When viewing the major paintings of Constable, one 
senses that the sky is the place where the emotions of the 
artist are chiefly to be felt; when reading The Waves. the 
drama of Woolf's emotions is in the rhythm and sweep of the 
waves in nature, in the mind, and in the sentences and 
structure of the novel. She writes of The Waves during its 
composition in 1929 that it is constructed "according to a 
rhythm not a plot...the waves are to be heard all through 
it" ( AWD 1932 173 ), and after completing this work, she states 
"I want to write another four novels; Waves, I mean"(AWD 
1933 189). Such statements attest to Woolf's visceral sense 
of the structuring rhythm of this novel, and waves figure 
throughout as theme, motif, rhythm, and emotion, pulsing 
always in the voices of the seven characters.
In terms of theme, the wave of nature breaks on every 
one of the characters, reminding them that the rhythms of 
nature prevail over human life in the end. The rhythm of 
characters' voices and the rhythms of nature, the waves, 
blend. Louis, the self-conscious son of an Australian 
banker, who loves the office and money-making, hears "always 
the sullen thud of the waves; and the chained beast stamps 
on the beach"(58). Reminiscent of the rhythms and character 
of Eliot's Prufrock, Louis tries to reduce the world to 
order;
And the grinding and the steam that runs in 
unequal drops down the window pane; and the 
stopping and the starting with a jerk of motor 
omnibuses; and the hesitations at counters; and 
the words that trail drearily with human meaning:
I will reduce you to order ...I see the men in
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round coats perched on stools at the counter; and 
also behind them, eternity. (95-96)
Fearing eternity and the "beast” of nature, death, he wishes
"to feel close over me the protective waves of the ordinary,
catch with the tail of my eyes some far horizon"(94).
Similarly, Susan, representing maternity, seeks comfort in
domestic rhythms, and her children, who are "the waves" of
her life;
My children will carry me on; their teething, 
their crying, their going to school and coming 
back will be like the waves of the sea under 
me....I shall be debased and hide-bound by the 
bestial and beautiful passion of maternity. (132)
And Bernard, the storyteller, always seeking to integrate
his disparate selves, and to find the perfect phrase,
speaks of:
...the shock of the falling wave which has sounded 
all my life(291)....Once more, I who had thought 
myself immune, who had said, "Now I am rid of all 
that," find that the wave has tumbled me over, 
head over heels, scattering my possessions, 
leaving me to collect to assemble, to heap 
together, summon my forces, rise and confront the 
enemy. (293)
And so the rhythms of the waves course through the
characters' minds and voices reminding the reader of the
eternal renewal in nature which prevails over human life.
Nature frames the novel in narration and philosophy, the
first and last sentences of the novel being, "The sun had
not yet risen....The waves broke on the shore."
The Conscious and the Unconscious in The Waves
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In The Waves. the voices of seven characters are
presented against a backdrop of what might be traditionally
viewed as silence in nature. This backdrop is created in the
Interludes between the chapters and in the vision of
characters like Bernard, the storyteller, where life is
intermittently viewed from the cosmic perspective of Nature.
Consciousness in these passages is presented as an
enveloping psyche emanating from the harmonious rhythms of
nature— the rising and setting of the sun, the repetitions
of the waves, the "blank melody" of the birds' song. Nature
has a voice, a view, and the narrator through the same kind
of psycho-narration used with characters, provides us also
with a bird's-eye view of the world:
And then tiring of pursuit and flight, lovely they 
came descending, delicately declining, dropped 
down and sat silent on the tree, on the wall, with 
their bright eyes glancing, and their heads turned 
this way, that way; aware, awake; intensely 
conscious of one thing, one object in particular. 
Perhaps it was a snail shell, rising in the grass 
like a grey cathedral, a swelling building burnt 
with dark rings and shadowed green by the grass.
Or perhaps they saw the splendour of the flowers 
(74).
This enveloping psyche, the narrator, is a kind of 
"transparent envelope." Such a perspective yields those 
"melodies of no tone" that fringe Keat's Grecian urn, as 
illustrated when Bernard reflects on human life from the 
perspective "that the earth is only a pebble flicked off 
accidentally from the face of the sun"(225).
Just as the reader thinks he is about to disappear into a 
modern Noh play written by Yeats, lulled by the trance-like
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repetitions which create a stillness, Bernard states: "But 
now listen, tick, tick; hoot, hoot; the world has hailed us 
back to it" (225).
Against this backdrop of enveloping silence and 
consciousness then, the "tick, tick" of time enters, and 
Woolf's alternations of mind and style emerge again.
The Pulse of the Unconscious: "Gaps" in The Waves
In addition to the "tick" of time, we experience gaps 
in The Waves which represent the pulses of the unconscious. 
By introducing the unconscious into the text through the 
structure of a gap— to use Woolf's vocabulary, the 
"crevices," "fissures," "rents," "cracks," abysses," and 
"gulfs"— all spatial words and images— Woolf introduces the 
pain of the mind into The Waves. These "gaps" allow unknown 
aspects of mind into the text: the repressed fears, shocks 
and disasters of life seep in through the psychological 
spaces which punctuate her text. Lacan, writing of Freud, 
states:
Impediment, failure, split. In a spoken or written 
sentence something stumbles.... it is there that he 
seeks the unconscious(25).... it is the function of 
the unconscious to be in relation with the concept 
of the "cut." (43)
Woolf, in touch with the concept of the unconscious,
structures its "cuts" into her novels semantically and
thematically much like Georgia O'Keefe structures small
square spaces in the canvas of her sky in "Starlight Night"
to represent stars, silence, the unconscious.
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Rhoda, in The Waves. finely attuned to shocks "sudden
as the springs of a tiger," speaks of the devices invented
"for filling up the crevices and disguising these
fissures"(64) which open up the unexpected in life. She
describes an experience of coining to a "grey, cadaverous
space" of a puddle, a physical and psychological "gap," and
being unable to cross it. The psychological impediment, is
mirrored in Woolf's similar experience described in both
Sketches from the Past and her Diarv:
Life is, soberly and accurately the oddest affair; 
has in it the essence of reality. I used to feel 
this as a child— couldn't step across a puddle 
once, I remember, for thinking how strange— what 
am I? etc. But by writing I don't reach anything. 
All I mean to make is a note of a curious state of 
mind (AWD 1926 100) .
This impulse to record strange states of mind, inchoate,
swelling into image and sound, leads Woolf to sometimes find
a rhythm— a gap—  rather than a word for an emotion.
This physical and psychological inability to cross 
puddles interests Woolf and Freud. He, through 
psychoanalysis, and Woolf, through her writing, set out to 
admit the presence of and then to explain such "gaps."
After Percival's death, Rhoda has to cross an "enormous 
gulf"(151): her world is "rent" by lightning, and oaks are 
"cracked asunder"(159) upon the death of her friend— part of 
the "seven-sided flower" of the group. Unexpected death, an 
abyss, "cuts" through the harmony of life creating the 
"rents" and "cracks" in Rhoda's vision.
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Lacan writing about Freud also stresses the rhythms of
the unconscious: "...the pulsative function, as it were of
the unconscious, the need to disappear that seems to be in
some sense inherent in it (Four Fundamental Concepts of
Psychoanalysis 43)." The alternating rhythm of Woolf's style
discussed earlier— the movement from the conscious to the
unconscious, the external to the internal — aesthetically
captures this same pulsative function described by Freud.
Woolf's vocabulary of "gaps" admits the unconscious pulses
for a short time only to disappear quickly into the rhythms
of life in the novel. Louis in The Waves "conscious of flux,
of disorder; of annihilation and despair" senses this
pulsative rhythm which moves "updown" from the conscious to
the unconscious:
...the rhythm of the eating-house. It is like a 
waltz tune, eddying in and out, round and round. 
The waitresses, balancing trays,swing in and out, 
round and round, dealing plates of greens, of 
apricot and custard, dealing them at the right 
time, to the right customers. The average men, 
include her rhythm in their rhythm ('I would take 
a tenner; for it blocks up the hall') take their 
greens, take their apricots and custard. Where 
then is the break in this continuity? What the 
fissure through which one sees disaster? The 
circle is unbroken; the harmony complete. Here is 
the central rhythm; here the common mainspring. I 
watch it expand, contract; and then expand again. 
(94)
And so the fact of alternation, the movement in Woolf's 
style from the rhythms of life to the gaps— the presence of 
the unconscious in fissures, breaks, cracks— an idea 
developed earlier in this chapter, takes yet another form: 
the pulsing movement from the conscious to the unconscious.
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It is in the splits and gaps(cracks, fissures, abysses, 
rents) that the unconscious is admitted. This lexicon 
introduces unknown aspects of mind into the text and 
represents the psychological spaces for the repressed—  
fears, shocks and disasters of life.
The Pulse of Nature; "Pauses”
In addition to marking the unconscious in spatial 
"gaps" (fissures, cracks, rents, abysses, gulfs), Woolf is 
equally concerned with giving "pauses" their effect in 
nature. "Pauses" mark time in Nature in the Interludes; 
"gaps" represent Woolf's spatialization of ruptures in the 
mind. "Pauses" are a temporal marker in the surface melody 
of Nature in The Waves while "gaps" are a spatialization of 
the depths of the mind. Earlier, in Chapter 3, "pauses," 
were associated with the suspension of the "ordinary cotton­
wool of experience," marking the moment before the mind sank 
to meditative, perhaps unconscious depths. In The Waves. 
pauses are still part of the alternating pattern, not of 
mind, but of nature. They function more like "rests" in a 
harmonious patterning of sounds and silences in nature.
"Pauses" occur more frequently in the Interludes where 
nine separate episodes interspersed throughout the novel are 
controlled by Nature. The rising and setting of the sun, the 
movements of the waves and the birds' songs demonstrate that 
nature is not silent. As the sun rises higher and higher and 
then sets over the space of the Interludes, the "sounds" of
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nature are made audible. At the beginning of the first
Interlude/ for example, "the sun had not yet risen," and
Woolf's lexicon of silence signals a sunken order of reality
until the light of the sun "struck," and creates a visceral,
visual, auditory and linguistic pattern which includes
"pauses" and "rests":
The light struck upon the trees in the garden, 
making one leaf transparent and then another. One 
bird chirped high up? there was a pause: another 
chirped lower down. The sun sharpened the walls of 
the house and rested like the tip of a fan upon a 
white blind and made a blue fingerprint of shadow 
under the leaf by the bedroom window. The blind 
stirred slightly, but all within was dim and 
unsubstantial. The birds sang their blank melody 
outside. (8) [my emphasis]
The sounds and "pauses" at different distances, the motions
and "rests" "within and "outside" intermix in this passage
as in music. The pauses; the rests; the repetitions; the
sounds that are lower, higher; the shadows that are under,
within, inside and outside are a part of the confluence of
nature and do not "rend" like the gaps discussed earlier.
Viewing sound and silence relationally, we discover, like
John Cage, that though nature (breezes, birds, waves, sun)
is generally not considered part of the sound of a novel,
Woolf expands or as J.Hillis Miller asserts, "extrapolates,"
the field of sound in The Waves. and continues to do so in
Between the Acts. For example, silence is contributed by
nature. In Between the Acts, while the group of guests at
Pointz Hall are talking before lunch, the scullery maid
"before the plates came out was cooling her cheeks by the
lily pond." Here, she, unlike the other people who are there
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for conversation and art, finds comfort and beauty in the 
silence of the lily pond. Woolf marks the silence of nature: 
There had always been lilies there, self-sown from wind- 
dropped seed, floating red and white on the green plates of 
their leaves. Water, for hundreds of years, had silted down 
into the hollow, and lay there four or five feet deep over a 
black cushion of mud. Under the thick plate of green water, 
glazed in their self-centered world, fish swam-gold, 
splashed with white, streaked with black or silver. Silently 
they manoeuvred in their water world, poised in the blue 
patch made by the sky, or shot silently to the edge where 
the grass, trembling, made a fringe of nodding shadow(43). 
These silent lilies like "the fin in a waste of water"(189) 
in The Waves is a sight which silently communicates more 
than can be put into words.
Social Rhythms in Between the Acts
The rhythmical is natural to Woolf, a re-creation of 
"the wave of her mind" as she casts about for rhythms for 
different emotions, sights, individuals, classes, 
professions, generations and genres, particularly in a novel 
like Between the Acts. Though only acknowledged in the past 
decade, her novels contain an awareness of "the social life 
of discourse outside the artist's study, discourse in the 
open spaces of the public square, streets, cities and 
villages, of social groups, generations and epochs"(Bakhtin 
259): the social and philosophical dimension of style that
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Bakhtin, the Russian formalist, so rightly reminds us of in 
"The Discourse of the Novel." Such awareness of voice and 
the social rhythms of war in Between the Acts places 
Virginia Woolf squarely, if intermittently, in the "real 
world." However, Bakhtin's theories will carry us only so 
far in an appreciation of silence and Woolf's style since 
he devalues the "subjective" and "individual," as 
demonstrated in his discussions of Proust and Joyce 
(Problems of Dostoevsky's Poetics 63-4), in favor of the 
collective social "reality" and psychology he discerns in 
the writings of Dostoevsky. Bakhtin's devaluation in theory 
and practice of interiority and subjectivity in the novel 
extrapolates to the devaluation of the silent subjective 
states which preoccupy Woolf, and thus the neglect of the 
experience of women. Women, having been sociologically and 
historically positioned-- not in the public-collective but 
often in the individual-subjective—  have traditionally 
lacked the opportunity to develop a public voice and thus 
join Bakhtin's chorus of social dialects. Women are 
sometimes silent, not speaking subjects in Woolf's novels 
too, as described in Chapter 5, but they are definitely 
"present" and their silence is "sounded."
There are the voices of society and different 
philosophical discourses. Brenda Silver has noted in her 
introduction to Virginia Woolf: The Reading Notebooks that 
Woolf mentions a projected critical work: "Four Voices: A 
Discourse for 4 Voices Realism Romance Psychology
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Poetry"(XLV, A.l, A.2-p.l7). And if these discourses were to
be sought in the women's voices in The Waves. Realism,
Romance and Poetry— different aspects of mind and voice—
might well apply to Susan, Jinny and Rhoda. The gestures of
Susan's maternal body, the textures of Jinny's desire, the
mystery of Rhoda's dreams, indeed, the "social life of
discourse outside the artist's study," (259) as Bakhtin, the
Russian formalist, reminds us, enters into the soliloguies
of the women in The Waves. We can hear the difference
between Susan's calm Maternal voice, Jinny's rippling Desire
and Rhoda's vague Dreaminess, aspects of women's private and
social selves. Susan's voice is like a lullaby:
"Sleep, sleep, I croon, whether it is summer or 
winter, May or November. Sleep I sing— I, who am 
unmelodious and hear no music save rustic music 
when a dog barks, a bell tinkles, or wheels crunch
upon the gravel. I sing my song by the fire like
an old shell murmuring on the beach...I am no 
longer January, May or any other season, but am 
all spun to a fine thread round the cradle, 
wrapping in a cocoon made of my own blood the 
delicate limbs of my baby. Sleep, I say....(171)
Jinny's voice, inviting, contains staccato notes of action
combined with sentences flowing with desire:
I am rooted, but I flow. All gold, flowing that 
way, I say to this one, 'Come.' Rippling black, I 
say to that one, 'No.' One breaks off from his 
station under the glass cabinet. He approaches. He 
makes towards me. This is the most exciting moment 
I have ever known. I flutter. I ripple.
I stream like a plant in the river, flowing this 
way, flowing that way, but rooted....(102)
Rhoda's voice is dream-like:
Month by month things are losing their hardness; 
even my body now lets the light through; my spine 
is soft like wax near the flame of the candle. I 
dream. I dream. (45)
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These different voices leave the reader not only with the 
perception of individual minds but with a sense of the opera 
of this novel— the centrality of voice. Our attention is 
directed toward the music and collectivity of seven voices, 
seven faces, a construct of a higher order. Bernard notes 
that,
Faces recur, faces and faces-they press their 
beauty to the walls of my bubble-Neville, Susan, 
Louis, Jinny, Rhoda. How impossible to order them 
rightly; to detach one separately, or to give the 
effect of the whole-again like music. What a 
symphony with its concord and discord and its 
tunes on top an its complicated bass beneath, then 
grew up! Each played his own tune, fiddle, flute, 
trumpet, drum or whatever the instrument might 
be. (256)
Like the characters at the farewell lunch for Percival, we 
see "a seven-sided flower, many-petalled, red, puce, purple- 
shaded, stiff with silver-tinted leaves— a whole flower to 
which every eye brings its own contributions"(127).
Like James Joyce, Woolf is interested in capturing 
rhythms of mind as well as pulses of society, and not all 
language, despite Bakhtin's assertions, is dialogical. And 
when "somebody else" is perhaps another aspect of one's own 
self, it is debatable whether language models itself on 
speech in the domain of thought.
But the beauty of the seven-sided flower, the seven 
aspects of mind and discourse represented by the characters 
must be "broken" to remain beautiful, to remain fluid. Into 
this harmony, Woolf introduces the death of Percival and 
Rhoda, the shocking "gaps" of death in life, which,
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nevertheless, are part of Nature's plan and triumph over 
life.
Contrapuntal Music in Between the Acts
In Between the Acts, on the other hand, Woolf is less 
concerned with the harmony of voice and nature than the 
contrapuntal music generated by all the ambient sounds of 
the world: voices speak but so do thoughts, nature, society, 
and even the unconscious spaces between people. One is 
impressed with the quality of her attentiveness in this 
novel: no sound is irrelevant, and all— even interruptions—  
becomes part of her music. Her ability to listen to voices 
of all kinds involves her in extending the number of 
variables in the field of sound in the novel and giving 
voice to those who cannot always speak for themselves: 
voices of the obscure, voices from journalism, history and 
poetry. In the following passage in which the audience 
assembles for Miss LaTrobe's pageant, we hear the voices of 
feet, of phones, of thought, of the office, of the shop:
Feet crunched the gravel. Voices chattered. The inner voice, 
the other voice was saying: How can we deny that this brave 
music, wafted from the bushes, is expressive of some inner 
harmony? "When we wake” (some were thinking) "the day breaks 
us with its hard mallet blows." "The office" (some were 
thinking) "compels disparity. Scattered, shattered, hither 
thither summoned by the bell. 1Ping-ping-ping" that's the 
phone. 'Forward!' 'Serving!'—  that's the shop."(119) So
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there are in this novel varying degrees and kinds of 
sharpness of sound, silence and meaning.
Sound Grows from Silence
Given this relationship of sound and silence, sound is
always present within silence as a possibility, just as
silence is always present within sound. Each contains the
other and can turn into the other. In the last scene of
Between the Acts. Isa whose discordant relationship with her
husband, Giles, has been suggested throughout the novel,
finally sits down with him to talk. The narrator notes that
she "let her sewing drop" reminding us of Penelope upon
Odysseus return home. This Odysseus, Giles, returns to
Pointz Hall from work and infidelity. BUt Woolf enlarges
this moment of domestic talk into a cosmic scene in a
primitive time of beginnings— the time of cave men with
undeveloped language or the beginning of talk in a marriage
relationship:
The great hooded chairs had become enormous. And 
Giles too. And Isa too against the window. The 
window was all sky without colour. The house had 
lost its shelter. It was night before roads were 
made, or houses. It was the night that dwellers in 
caves had watched from some high place among the 
rocks.
Then the curtain rose. They spoke. (219)
These last words of the novel suggest the growth of talk, 
human talk, from the silent prelude of the novel. Most of 
the communication among characters in this novel is 
inaudible, unspoken but verbally recorded: the silences, the 
split words, the words of one syllable, the thought without
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words, the unvoiced poetry, the interrupted conversations 
and the unvoiced communication among people. Finally, "they 
spoke." Woolf not only suggests that the ending of Between 
the Acts is a beginning, but in doing so questions the 
borders and frames of words, plays, a play within a play, 
the novel and fiction, in general: all open up, deconstruct, 
re-form. She refuses the usual frames of novelistic 
discourse.
To schematize what Woolf so gracefully incorporates as
part of her style and philosophy, the sound/silence
continuum below has been constructed. It illustrates the way
sounds grow from so-called silences with each step
reflecting differing degrees and kinds of sound. All this
creates a new attention to narrative voice as an organizing
force of a broader range of sound, voice and rhythm in the
novel. Proceeding from sounds in nature to letters to
syllables to words to voices of various kinds, here is a
schema of Woolf's broad sound spectrum in Between the Acts:
sounds of nature( rain, breezes) 
sounds of animals ( cows coughing)
sounds of machines ( planes "zoom," gramophones "tick") 
letters: separate letters of a word 
syllables: words that are split in two, interrupted 
words rubbed out: voices of the obscure in history 
one syllable words: focus on sound 
one syllable words: focus on meaning 








— other people's thoughts





inner dialogue with self 
inner dialogue with others (unspoken) 
poetic voices: lines of poetry voiced and unvoiced 
historical voices: obscure and great voices performed in the 
play
clerical voices
voice of journalism: present time 
impersonal, anonymous megaphone voice 
narrator's voice
In exploring the obscurity of human relationships and 
the fragmenting effect of the war on institutions and 
society at home, Virginia Woolf is also showing how the 
meaning of words and language is deconstructed in such 
times. She shows the force of cultural disruption in 
linguistic and aesthetic interruptions. Also, the musical 
patterns of sound and silence are presented as a 
counterbalancing and unifying psychological and cultural 
force during a time of war.
The Deconstruction of Words
The deconstruction of words— -their fragmentation, 
repetition, one-syllabled— 'throws into relief the "silences" 
surrounding them. She draws our attention to the fact that 
language is always saying less than the sum of our 
experiences: the silence of the incommunicable surrounds 
them. Miss La Trobe in Between the Acts, for example, 
asserts the value of one-syllable words in her play. As her 
historical pageant moves into present time, the actors hold 
up mirrors to the audience and, a voice, "megaphonic, 
anonymous, loud-speaking," says:
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Before we part, ladies and gentlemen, before we 
go...(Those who had risen sat down)...let's talk 
in words of one syllable, without larding,
stuffing or cant. Let's break the rhythm and
forget the rhyme. And calmly consider ourselves. 
Ourselves. Some bony. Some fat. (The glasses 
confirmed this.) Liars most of us. Thieves too. 
(The glasses made no comment on that). The poor
are as bad as the rich are. Perhaps worse. Don't
hide among rags. Or let our cloth protect us.
(187)
The words of one syllable in this context are honest words
without the cant of the multi-syllabled dissemblings of
human nature, something like the "little language" described
in The Waves as the language "lovers use, words of one
syllable such as children speak when they come into a room
and find their mother sewing and pick up some scrap of
bright wool, a feather, or a shred of chintz"(295). After
the play is over, Miss LaTrobe visits the Inn and has a
drink, and again words of one syllable arise, but this time,
not as sincere words, as in the above passage, but as
wonderful sounds:
She raised her glass to her lips. And drank. And 
listened. Words of one syllable sank down into the 
mud. She drowsed; she nodded. The mud became 
fertile. Words rise above the intolerably laden 
dumb oxen plodding through the mud. Words without 
meaning-wonderful words. (212)
Here Woolf captures a sound-swell as the words of one
syllable arise out of Miss LaTrobe's well-earned drunken
stupor. Woolf's narration is unique in capturing sensations
of sounds before swelling into thoughts and words. But then
as she ruminates, as "The cheap clock ticked...Suddenly the
tree was pelted with starlings. She set down her glass. She
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heard the first words (212)." This is a creative moment and 
suddenly she "hears," one suspects, words that begin another 
play. Sounds and words of meaning, the art of her play, 
organically grow out of the silent stirrings of her mind. 
Woolf uses the image of the "intolerably laden dumb oxen 
plodding through the mind" to represent a "dumbness," a much 
used Victorian variation on the word, "silent." Dumbness is 
a drunken, heavy yet fertile state of mind, referred to in 
other contexts which precede creativity. This state of 
mental sluggishness, a stupor of mind which compares to the 
movement of heavy oxen, prepares, in this context, the 
ground for fertile thoughts. Sound and meaning and 
creativity grow out of silence— a particular kind of 
"dumbness."
Somehow language in this novel is "sous rature," as 
Derrida might claim: words split, syllables divide, sounds 
disappear, words are rubbed out and again re-form as soon as 
they are spoken. This philosophical stance on language—  
words do not seem to work anymore— leads Woolf to an 
appreciation of silence.
For example, Woolf targets the profession of the clergy 
and deconstructs its ineffectual rhetoric in a time of war 
in the person of the Rev. G.W. Streatfield. Woolf sketches 
him as,
...a'piece of traditional church f urniture... a 
butt, a clod, laughed at by looking-glasses; 
ignored by the cows, condemned by the clouds which 
continued their majestic rearrangement of the 
celestial landscape. (190)
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In this time of war, the words of the clergy are ineffectual
cant, Woolf seems to say, and while he is speaking, nature
(the breeze and the rustling leaves) and the war
machine(planes) play their part in fragmenting and
interrupting his words:
His first words (the breeze had risen; the leaves 
were rustling) were lost. Then he was heard 
saying: "What." To that word he added another 
"Message"; and at last a whole sentence emerged; 
not comprhensible; say rather audible....Each is 
part of the whole. Yes, that occurred to me, 
sitting among you in the audience....He continued: 
"But there is still a deficit"...So that each of 
us who has enjoyed this pageant has still an 
opp..." The word was cut in two. A zoom severed 
it. Twelve aeroplanes in perfect formation like a 
flight of wild duck came overrhead. That was the 
music. The audience gaped; the audience gazed.
Then zoom became drone. The planes had passed. 
(191-193)
The words of the clergy are split in two by the "zoom" of 
war planes. "That was the music," the reality, brought to 
the homefront. There is a "gap" between Rev. Streatfield's 
words and referents, they do not correspond to life as Woolf 
knows it during the war, and the interruptions in this 
passage reflect the narrator's control of the contributions 
of nature and war to his meaning. "Scraps, orts and 
fragments" of sound and words in the environment become part 
of the totality— "complete with missing parts" (Beckett Tel 
Quel).
The ambient sounds of Nature which might traditionally 
be dismissed from the genre of the novel as "irrelevant," 
also play their part in the music of conversation in Between
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the Acts. The sounds of nature and the voices of people form
a pattern. The novel opens:
It was a summer's night and they were 
talking....Mrs. Haines, the wife of the gentleman 
farmer, a goosefaced woman with eyes protruding as 
if they saw something to gobble in the gutter, 
said affectedly: "What a subject to talk about on 
a night like this!"
Then there was silence; and a cow coughed; and 
that led her to say how odd it was, as a child, 
she had never feared cows, only horses....
A bird chuckled outside. "A nightingale? asked 
Mrs. Haines. (3)
However, Art as well as the institution of religion is
deconstructed by nature. Art performed outdoors, Woolf
suggests through Miss La Trobe's play, must incorporate, not
oppose nature (in the Renaissance tradition). Nature too
then becomes part Author as in John Cage's theory of music.
For example, a chorus of cows fills an empty space in Miss
La Trobe's pageant. The stage was empty for a moment,
Then suddenly, as the illusion petered out, the 
cows took up the burden. One had lost her calm.
In the very nick of time she lifted her great 
moon-eyed head and bellowed. All the great 
moon-eyed heads laid themselves back. From cow 
after cow came the same yearning bellow. The 
whole world was filled with dumb yearning. It was 
the primeval voice sounding loud in the ear of 
the present moment. Then the whole herd caught 
the infection....The cows annnihilated the gap; 
bridged the distance; filled the emptiness and 
continued the emotion. (141)
Here the gap, the distance, the emptiness in the play, in
art, is "bridged" by nature, the cows. Note that the gap
here is an interval of time a space in the play to be
filled, and not the "cut" of the unconscious mind as
described in the discussion of The Waves. Nature and art are
placed on a continuum as the sound of the bellowing cows
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"continues the emotion" of the play. We sense the presence 
of the narrator here connecting "scraps, orts and fragments" 
from nature and art, creating a rhythm from what we 
traditionally consider salient, the play, as well as the 
interpolations, Nature and its ambient sounds, 
unacknowledged on the margins.
Musical Patterns of Sound and Silence
The humorous bass bellowing of the cows, however, 
creates a different tone coloring than the conversational 
voices of the audience which fill another "space" between 
the acts.
"They're not ready...I hear 'em laughing"(they 
were saying). "...Dressing up. That's the great 
thing, dressing up. And it's pleasant now, the 
sun's not so hot...That's one good the war brought 
us— longer days...Where did we leave off? D'you 
remember? The Elizabethans...Perhaps she'll reach 
the present, if she skips...D'you think people 
change? Their clothes, of course.... But I meant 
ourselves...Clearing out a cupboard, I found my 
father's old top hat...But ourselves— do we 
change?" (121)
Such internal and external chattering touch, nevertheless,
on the theme of change in people, is in a different key and
tone from the fugue of human voices at Pointz Hall:
Across the hall a door opened. One voice, another 
voice, a third voice came wimpling and 
warbling:gruff— Bart's voice; quavering-Lucy's 
voice; middle-toned-Isa's voice. Their voices 
impetuously, impatiently, protestingly came across 
the hall, saying: "The train's late"; saying:
"Keep it hot"; saying: "We won't, no, Candish, we 
won't wait." (37)
This chorus of human voices, each one another instrument, is
yet different from the impersonal, anonymous voice of the
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artist which comes through the megaphone during the
play:"...it was the other voice speaking, the voice that was
no one's voice. And the voice that wept for human pain
unending said:
The King is in his counting house
Counting out his money
The Queen is in her parlour...(181)
And then the public assessment of the play captured in the
voice of Mr. Page, the reporter, who, licking his pencil
noted:
With the very limited means at her disposal, Miss 
La Trobe conveyed to the audience Civilization 
(the wall)in ruins; rebuilt (witness man with hod) 
by human effort; witness also woman handing 
bricks. Any fool could grasp that. Now issued 
black man in fuzzy wig; coffee-coloured ditto in 
silver turban? they signify presumably the League 
of " (182)
Sentences are unfinished, ellipses are frequent, public 
voices interrupt: all attesting to multiple views and voices 
which fragment language and life. Whether the plane ("zoom") 
or the train ("chuff chuff") or the gramophone ("tick tick") 
or nature (cows, rain, breezes) or the journalist's voice or 
other people, or the self interrupting the self, Woolf is 
deconstructing language, digressing from the matter at hand, 
and introducing silence: all to slow down time.
Repetition
Repetition is another way of putting off the ending and 
of slowing down the course of time. Bernard, in his summary 
at the end of The Waves, finds repetition in nature, and 
states, "Yes, this is the eternal renewal, the incessant 
rise and fall and fall and rise again"(297), and in
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considering a certain Miss Jones for marriage, he observes,
"And the little fierce beat-tick-tack, tick-tack of the
pulse of one's mind took on a more majestic rhythm." Woolf's
new music, grounded in the repetition of verbal elements as
J.Hillis Miller suggests, "words, figures of speech, shapes
or gestures, or, more subtly, covert repetitions that act
like metaphors"(Fiction and Repetition 1). He makes a useful
distinction between Platonic and Nietzchean repetition:
"Platonic" repetition is grounded in a solid 
archetypal model which is untouched by the effects 
of repetition....The validity of the mimetic copy 
is established by its truth of correspondence to 
what it copies. This is, so it seems, the reigning 
presupposition of realistic fiction and of its 
critics in the nineteenth and even in 
twentieth-century England. (6)
The other mode of repetition is Nietzchean which like Woolf,
...posits a world based on difference. Each thing, 
this other theory would assume is unique, 
intrinsically different from every other thing. 
Similarity arises against the background of this 
"disparite du fond." It is not a world of copies 
but..."simulacra" or "phantasms." (6)
Woolf's rhythmic alternating style emerges from this second
Nietzchean reading of the world in which identity and
difference are established in relation to one another, not
in correspondence with a "true" reality. Miller's
perspective here, though brilliant in its analysis of the
elements of repetition, posits an expectation of harmony, and
does not go far enough in expanding the field of sound to
include the silence that operates in all of Woolf's writing,
Woolf's narrative practices and notions of rhythm in the
novel exceed Miller's theory.
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The Contribution of Silence to Talk
The deconstruction of words and the patterning of sound 
and silence in conversation in this novel illustrated above 
reflect Woolf's theme that silence also contributes to talk. 
In some cases it is the "unheard rhythms of their[the 
character's] own wild hearts" that are marked in this novel; 
in other cases, it is the unconscious rhythms of 
communication as the narrator moves in and out of various 
minds revealing inner lives. For example, in a passage of 
psycho-narration where the narrator and the character are 
intertwined, Isa listens and through this act of 
observation, contributes silence to the conversation. Being 
a silent observer is an activity, a presence, not an 
absence, as demonstrated in Chapter Four. Isa listens to the 
welcoming of Mrs. Manresa and William Dodge to Pointz Hall 
and the narrator notes her silent participation in the 
dialogue: "In all this sound of welcome, protestation, 
apology and again welcome, there was an element of silence, 
supplied by Isabella, observing the unknown young man"(38). 
Later Giles, Isa's husband who works in the city, comes to 
Poynton Hall for the weekend to find Mrs. Manresa and 
William Dodge, strangers, among the family. He too, the 
narrator notes, contributes silence to talk, like Isa:
What for did a good sort like the woman Manresa bring these 
half-breeds in her trail?[William] Giles asked himself. And 
his silence made its contribution to talk-Dodge that is,
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shook his head. 'I like that picture.' That was all he could 
bring himself to say"(49). Such communication, "thought 
without words," is not unusual in this novel and Woolf's 
other "novel about Silence, the things people don't 
say"[VO]. Even though there is more focus on human 
relationships in this novel, people often interact in 
concord or discord unconsciously, not through direct 
discourse. The pattern of relationship, abstract, has a kind 
of ping-pong effect on the reader as he watches a small 
white dot of thought play about the room moving from one 
person or one level of reality or conversation to another.
It is a certain kind of unconscious "talk," heard though 
unspoken— somehow between the acts of consciousness in the 
recesses of the unconscious. Isa, preoccupied with her inner 
voices, lines of poetry continually running through her 
mind, mutters to herself at one point, and is overheard by 
William Dodge. That he responds to her unvoiced yearnings 
shocks her and "She flushed, as if she had spoken in an 
empty room and someone had stepped out from behind a 
curtain"(51).
Often men and women in intimate relationships 
communicate wordlessly, as do Mr. and Mrs. Ramsay or Peter 
and Mrs. Dalloway. In this novel Isabella often guesses the 
words that her husband Giles has not spoken. Isa, who is 
attracted to William Dodge, also communicates on an 
unconscious level with him. At one point in the novel,
"He said (without words), "I'm damnably unhappy."
"So am I," Dodge echoed.
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"And I too," Isa thought.
"They were all caught and caged; prisoners; 
watching a spectacle. Nothing happened." (176)
Woolf allows these sub-rosa dialogues to surface as if they
were actual conversations, but they have the still rhythms
of thought that appeal to the poetic not the conversational
ear. Woolf allows these silent dialogues—  "the things
people don't say"— about taboo subjects (madness,
unhappiness, sexuality)— to surface in the novel.
Silences of the Obscure
Woolf's silences flow not only out of an individual but
a collective memory. Her feeling for words and silence or
for solid and void reflect her interest,also, in those not
only in the center but on the margins of society: women, the
obscure, the mad. In her Introduction to Life as We Have
Known It about the Cooperative Working Women's
organizations, Woolf notes of the writings of these women:
These pages are only fragments. These voices are 
beginning only now to emerge from silence into 
half articulate speech. These lives are still half 
hidden in profound obscurity. To express even what 
is expressed here has been a work of labour and 
difficulty. The writing has been done in kitchens, 
at odds and ends of leisure, in the midst of 
distractions and obstacles, (xxxix)
Because of this sympathy for interest in obscure lives,
Woolf inserts another kind of silence into Miss La Trobe's
play besides the wordless choreography of communication
among people in the audience(oratio obliqua) and the sounds
of nature. She inserts the village idiot into the play
representing madness or the surfacing of the socially
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unconscious as well as the historical silence of obscure
people in English history. During the historical procession
of scenes from English history, she marks the presence of
the working class by marching villagers across the stage
representing Chaucer's pilgrims:
All the time the villagers were passing in and out 
between the trees. They were singing? but only a 
word or two was audible "...wore ruts in the 
grass...built the house in the lane..." The wind 
blew away the connecting words of their 
chant. (80)
However, though the words of the villagers lose their
connections, historically "sous rature"(Derrida), the words
being blown away as soon as spoken, Woolf later subjects the
words of the great and powerful to the ravaging effects of
nature and time also. The great,like the obscure, are
levelled and endure historical silence sometimes:
The words died away. Only a few great names 
— Babylon, Nineveh, Clytemnestra, Agamemnon, Troy 
— floated across the open space. Then the wind 
rose, and in the rustle of the leaves even the 
great words became inaudible; and the audience sat 
staring at the villagers, whose mouths opened, but 
no sound came." (140)
The Body and the Book: The Woman's Sentence
Perhaps if Woolf had not been a woman, had not despite 
her privileged upbringing worked with women's organizations, 
lectured to working-class women, and joined the Sussex 
village Labour Party, she might not have had this concern 
with adapting the body to the book. Or the concern with the 
women, the obscure, the mad — those on the margins of 
society. In Between the Acts her thematic silences are more
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often associated with art and women than nature, as in The
Waves. and she is particularly preoccupied with silent women
framed in portraits at Pointz Hall. The "silence" of these
women frozen in art (a permanent looking-glass) is
collective and expands outward in history. In describing two
pictures of ancestors at Poynton Hall, a man and a lady, the
narrator of Between the Acts comments:
"He was a talk producer," that ancestor. But the 
lady was a picture. In her yellow robe, leaning, 
with a pillar to support her...she led the eye up, 
down, from the curve to the straight, through 
glades of greenery and shades of silver, dun and 
rose into silence. The room was empty 
Empty, empty, empty; silent, silent, silent. The 
room was a shell." (36)
Not only does the lady lead the viewer "through glades of
greenery ...into silence" but the repetition of the words
"empty" and "silent" create a kind of stillness and "slow
time" as in Keats' "Ode on a Grecian Urn." The woman is a
suggestive presence, not a "talk-producer," whose actual and
metaphysical function in the text is to present perhaps
another way of being, a question, an alternative view, an
“insight, a possibility, a darkness, a mystery, another kind
of consciousness. The silence comments not only on Woolf's
historical sense of the evolving concept of woman, but also
represents the indeterminacies in life. The inclusion of the
silent presence of the woman in the portrait is mesmerizing
and William Dodge withdraws from conversation to look at the
picture again:
They all looked at him. "I was looking at the 
pictures. The picture looked at nobody. The 
picture drew them down paths of silence. (45)
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The silence of woman incites wonder.
Woman's Sentence
Finally, the topic of rhythmic silences in Woolf's 
writing cannot ignore the notion of a ''woman's sentence." 
Locating Woolf's interest in this question "precisely in her 
textual practice," as Toril Moi urges, we discover in A Room 
of One's own Woolf's intention to develop what she calls "a 
woman's sentence" or, as Helene Cixous says, a "woman must 
write her body." The inclusion and patterning of lexical, 
syntactic, and structural silences (pauses, gaps, silences) 
in Woolf's elastic sentences, as well as the thematic 
association of women and silence above, conforms, to some 
degree, to Gilbert and Gubar's characterizations of a 
feminine text— but on a narrative rhythmic level: one which 
inscribes a rhythmic subtext into the text. Such a "woman's 
sentence" is, as Sandra Gilbert says in a recent essay, 
"Woman's Sentence, Man's Sentencing," Ian appealingly 
empirical notion" for those interested in the relationship 
between gender and writing. However, we can only speculate. 
Though the notion is appealing, it is also difficult to 
establish what such a sentence might be without falling into 
essentialist definitions of women. Sandra Gilbert gives up 
on the puzzling concept because she knows of no research 
into empirical linguistics which might disclose the traits 
of such a feminine sentence. Gilbert, like Denis Donoughue 
in a recent review of The Norton Anthology of Women's
Writing, mistakenly assumes "a" feminine sentence with 
universal traits, as Donoughue assumes "a" feminist 
aesthetic, one unified criticism which would represent the 
perspective of all female critics. However, we must 
acknowledge for women what we do for men: there are multiple 
"women's sentences," styles of writing and criticism, which 
will develop out of different personal and historical 
contexts, and ways of being "feminine." Virginia Woolf's 
thematic and narrative contribution to a "feminine sentence" 
of her own fashioning, I contend, contains more silence. 
Silence is often though not exclusively associated with 
women, and contributes to an alternating rhythm which may 
trace the "updown" movement of a woman's mind. In her Diary, 
Woolf makes "A note by way of advising other Virginias with 
other books that this is the way of the thing: up down up 
down"(AWD 225). This may be her attempt, one of many, to 
capture what the open-ended, evolving "feminine" is.
Such an assertion is sure to provoke grumbles, not only 
among traditional critics who resist the foregrounding of 
gender as a critical or aesthetic category, but among 
feminist critics who fear the question will lead to 
essentialist definitions of women and style. Though at this 
stage of feminist criticism, authors like Judith Fetterly 
and Toril Moi urge us to be self-consciously female as we 
read and write texts, we must recognize that we venture into 
difficult critical territory. Not only do we add the 
category of gender to literary criticism, but more
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importantly we challenge the traditional assumptions about 
how a literary critic thinks of him or her self as s/he 
writes. It involves the critic in examining his or her own 
personal and cultural definitions of the terms "masculine" 
and "feminine" in grappling with the rhetoric of Woolf's 
"feminine sentences." There is, among critics in general, 
great resistance to this exposure of one's categories even 
though traditional critics have used gender categories 
seemingly unconsciously for a long time. In discussing 
gender and reading in this way, we are restoring, as Jacques 
Derrida does in his literary and philosophical works, the 
complexities of reading to the dignity of a philosophical 
question not just a critical battle of the sexes. A feminist 
perspective, one of several types of criticism employed in 
this dissertation, contributes a new honesty to the 
philosophical debate on reading based on the acknowledgement 
that "There is no neutral observation" (Kuhn).
One of the reasons for the controversy surrounding 
feminist readings is that up until now, given the history of 
the profession, men have rendered the judgments of qualities 
to be attributed to either sex and literary style. Male and 
female critics now more conscious of themselves as male and 
female readers have been reminded of their cultural 
constructions. The gender label "feminine" when applied to 
literary style has traditionally emerged from male 
associations, myths, fantasies, dreams. Sometimes the 
feminine is defined by subject matter (home, family,
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housekeeping, flowers); qualities of perception (intuitive, 
instinctive, primitive); tone (sweet, tender, sensitive, 
poetic); language (nuanced color terms, emotional terms); 
the body (pregnancy, motherhood, sexuality). Now more female 
critics are attempting definitions of the "feminine," but it 
is as Virginia Woolf always asserts, an evolving concept.
However, there are critics representing a certain stage
in feminist thinking who are essentialist in their
definitions of women. Feminist readings of Woolf by Elaine
Showalter and Elizabeth Abel, and some critics of the
feminine ecriture school, have interpreted the narrative
silences under discussion, whether thematic or rhythmic, as
a mimetic signal of the exclusion of the female novelist,
and of women, in general, from the social or the public
domain. For example, Elizabeth Abel in "Narrative Structure
and Female Development: The Case of Mrs. Dalloway"
hypothesizes that:
The fractured developmental plot reflects the 
encounter of gender with narrative form and 
adumbrates the psychoanalytic story of female 
development, a story Freud and Woolf devised 
concurrently and separately, and published 
simultaneously in 1925 (162-3)...The silences that 
punctuate Mrs. Dalloway reflect the interruptions 
and enigmas of female experience and ally the 
novel with a recent trend in feminist aesthetics.
(184)
Such criticism, though useful in revealing the "facts" of 
women's lives, is what Catherine Stimpson calls "vulgar 
mimesis"(1986 April, CUNY Graduate Center). The correlation 
of the gaps and interruptions in women's lives with 
narrative style is a brand of social realism, and narrative
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silences which punctuate a work are viewed mimetically as a 
sign of the "absence" of women from public life and thus 
their voices from literary works. If, however, we build upon 
this realist perspective and view women's silences as 
imaginative transformations or poetic representations of 
"presence," we establish a new set of values. Women, in this 
view, are present in silences that we are learning to read, 
and they illuminate the "dark places of psychology" and the 
metaphysics of life because they embody the unspoken, the 
ineffable, the unfinished, and the unconscious. They are 
positioned in but not confined to the social realm where 
Showalter and Abel note their social "absence," and where 
Woolf imaginatively marks their "presence."
Now to return to Woolf's question with sensitivity to 
its possible abuses by traditional or essentialist critics 
locked into realism: Is there a woman's sentence? Virginia 
Woolf suggests that there is. And in studying this sentence, 
we must establish that there is no one feminine sentence or 
aesthetic for all women writers. My contribution toward such 
an aesthetic is that one of the traits of a woman's sentence 
as developed by Virginia Woolf is that it includes more 
silence in the lexicon, syntax and rhythm as this work has 
demonstrated. It is a sentence that includes techniques for 
poetically representing the various kinds of silence in life 
and women's psychic lives than sentences fashioned by other 
modernist writers. Words and silence alternate, capturing 
the rhythmic trace of the mind as it moves from conscious to
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unconscious levels of reality: it goes beyond words to 
paralinguistically mark the energies which animate the 
psychic life of women in Woolf's time and place. The silence 
is represented by Woolf's lexicon of gulfs, gaps, fissures, 
cracks, and an alternating rhythm that communicates 
sensations, states and emotions, as well as meanings.
Woolf's interest was piqued by Dorothy Richardson who
consciously worked on developing a feminine sentence. Woolf
says of Richardson in her review of "Revolving Lights":
She has invented, or, if she has not invented, 
developed and applied to her own uses, a sentence 
which we might call the psychological sentence of 
the feminine gender. It is of a more elastic fibre 
than the old, capable of stretching to the 
extreme, of suspending the frailest particles; of 
enveloping the vaguest shapes....It is a woman's 
sentence, but only in the sense that it is used to 
describe a woman's mind by a writer who is neither 
proud nor afraid of anything that she may discover 
in the psychology of her sex.
Woolf here suggests that the adventurous woman writer intent
on describing a woman's mind can put language to her own
uses: in Woolf's case, a "woman's sentence" that contains
silence as well as sound in alternating rhythms.
The study of these rhythms, as an abstraction as well as 
through the experience of reading Woolf's novels, can yield 
useful insights into a woman's sentence, a woman's mind, and 
more general problems of meaning. The use of musical 
experience in the analysis of literature can bring into 
sharper relief Virginia Woolf's "sounding" of silence.
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Conclusion
This exploration of the theme, philosophy and narration 
of "silence” in the novels of Virginia Woolf brings under 
scrutiny nothing less than the nature of gender, mind, 
being, knowledge, and language. In re-defining silence as a 
"presence," and not just an "absence" in life and narration, 
Woolf displaces the privileged place of the "speaking 
subject" and speech or dialogue as the markers of presence 
in the novel. Like Derrida and Rousseau, she "...is 
suspicious...of the illusion of full and present speech 
[and]...It is toward the praise of silence that the myth of 
a full presence wrenched from differance and from the 
violence of the word is then deviated" (Of Grammatoloov 
140). Woolf's "writing" of silence or perhaps arch-writing-- 
"... to think the unique within the system"(Of Grammatolooy 
112)— is explored in Chapter 3, The Writing of Silence, and 
in Chapter 4, Narrating Interiority in the English Novel.
Here we find that Woolf is searching for a language of mind 
in the midst of concepts of mind in the twentieth century, 
and she creates a lexicon of silence, a punctuation of 
suspension and metaphors which signal mind, particularly the 
unconscious, in fiction.
This marking of the presence of mind in narration is 
not just a formalist preoccupation of Woolf, however; it is 
intertwined with her perceptions of the social roles of men 
and women and a world view. Talk, more often associated with 
men in Woolf's novels, has traditionally been valued as
"presence mastered" (Of Grammatoloav 159); women's silence, 
on the other hand, is marked as absence. However, as 
illustrated in Chapter 5, The Keeping of Silence: Rituals of 
Truth in Jane Austen, Charlotte Bronte and Virginia Woolf, 
female authors are suspicious of the myth of "full presence" 
in speech and find methodologies to "sound" women's minds 
and silences. They represent women in a tradition of 
developing inwardness: Jane Austen creates observing women 
in her late novels, the women she knew so well from 
Victorian drawing rooms; Charlotte Bronte develops 
soliloquies in female characters, adapting the seventeenth- 
century meditative tradition for women's use; and Woolf 
traces the inner fluency of thought and dreams in women, 
searching for a language of mind and female subjectivity in 
the twentieth century. Silence in women is not viewed 
exclusively as a sign of personal or social oppression in 
these authors; it is a creative space of freedom in which to 
observe, to think and to dream— an enlightened "absence."
This perspective contrasts with the representation of 
women's silences in selected novels of eighteenth- and 
nineteenth-century male authors in Chapter 6, Breaking the 
Silence: Women's Silences as Rituals of Oppression in 
Richardson, Dickens, Meredith and Hardy. Here the gaps, 
blanks, "dumbness" and silence of women in the text is 
mimetic, and it is marked to reflect women's absence from 
the social, public and historical spheres of life. Women, in 
this tradition, are viewed from the "outside," like the
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legendary Mrs. Brown. However, women writing in the 
tradition of Virginia Woolf, free female characters from 
social facts and subjective imprisonment, creating a space 
limned from the "inside."
If woman is no longer an "object" who is watched, gazed 
upon, restricted and marginalized, then we can posit, along 
with Virginia Woolf, a new way of being and knowing for a 
woman dreamer, thinker, observer and reader of life. In 
valuing and preserving the "differance"— the silence of 
women as well as their language in her texts— Woolf is 
describing women in her time and place: undefined and 
evolving. Similarly, in the post-modern view of Woolf 
presented in this work, a static valorization of the silent 
woman is not advanced; rather, a process of reading her and 
her silences anew as enlightened and creative absence.
Within this position of flux, it is also acknowledged that 
women move in and out of silence, even now, as they evolve 
and become actors and participants in public and 
professional spheres in ways unknown to Woolf.
Woolf, in valuing and preserving the psychological, 
social, historical and philosophical silences along with the 
silences of women in her texts, is also questioning the 
nature of knowledge, and the logocentrism of those 
positioned like Mr. Ramsay whose minds are "like the 
keyboard of a piano...[or] like the alphabet is ranged in 
twenty-six letters all in order"(TL 53). In doing so, she 
practices a deconstructive form of writing. She, like
Nietzsche and Derrida, is criticizing the logocentrism of 
Western thought, and unmasks, through certain kinds of 
silence, including women's silence and presence, men's 
claims to systematic knowledge. She perceives women in the 
shade of the ''phallic shadow," and suggests through the 
image of the "arid scimitar" the sterility of the need to 
dominate, or what Christopher Norris labels, "the 
intellectual will-to-power." She embodies women's ways of 
being and knowing in her novels, and "being" for the major 
female characters discussed in this work— Rachel of the 
Voyage Out. Mrs. Dalloway, Lily and Mrs. Ramsay of To the 
Lighthouse. Rhoda of The Waves. and Isa of Between the 
Acts— includes silence as well as language in narration: 
twin houses of being.
Finally, the reader of silence is implicated in the 
text in a new way in Woolf's novels for she or he must join 
with the writer to understand and decipher the silences in 
the novel. As Foucault states, "the novelty lies no longer 
in what is said, but in its repetition ...commentary's only 
role is to say finally, what has silently been articulated 
deep down"("Discourse on Language" 221). Part of this 
commentary, Chapter 6, Listening to Silence, articulates the 
depths of the underside of the mind — the unconscious, the 
unsayable, the inaudible, the unknowable— revealed in the 
varied rhythm of Woolf's style, an important and uncharted 
dimension of her style.
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In questioning the nature of being and knowing through
the concepts of presence and absence and men's "speech" and
women's "silence," Woolf is also questioning the nature of
language. She seeks ways of escaping language through
spatializing thought and expressing mind through gestures of
the body as discussed in Chapter 7, Escaping the Alphabet:
The Decoding of Women's Bodies and Minds, and Chapter 8,
Listening to Silence: The Rhythm of The Waves and Between
the Acts. For in exploring silence, that which is unsaid,
she is exploring what happens in the hiatus between word and
thing. If, as Gerard Genette states, language is the "sign
by which literature draws attention to itself and points out
its mask"(28), then Woolf, in using silence more often than
other modern authors, disturbs the notion of language and
narration. In rupturing the belief in the link between the
word and the thing or "actuality," in acknowledging the
silence, the ineffable, the limitations of language and
interpretation, she re-positions language. As Derrida states
in "The Violence of the Letter,"
By one and the same gesture (alphabetic writing), 
servile instrument of a speech dreaming of its 
plenitude and its self-presence, is scorned and 
the dignity of writing is refused to nonalphabetic 
signs. (Of Grammatolocrv 109)
If the alphabet is viewed as a metaphor of mind (Mr.
Ramsay's getting to "R"), and is a "servile instrument of
speech" ("He [Mr.Ramsay] could always sav things? she [Mrs.
Ramsay] never could"), then we must restore the "dignity"
that Derrida speaks of to the "nonalphabetic" signs of
silence. And in learning to read Woolf's many silences—  
psychological, social, historical, philosophical and 
structural— expressed in theme and methodology, we become 
readers of a new rhetoric of silence.
Many critics have developed opposing theories of
Woolf— a "realist" because of her faithful description of
women's lives? a "modernist" because she breaks with
literary conventions and normative structures; not enough of
a realist because of her Bloomsbury "snobbishness" and
aestheticism; not modernist enough because she seeks a
Romantic harmony in fragmentation. However, it is now the
moment in Woolf criticism for a collapse and viewing her
seeming oppositions as part of a pattern. As Poulet says,
On the one hand, everything becomes suspense, 
fragmentary arrangement, with alternation and 
opposite terms; on the other hand, everything 
contributes to the total rhythm.
Together these movements, "complete with missing parts,"
constitute the experience of the lived moment that Woolf
seeks to capture.
What can we say then that Woolf makes of silence in 
narration? In changing the metaphor of silence to one of 
value and presence rather than absence and negation, she 
changes the meaning of silence. Silence becomes a part of 
the whole, a constituent part of narration as she "traces 
the patterns of the mind" and its relation to women's ways 
of knowing and being. This relates not only to the methods 
used to place the many kinds of silence in a text, but to a 
larger ensemble of relationships and "differance" in life—
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men and women, presence and absence, stasis and flux, 
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